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Preface
In 1993 the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) issued
a report titled State ILocal Relations and Service Responsibilities: A Framework for
Change. Senate Joint Resolution 310 of the 1993 General Assembly Session directed
JLARC to continue examining issues related to State and local relations. Subsequently,
a JLARC subcommittee was formed which directed staff to review the Commonwealth's
regional planning district commissions (PDCs). This report presents the [mdings from
the review ofPDCs.
PDCs were created in 1968 to identify and address, through regional planning, problems that transcend local boundaries. However, JLARC staff found that, in
general, PDCs place less emphasis on regional planning and a comprehensive view of
regional needs than is called for by the Virginia Area Development Act. In particular, as
PDCs become less reliant on federal funds and more reliant on local funds, they are
increasingly providing services ofa more localized nature. While this trend can be viewed
positively or negatively, from the standpoint of promoting regionalism, it is a concern.
However, local officials are generally satisfied with the types of services
provided by PDCs and with their performance. Also, many PDCs reported noteworthy
regional accomplishments. Despite these accomplishments, there is still a sense that
regional efforts are missing for some critical issues that cross-cut Virginia's localities.
The recommended improvements in selected PDC operations which are discussed in this
report might better facilitate regional results.
With regard to the future direction for PDCs, the report identifies three tiers
or levels of involvement with PDCs that the State could pursue, ranging from little or no
State involvement to a strong State role in directing PDC priorities toward regional work:.
The level ofState involvement is dependent upon the role the Legislature believes PDCs
should play - as "associations oflocal governments" whose focus is to perform whatever
services their member localities request, as independent regional entities whose focus is
to encourage and forge regional solutions to area-wide problems, or as a combination of
the two. Specific options related to the three tiers are included in the body ofthe report.
On behalfofthe JLARC staff, I would like to thank the Department ofHousing
and Community Development and the regional planning district commissions across the
Commonwealth for their cooperation and assistance during this study.

Philip A. Leone
Director
November 17, 1994

JLARC Report Summary
vide solutions to regional problems brought
on by population growth. and economic and
demographic changes. SDCs were intended
to evolve from PDCs and were to provide
service delivery through a regional form of
government. While no regions have implemented the service district concept, regions
have used the VADA framework as a vehicle
for regional progress through the use of
PDCs.
There are currently 21 PDCs. Each has
staff which is directed by a board composed
of both citizen members and elected offidais. PDC activities include: local planning
and technical assistance; transportation.
solid waste. and environmental resources
planning; economic and physical infrastructure development; grants administration;
data dissemination; and intergovernmental
coordination. Total funding to PDCs in FY
1993 was approximately $14.5 million. of
which 16 percent was State funding. The
largest source oftheirfunds - 39 percentwas the federal government. Local governments. as the second largest sou rce of funds.
provided almost 36 percent of total funding
for PDCs.
In 1993. the Joint Legislative Audit and
Review Commission (JLARC) issued a reIn 1968. the General Assembly established a statutory framework for addressing
issues of regional concern through the Virginia Area Development Act (VADA). The
Act is defined in § 15.1-1400 through § 15.11452 and provides for the creation of planning district commissions (PDCs) and service district commissions (SDCs). PDCs
are voluntary associations of local governments which were designed to foster intergovernmental cooperation by bringing local
governments together to discuss and pro-
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port titled State/Local Relalions and SeNice
Responsibilities: A Framework for Change.
Senate Joint Resolution 310 of the 1993
Session directed JLARC to continue examining the assignment of State and local service responsibilities. A JLARC subcommittee was formed and sUbsequently directed
staff to review the regional POCs.
This report was prepared to provide a
review of regional POCs and their role in
relation to State and local governments.
The major findings are:

POCs were created to identify and address, through regional planning, problems
that transcend local boundaries. The evidence suggests that less emphasis than
was originally intended is placed by POCs
on regional planning and a comprehensive
view of regional needs. For example, no
POCs have up-to-date regional comprehensive plans, and many POCs do not typically
engage in strategic (regional needs and
problems) planning.
With increasingly local funding over
time, the activities of many POCs have become increasingly locally-oriented. This local focus is reflected in the levels of satisfaction with POCs by local government officials.
Though there are a few POCs that are not
providing an adequate level of services,
most POCs are performing services of a
quality and quantity that meet the approval
of local government officials in the region.
From a regional perspective, many
POCs report noteworthy accomplishments.
However, there is a sense that regional
efforts are still missing from some critical
issues - social, economic, and infrastructure-related -that cross-cut localities. Over
one-third of the planning district commissioners responding to a JLARC survey reported that their POC needs to do a better
job of focusing on critical regional issues.
This result was supported by the survey of
local administrators.
Improvements in POC operations might
better facilitate regional results. Examination of selected operational indicators
showed that: some POCs do not complete
annual work programs; some POCs lack
systematic communication with their local
governments; some POC boards are not
adequately involved; and several PDCs could
make more substantive use of their board
meetings.

• POC priorities have shifted away from
the original regional planning focus of
the VAOA and moved increasingly to
local services as well as some regional projects.
• POC resources and initiatives are variable, and several POCs have some
operational concerns that may impact performance. However, all POCs
appear to be at least generally satisfying the local officials in their region
with their work.
• POCs have substantial regional accomplishments, but it is also clear
that more regional work could bedone.
• There are a number of factors that
affect POC priorities and the increasing focus to local projects, including a
lack of State funding and guidance
and the priorities of local officials.
• With regard to State policy on POCs,
there are a number of directions that
could be taken depending on the perspective of State policy-makers pertaining to POCs and regionalism.
Several of these directions are discussed in the report.
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benefit to the Stafe, there appears
be
sound reasons for not reducing Iile State's
currently small financial investment in PDCs,
Second, the State could seek aslrenglhening of PDC operations. Mechanisms for
strengthening the relationship between
PDCs and the State which appear war·
ranted include:

District Commission Priorities
substantial diversity of PDC activiin
a response to conditions
However, across the
are a number 01 general condior
which have affected the
priorities of
There has been Iitlie
State guidarlce regarding the role PDCs are
in!l~n(lAI11o
in State policy or in regional
lack 01 State commitment to
rArlimli'llism is evidenced by a lack of fundInitiatives, the lack of State
ing
policy on lhe use 01 PDCs, and the lack of
State oversight and coordination. Also, certain struclural difficulties, such as annexation and local government competition, affeel
efforts. In addition, PDCs'
ability to meet the regional comprehensive
plan requirements of the VAOA have been
the difficulty of plan adoption.
Due to the struetu re of PDCs, local officials
and poe directors Ultimately are the key to
PDe nncln!i""

• requiring greateraccountabilitylorthe
State general purpose funding;
• periodically reviewing PDCboundaries;
• developing a coherent Slate policy
toward PDCs;
• requiring the preparation by PDCs
annual work programs;
• involving PDCs more in selected activities; and
• modifying the distribution of the State
general purpose funding.

Future Directions for Planning
District Commissions in Virginia

Thi rd, the State could seek to aggressively redirect POC priorities to more extensively focus on regional work. This level
would require a greater commitment on the
part of the legislature and local governments toward regionalism. Oplions Ihal
could be considered include: requiring the
preparation of regional strategic pians; re·
quiring that State funding be used on actlvities benefiting the region; providing additional funding for regional initiatives
cooperation; and changing the local government membership and board composition of
POCs. Additional options are inciuded in the
body of this report.

It is a policy choice as to the role that
PDCs should play - whether as "associations of local governrnenfs," whose focus is
10
services their member
t::4:4t::~." as independent regional
Anliilip,,, whm:A locus is fo encourage and
rF!n!irln,,1 ;:"Lnuuv,:;:, to area-wide probcnrnhi,1ed purpose. Depending
policy-makers at various
nfl\IArilmAn!
are th ree liers or
levels
that the
could
I'nrnmitmArI! 10 PDCs.
do provide some
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Chapter I: Introduction

I. Introduction
the years, studies have shown that many of the problems faced by State
and local governments - environmental protection, crime, and transportation, for
example - do not adhere to strict political boundaries. As the Commonwealth continues
to grow at a
rate, regional coordination becomes an increasingly important avenue
for addressing these problems, both from the standpoint of improved problem-solving
and increased cost-effectiveness. Twenty-six years ago a statewide regional structure
was put in place to address inteIjurisdictional issues.
Created in response to the Virginia Area Development Act of 1968, planning
district commissions (PDCs) were designed to bring local governments together to
discuss and provide solutions to area-wide problems brought on by economic and
demographic changes. Each commission is a public body, composed of elected members
of the local government subdivisions within the district boundary and citizen members.
All current commissions have staff.
Since their creation, the 21 PDCs across the Commonwealth have developed
into entities with wide-ranging services. There are vast differences between PDCs in
terms of services provided, budget and staff sizes, and populations served.
Funding for PDCs comes from grants provided by federal, State, and local
government sources. In FY 1993, PDC funding totaled approximately $14.5 million$2.38 million ofwhich was provided by the State. PDCs are primarily supported through
federal and local funds.
PDCs are generally serving a useful role. They have not been, and probably
should not be, viewed as precursors to regional government. They are a useful vehicle
to identify, study, discuss, and sometimes implement solutions to regional problems, and
to a certain extent, help plan for the region's future. They serve as forums for exchanging
information, and provide services to local governments.
are heavily grant-dependent, availability of funding has played
in de!Lermlml~gtheservices provided by each PDC. As reliance on local IUJ~m.ng
over the years, PDCs have placed greater emphasis on the provision
mlrti"nl"rlv in
areas.
appears that this has sometimes been at
heir prin~aJ'Y role as regional coordinators and problem-solvers. As such, they
expense
UU.HL<;U as originally intended under the Virginia Area Development
are not
a
has

Vlhether or how the State wishes to reverse the trend toward locality-based
services is a
choice that depends on the State's philosophy and approach to
appears that the benefit ofPDCs to the State and regional cooperation
State outlined a clearer role for regionalism in general and PD!Gs
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Also, in order to improve the potential effectiveness of PDCs, certain
Orl;1i!lizational concerns will need to be addressed.

HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF REGIONAL PDCS
the 19608, the federal government began emphasizing regional approaches
gO',ernrrueTI:tal problem-solving. The federal government passed the Housing and
Development Act of 1965 which provided federal funding to regional entities for
two-thil:ds of the costs of studies, data collection, and preparation of regional plans and
PrlljOl:tS. Soon thereafter, the federal government required that all local applications for
lederltlaid and loans be reviewed and commented upon by a regional review agency. In
to receive the funding from these federal programs, regional agencies or councils
to formed. The requirement that regional agencies be formed in order to receive
ledentl funds spurred the creation and growth of regional councils across the

Around the same time as the federal initiatives toward regionalism, the
General Assembly created a study commission to examine and recommend
sollutiorls to problems faced by the Commonwealth's metropolitan areas. The Metropolitan
Study Commission determined that there was aneed for a regional governmenstructure whose purpose would be to solve regional problems and promote intergovenlmental cooperation. Some of the Commission's findings were subsequently codified
as
Virginia Area Development Act (VADA).
The Act called for the creation of regional planning commissions formed from
associations oflocal governments. These planning district commissions were
charged with promoting the development of the region through long-term planning and
co<)rciinatlon li!llong local governments. The Act also made provisions for the creation of
re~;iOJlal governments, called service district commissions, which to date have not been

l\I,~tr'o]l,ollt3nAreas

Study Commission

increasing mobility of Virginians in the middle decades ofthe 1900s, due to
inl:rodu:ctJlon of mass-produced automobiles and modern roads, resulted in rapid
particularly suburban, development in many parts of the Commonwealth.
from 1950 to 1960, the Commonwealth's six metropolitan areas (at that
approximately 50 percent of its population and 85 percent of its population
In response to these economic and demographic transformations, the 1966
Virginia General Assembly passed a resolution requiring a study of
metropolitan areas. As a result, the Virginia Metropolitan Areas Study
COffilTIllls!<Jn, otherwise known as the Hahn Commission, was appointed by Governor
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in 1966. The Commission's Chairman, Marshall Hahn, was at that time
President of Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
Given rapid metropolitan growth, the Commission found that, increasingly,
problems originating outside local boundaries eventually became problems local governments must solve. Prior to the Hahn Commission, attempts at solving regional problems
generally involved expansion through annexation and the creation of single-purpose
authorities to deliver specific regional services. However, given the disruptionofthe long
and often bitter annexation process and the fragmentation and duplication of government caused by the proliferation of single-purpose authorities, the Commission concluded that these and other existing government structures were not adequately dealing
with area-wide problems.
In order to foster area-wide planning and service delivery and to stop the
proliferation ofsingle-purpose authorities, the Hahn Commission recommended a series
ofnew concepts in intergovernmental cooperation. Among the Commission's recommendations were outlines for the creation and implementation ofregional planning agencies
(planning district commissions) and regional service delivery agencies (service district
commissions) throughout the Commonwealth. Since much suburban growth adversely
affected rural areas, particularly with regard to population shifts and consumption of
land, the Commission felt that a statewide planning district and service district program
would benefit all areas of the Commonwealth.
As designed by the Hahn Commission, the purpose of PDCs was to develop
solutions to regional problems brought on by suburban sprawl, such as water and air
pollution, recreation needs, urban blight, congested highways, and piecemeal development. PDCs were meant to foster intergovernmental cooperation by bringing local units
of governments together, on a voluntary basis, to discuss and provide solutions to
regional problems.

Once PDCs were established, they were intended to mature into service district
commissions (SDCs). Service district commissions were intended to implement the
regional service delivery plans created by PDCs, and essentially serve as a regional level
of government.
Although the Hahn Commission believed that individual local gO'lernrnlents
were not able to deal with problems of greater than local significance, the Comrnissic:n
was aware that local governments have had a long and popular history in Vilnrini;lL
this in mind, the Commission recognized that strong local government was a way
in Virginia and that any regional initiative would be viewed as a threat by local officials.
Repeatedly, the Commission noted local governments' chief concern - retention
strong local government. So, in order to gain local acceptance ofthis new tier ofregional
government, the Commission strongly recommended that membership in
strictly voluntary.
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Virgin;,a Area Development Act
Following the release ofthe Hahn Commission's recommendations in 1967, the
G£neral Assembly enacted the VADA. Within a few years after passage
PDCs were operating in all regions of the Commonwealth. In contrast, no
m~r,ncr, commissions have been created, or even attempted to be created, in any
State. Instead, PDCs were granted a number ofimplementation powers in
report primarily focuses on the PDC provisions of the VADA.

Planning District Commission Structure. As required in the VADA, a State
agency - the Division ofState Planning and Community Affairs - was given responsidividing the Commonwealth into planning districts. These boundary decisions
were completed in 1969, after an extensive process involving research and local government
In all, 22 planning districts were designated. Though the State identified
b01.1n,jaJ-ie,s, it was the responsibility ofthe local governments within each district to
PDC. Within one year, PDCs were operating in 19 of the 22 designated
1973, all 22 planning districts had operating PDCs.
"'hG~A

have been two changes affecting PDC boundaries since their creation.
five local governments - Bath, Chesterfield, Gloucester, Louisa, and Prince
ii>orrtA Counties have each been given authority to belong to two PDCs. Louisa
County was given this authority most recently in the 1994 General Assembly Session.
Chesterfield and Gloucester Counties hold dual membership in PDCs.
SecOl.1d, two planning district commissions - the Peninsula and Seutheastern PDCsmen!f!!j to
the Hampton Roads PDC as ofJuly 1990, Fignre 1 identifies the current
boundaries. All counties, cities, and towns over 3,500 population are eligible for
membership to the regional PDC. In addition, smaller towns may join the PDC upon
consent the members. Local government membership on PDCs is voluntary -local
governments are not mandated to participate. All but four eligible local governments are
members of a PDC.

ture

VADA givcs PDCs responsibility for determining the organizational strucCommission. For example, PDCs determine the number of commissioners,
terms of office and method ofselection, voting rights, dues, frequency of meetings ,
size
make-up. As a result, there is
variation the way PDCs
1 identifies the basic parameters
PDC operates.

trUSSlon of Planning District Commissions. Current Virginia law grants
planning, coordinating, aod implementing power. The Virginia Area
DeveloplneJl1tAct, § 15,1-1405 ofthe Code ofVirginia , states that the purpose ofPDCs is:
to

the orderly and efficient development ofthe physical, social
economic elements of the district by planning, encouraging and
assisting governmental subdivisions to plan
the future aod, if
requested by a member governmental subdivision or group of member
governmental subdivisions and to the extent the commission may elect

Figure 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ,
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Planning District Commission Boundaries
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Table 1

Planning District Commission Organization
PDC
!:limlJl§r
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

22
23

pDCName
lENOWISCO
Cumberland Plateau
Mount Rogers
New River Valley
Fifth
Central Shenandoah
lOld Fainax
Northern Virginia
Rappahannock-Rapidan
Thomas Jefferson
Central Virginia
West Piedmont
Southside
Piedmont
Richmond Regional
RADCO
Northern Neck
MKldle Peninsula
Crater
Accomack-Northampton
Hampton Roads
TOTALS

Total Funds
lEY 1993)
$420,276
$2,676,840
$546,669
$378,382
$482,077
$329,665
$319,138
$1,790,362
$154,295
$458,725
$381,558
$325,505
$297,242
$294,915
$1,106,041
$442,646
$239,605

Full-Time
Equivalent
Staff Size
lEY 1993)
8.5
29.4
13.2
9
9
9.8
7
28.3
3
9.8
6.3
6
7
7
19
8.7
4.4
5
11
16.3

Number of
Commissiooers

Number
of Member

Population

Localities

(EY 1990)
91,520
123,590
178,210
152,590
253,810
225,025
159,239
1,466,350
116,643
164,476

14
32
37
17
27
20
28
35
17
12
21
21
29
21
30
19
16
21

SelVlld

$656,213
$713,169
$ 2143250

13

4
4
20
8
9
10
10
13
10
6
10
7
5
12
9
5
4
9
10
3

..az

.A2

~

238,854
81,258
64,905
739,735
170,410
44,173
73,023
'365,971
44,764
"1,448040

$14,461,858

246.4

497

183

6,189,197

$306,266

26

206,226

land Area
~
1,385
1,834
2,782
1,458
1,638
3,437
1,664
1,312
1,964
2,154
2,122
2,589
2,000
2,819
2,136
1,397
738
1,304
'2,323
702
~
39,720

'Chosteriield County's population of 209,564 and land area of 434 square miles are included.
"Gloucester County's population of 30,131 and land area of 225 square miles are included.
Note 1: In addition to its three full-time staff, Rappahennock-RapKlan (PDC 9) reported the use of two volunteer positions in FY 1993.
Note 2: All data cover EY 1994 unless otherwise noted.
Source: JlARC staff analysis of PDC-provided documents and the Virginia Statistical Abstract 1994-95 Edition.

to act, assisting the subdivisions by carrying out plans and programs
for the improvement and utilization of said elements.
The purpose ofPDCs as articulated through the Code was modified in 1986 to give
PDCs service implementation powers upon request of their member local governments. This gave PDCs the power to provide services as well as plan for services.
This broad statement ofpurpose was designed to give PDCs across the State the
flexibility they needed to serve the various needs of their regions. Most of the 21 PDCs
have adopted either formal or informal mission statements that are identical or very
similar in nature to the purpose of PDCs as set out in the VADA

7
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Planning District Commission Aetivities. The VADA identifies two aCil!,,!·
ties that PDCs are required to pezform. First, PDCs are required to prepare a re,;lOllal
comprehensive plan. It is the responsibility of the PDC to determine the issues
should be addressed in the plan. The steps required for adoption ofthe plan are mtmcun,u
in the V ADA The plan becomes effective with regard to the actions of
approval by a majority ofthe local governing bodies which are members ofthe
plan does not become effective within a locality unless it is adopted by the locall!mrel'lnin.1!
body. Second, PDCs are required to review all local government applications to
or
federal agencies for grants or loans. The PDC is to determine whether or not the pr,op<JBed
project is in conflict with the regional plan or policies, and is adequately coordinated with
other projects within the district.
Service District Commission Provisions. Ai! previously noted,
were
expected to be the first step in the creation of a regional government called a SeI'Vlc:e
district. The service district was to provide selected governmental services on a re£;l0I1wide basis. However, no SDCs have been created since the VADA was enacted.
suggest that, given the stringent statutory requirements, establishment
a service
district is virtually impossible.
The VADA details the method by which a service district is to be cr!~ated.
PDC is responsible for preparing a plan for the creation of a service district and its
operation, including the services for which it will be responsible. The service district
must encompass all local governments which are members of the PDC. The plan must
first be approved by each local governing body in the district. Once all the local governing
bodies approve the plan, a referendum must be held in each locality whereby a mEljmity
ofvoters in each locality must also approve the plan. If a majority of voters in any of the
localities does not approve the plan, the service district cannot be formed. The PDC is
terminated upon creation of a SDC, and all responsibilities of the PDC are transferred
to the SDC.

PDC FUNDING SOURCES

There are three major funding streams available to PDCs:
State funding, and local funding. Federal grant funding is the largest ~WbH"
funding for PDCs. Federal grant funding areas include transportation, co:mrtlu:tllty
development, economic development, and coastal resources management.
to PDCs includes both program specific grants and a general purpose appr1vpJiatinn
PDCs. State funds for grants were mainly from the Department of EIlvi:rorlmental
Quality in the form of assistance on environmental issues and from
Department ofTransportation and the Virginia Department ofRalI and
tation on transportation issues. Local funding includes local contracts
local dues. Local funding is the second largest source offunds to PDes. r U",H
a small amount offunding from miscellaneous sources such as non-governmental gnmt:s,
sales of materials, and interest on fund balances.

rhanf~
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Several trends have been identified in overall funding. PDC funding has shifted
from more than 70 percentfederal funding in the mid 1970s to less than 40 percent oftotal
PDC budgets in FY 1993. As the federal funding declined, local funding increased to
offset some of the decline, but the decline had substantive impacts on PDC staffing and
operations nonetheless.
In the early to mid 1970s, PDCs had relatively large staffs which were funded
mainly through federal planning dollars. These federal planning funds virtually
disappeared by the early 1980s. This decline in federal planning grants forced PDCs to
shift to other funding sources, including the State and their member localities. However,
the State and local funding streams often did not cover all of the revenue declines
experienced by PDCs. Many PDCs, as a result offederal funding cuts, had substantial
declines in staffing.
From the early 1980s to FY 1988, State funding was relatively stable. In FYs
1988 and 1989, the State made a concerted effort to increase the general purpose
appropriation to PDCs, and funding increased by substantial amounts. However, since
the State budget difficulties beginning in FY 1990, State funding has increased only in
grant program areas. Funds from miscellaneous sources have increased substantially as
PDCs seek to recover costs of operation.
Funding for all PDCs from FY 1984 to FY 1993 is shown in Figure 2. From FY
1984 to FY 1993, the total amount offunds budgeted by all 21 PDCs increased by $7.7
million - from $6.7 million to almost $14.5 million. Percentage increases in PDC
budgets ranged from 19 percent ($88,417) in Mount Rogers to 347 percent ($553,782) in
Accomack-Northampton. The average increase in PDCs' budgets during that period was
114 percent. In comparison, the inflation rate during this period was approximately 49
percent.
Federal funds are the largest single source ofrevenue for PDCs with more than
$5.6 million or 38.9 percent of total FY 1993 funds to PDCs. Local funds are the second
largest source ofFY 1993 revenue with more than $5.1 million or 35.8 percent ofPDCs'
funds. PDCs, in general, are not heavily reliant on State funding. In FY 1993, State
funding ofPDCs was $2.4 million or 16.4 percent oftotal PDC revenues. The final source
ofPDC funds, derived from other miscellaneous revenues, was $1.3 million or 8.9 percent
of total FY 1993 funds.

PDC SERVICES

The 21 PDCs in Virginia offer a variety ofservices throughout the State to both
local governments and their region as a whole. There is no standardized set of services
provided by each PDC. Each PDC develops its own set of services based on the needs of
its localities and the region.
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Source: JLARC staff analysis ofPDCHprovided documents.

For the purposes of analysis, JLARC staff categorized the 21 PDCs into the
following three groups to account for their varying operations: urban, urbanizing, and
rural:
• Urban PDCs include Northern Virginia (PDC 8), Richmond Regional (PDC
15), and Hampton Roads (PDC 23). These PDCs represent the most urban
PDCs (sharing such characteristics as high population density).
• Urbanizing PDCs include the Fifth (PDC 5), Thomas Jefferson (PDC 10),
Central Virginia (PDC 11), West Piedmont (PDC 12), RADCO (PDC 16), and
Crater (PDC 19). These PDCs represent the urbanizing areas ofthe Commonwealth, such as Roanoke, Charlottesville, Lynchburg, Danville, Fredericksburg,
and Petersburg.
• Rural PDCs include LENOWISCO (PDC 1), Cumberland Plateau (PDC 2),
Mount Rogers (PDC 3), New River Valley (PDC 4), Central Shenandoah (PDe
6), Lord Fairfax (PDC 7), Rappahannock-Rapidan (PDC 9), Southside (PDe
13), Piedmont (PDC 14), Northern Neck (PDC 17), Middle Peninsula (PDe
18), and Accomack-Northampton (PDC 22).
The services that PDCs provide encompass economic development, physical
infrastructure development, environmental resources planning, transportation plan-
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human services planning and coordination, and data dissemination and intergovernmental coordination, among others. In all, PDCs provide services within 11 functional areas and five services within specific activity areas. Table 2 identifies the services
in which each PDC conducted work in FYs 1993 and/or 1994. It is important to note that
the specific services conducted vary from one PDC to another. For example, some PDCs
are involved in planning for service implementation, while others actually implement the
services themselves. In addition, the number ofstaffhours devoted to each service varies
significantly by PDC. Some PDCs devote under 100 staffhours to specific services, while
others devote thousands of hours to certain services. This section presents a brief
summary of the 16 services within which PDCs conduct their work.

Table 2

Services Offered by Planning District Commissions
in Virginia, FYs 1993 and 1994
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center has 31 work stations and accessory facilities. Due to the
commuting nature of the residents in the area, the effort potentially
could reduce traffic, save a great deal oftime for the residents, and save
money for the federal government [due to lower office space costs].
Environmental Planning
PDCs provide a range of services in the environmental planning service area.
Twenty PDCs provide services in this area. Service activities include stormwater
management planning studies, Coastal Zone Management studies, river corridor studies, and water and air pollution studies. Some PDCs provide only technical assistance
to localities for their studies, while other PDCs perform all aspects of the studies
themselves. Yet some other PDCs provide monitoring services for their locali ties and
assist regional water boards.
Coastal Zone Management studies are carried out by the following eight PDCs;
Northern Virginia, Richmond Regional, RADCO, Northern Neck, Middle Peninsula,
Crater, Accomack-Northampton, and Hampton Roads. Activities conducted include
development ofshoreline ordinances, watershed plans, and comprehensive plan updates.
Another example of environmental activities conducted by PDCs involves the
Roanoke River Corridor Study, which was a regionally cooperative effort between the
following PDes; New River Valley, the Fifth, Central Virginia, and West Piedmont; the
counties of Montgomery, Roanoke, Franklin, and Bedford; and the town of Vinton. As
reported by the Fifth PDC;
In 1987, the Fifth PDC coordinated ajoint meeting ofthe Roanoke City
and County Planning Commissions, where they discussed the desire to
undertake ajoint project. The Roanoke River was chosen as the topic
because it is a critical natural resource of mutual interest. Over time,
five localities, three other PDCs, and over 50 representatives of other
groups were added, as the study examined the river from its headwaters in Montgomery County, through the Roanoke Valley, to Smith
Mountain Lake. Written products include 1) a three-volume Roanoke
River Corridor Study (1990, partially funded by the Virginia Environmental Endowment), which inventoried the river and made recommendations for future action, 2) the 1990 Roanoke River Corridor
Study, Phase II, which was partially funded by the Virginia Water
Control Board for the purpose ofexamining the relationship ofland use
and water pollution along the river, and 3) The Roanoke River Corridor: Managing A Strategic Resource, (partially funded by VEE, 1993),
which details a proposed regional advisory body for input on land use
decisions affecting the river and provides a model conservation overlay
zone for local adoption. The PDC continues to support this effort on an
on-going basis.
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One example ofthe monitoring services and assistance to regional water boards
that some PDCs provide their localities was identified through the Northern Virginia
PDC, which reported that:
NVPDC continues to provide an ongoing program to monitor the
cumulative effects ofdevelopment on the flood control channel ofFour
Mile Run. NVPDC administers this program on behalfoffourjurisdictions (Arlington, Alexandria, Falls Church and Fairfax County) as a
result of flooding that has occurred in this watershed because of
development. NVPDC also staffs a Watershed Policy Board for the
Occoquan Reservoir. This board, which is composed of a majority of
NVPDCjurisdictions and water purveyors, coordinates information on
development impacts to this critical drinking water supply system,
and undertakes studies to research cost-effective measures to preserve
the integrity ofthe system. The Occoquan activity has caused NVPDC
to develop national pre-eminence in the area of monitoring and
controlling non-point source pollution in a drinking water supply
serving multiple jurisdictions.

Waste Management/Landfill Planning
Nineteen PDCs engaged in waste management or landfill planning activities in
FYs 1993 and 1994. These activities included developing and updating regional solid
waste management plans, providing assistance to localities on updating their own plans,
and recycling efforts. The Crater PDe attempted during 1986 to 1987 to bring together
localities to address solid waste issues, but landfill needs were different for each locality
and agreement could not be reached. The State adoption of mandatory recycling rates
and more stringent landfill requirements, however, induced localities to work together.
As reported by the Crater PDe:
Joint efforts by the Richmond Regional and Crater PDCs resulted in
the establishment of the Richmond/Tri-Cities Area Solid Waste Management Task Force. This joined the urbanized portion of the Crater
PDC with the Richmond Regional PDC. That effort resulted in a
consultant's study, The Richmond/Tri-Cities Area Regional Recycling
Study, and a recommendation that an authority be formed to address
solid waste management. The Central Virginia Waste Management
Authority was formed with agreement by thirteen local governments,
all of the localities in the Richmond Regional PDC, plus the cities of
Colonial Heights, Hopewell and Petersburg and Prince George County
in the Crater PDC. Local government officials, along with citizens
from the member localities sit on the Authority, which meets periodically in both Richmond and Petersburg. The Authority has been very
successful in various efforts to offer recycling programs . . . and a
growing curbside collection program has been implemented. For
calendar year 1991, the recycling rate for the Authority service area
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was 24.7 percent [which is significantly higher than the State mandated rate often percent].
Other types of recycling efforts are also being conducted by a number ofPDCs.
The New River Valley PDC operates a tire shredding program in its region:

The New River Valley PDC is currently running a tire shredding
program that involves five other PDCs (LENOWISCO, Cumberland
Plateau, Mount Rogers, the Fifth, and Central Shenandoah). Funding
from the Department of Environmental Quality allowed the PDCs to
purchase the tire shredder, and pilot test this program in a portion of
the Appalachian region ofthe State. It also provided the opportunity to
develop markets for tire shredding and prepared information on other
engineering uses ofthe shred material. The program will initially serve
15 localities with existing equipment. The shredder rotates between
localities, and with two full-time employees can shred about 2, 000 tires
per day. Tire shred can be used for erosion control and daily cover for
landfills. Commercial uses are possible as well, but have not as yet been
fully developed.
In addition, some PDCs are responsible for compiling recycling information
from their member local governments and submitting State required recycling reports
to the Department of Environmental Quality.

Economic Development
Economic development activities are undertaken by 18 ofthe PDCs. They range
from fostering the development of economic development groups and alliances to
implementing significant economic development activities on their own. Although most
PDCs engage in economic development activities, the stafftime devoted in FYs 1993 and
1994 ranged from a few hundred to several thousand staff hours.
One of the major ways in which PDCs assist their localities is with the
acquisition and maintenance of certification under the Virginia Community Certification Program. This technical assistance program, which has more than 70 localities as
participants, is sponsored by the Virginia Department of Economic Development.
Communities can be certified as economic development areas after meeting certain
program requirements. Service emphasis focuses on jobs creation, industrial site
development and marketing, and other infrastructure development. One type of PDC
assistance includes development of industrial parks, for example:

LENOWISCO proposed a regional shell building program through the
Coalfield Economic Development Authority. This project was in place
in late 1992, and today construction is underway on a 56,000 square
foot "spec" building in Wise County and a 40,000 square foot "spec"
building in Lee County. The PDC served as a facilitator to bring these
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projects to construction byproviding technical and capitalprocurement
assistance to member localities, and maintaining the PDC's data bank.
Lord Fairfax PDC also reported facilitating the creation of the Northern
Shenandoah Valley Economic Development Network (EDN).

Lord Fairfax PDC held a series of meetings in the middle 1980s with
local banks concerning the marketing ofa small business administration loan program. After a few years local banks wanted to expand the
group to include other economic interests. Lord Fairfax PDC then
identified other concerned groups and established a framework for a
regional economic marketinggroup. The EDNwas then formed by Lord
Fairfax PDC at the start of FY 1989 as a public-private cooperative
venture to maintain and improve the economic viability ofthe region.
According to the PDC, the networking concept has increased cooperation among many public and private entities which share the common
goals ofreasonable economic development for the Northern Shenandoah
Valley.
In addition, the Lord Fairfax PDC reported one of the more unique activities in
the economic development service area, which is a Civil War Heritage tourism plauning
program. This program was developed through the activities of the EDN:

In response to the National Park Service's designation of Civil War
Battlefl£lds as a resource with tourism potential, local governments
used the PDC to pursue planning grant funds for the development of
area Shenandoah Valley Battlefields. Two planning grants have been
received by the PDC and a Civil War Heritage Tour Road Network has
been identified as a regional action plan. The PDC took the lead on this
effort with support from the State and federal governments.

Housing
Housing services are provided by 17 of the PDCs. In the housing service area,
PDC activities include conducting honsing needs assessment surveys
coordinating the installation of indoor plumbing in honsing units, helping administer
HUD Section 8 rental assistance programs, and making applications
to
construct homes for low-income families. The Accomack-Northampton
lar provides extensive housing services to its region. AB reported by the PDC drr'ect;or:
Since 1979, the Accomack-Northampton PDC (ANPDC) has been a
primary agency to help ANPDC local governments meet their honsing,
community development, and infrastructure needs. In partnership
with the 2 counties, 19 towns, the Accomack-Northampton Housing
and Redevelopment Corporation (A-NHRC), and the Accomack·
Northampton Regional Housing Authority (A·NRHA), over
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lion in federal and state funds have been received through ANPDC
applications, including funds to repair or construct over 800 homes for
low-income families. Since 1989, over $13.6 million has been secured
through ANPDC assistance, including funding for improvements to
482 homes. ANPDC leadership has largely accounted for the 43.9
percent reduction in ANPDC substandard housing from 1980 to 1990.
In addition, the Thomas Jefferson PDC is extensively involved in providing
housing services.

The Thomas JeffersonPDC developed a regional Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy, which involved working with a regional
advisory committee. This strategy was approved by all the PDC's
membergovernments. This strategy led to the formation ofthe Thomas
Jefferson Regional HOME Consortium, which has brought in approximately $1.2 million ofHUD funds to the region for housing programs.
The HOME program is managed by PDC staff and implemented by
local non-profit housing corporations chosen by the local governing
body. In addition, the PDC contracts with a regional non-profit
organization, the Thomas Jefferson Housing Improvement Corporation (TJHIC), to provide administrative services. The PDC director
serves as the director of the TJHIC. The PDC director reported that
"this reduces TJHIC's need for full-time administration, allowing the
corp',raiion to concentrate on seeking funding for regional housing
programs.» The PDC has written a successful Regional Loan Fund
application and developed public / private partnerships with Jefferson
National Bank, Virginia Housing DevelopmentAuthority, Department
ofHousing and Community Development, and local non-profits.
Although other PDCs engage in housing activities, no other PDCs are as
involved in housing activities as the Accomack-Northampton and Thomas Jefferson
PDCs.

Human Services Planning
Human services planning activities were performed by 13 of the PDCs in FYs
1993 and/or FY 1994. The major services in this area include disabilities services board
planning and HIV/AIDS services. In response to a State initiative, several PDCs were
responsible for creating regional disabilities services boards. As reported by the Central
Shenandoah PDC director:
Two years ago, the General Assembly passed legislation requiring all
local governments to create [their] own or a regional disability services
board. In October 1992, the [Central Shenandoah PDC] directed staff
to offer all local governments the option to create a regional disability
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services board. The Commission created the Central Shenandoah
Disability Services Board in March 1993, having 15 members. InJune,
the Board adopted the required Needs Assessment which was prepared by the Commission and accepted by the Department ofRehabilitative Services.
The Northern Virginia PDC is the most involved with human services planning
activities. Their most significant effort in this area involves HIV and AIDS services
coordination. The Northern Virginia PDC reported:
Since 1989, NVPDC has convened the Northern Virginia HIV Consortium, a body that includes all the local health departments and a
majority ofthe Conununity Services Boards in the region, as well as all
the primary HIV and AIDS health and human service providers. As a
result ofregional leadership provided by the NVPDC and the Consortium, Northern Virginia is receiving approximately $2 million annually for services to people with AIDS or HIV infection. Title I of the
Ryan White CARE Act provides funding for urban jurisdictions with a
high incidence of HIV. In Northern Virginia, none of the local
jurisdictions individually would qualify for Title I funding; however, as
a legally recognized political subdivisionofthe Commonwealth, NVPDC
applied for the funds on behalf of its member jurisdictions, as part of
a Washington Metropolitan area partnership. NVPDC currently is
designated as the lead agency in the region for coordination and
funding of services to low-income and indigent people with AIDS.
NVPDC develops a regional plan annually to distribute the federal
dollars, and provides technical assistance and training for AIDS
services providers throughout the planning district.
Other human services planning activities include elderly daycare planning, providing
information to localities on human service providers, and sponsoring conferences on
the health status and needs of children.

Recreation Planning
Only tsn PDCs directly engage in recreation planning activities. These types of
activities generally involve the preparation and administration of recreation grants for
localities. The primary purpose ofthese grants is to help localities conserve their natural
environments and provide safe, accessible, and enjoyable recreational opportunities and
resources.

Emergency Preparedness Planning
Six PDCs provide emergency preparedness planning services to their localities.
These services include E-911 development and administration, flood hazard assessment
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studies, development ofa flood plain management referral service, and assistance to local
emergency planning committees.

Criminal Justice Planning
Significant criminal justice planning services were carried out by four of the
PDCs in FY 1993 and/or FY 1994. Most activities involved assisting localities with
studies and needs assessments for regionaljails. For example, the New River Valley PDC
prepared a Regional Jail Community Based Corrections Plan for the localities within its
region. As reported by this PDC:
Activity provided by the Commission in support of the localities
interested in the construction of a regional jail began in November of
1991. Several localities, including the counties of Pulaski, Bland,
Floyd, and Wythe had begnn to evaluate the alternatives of jointly
constructing ajaiL The November meeting was called to discuss the
requirements for preparation of a Needs Assessment and Planning
Study. The Commission presented an approach to the project which
was ultimately accepted and began work on the needs assessment.
During the period, the localities involved in the study effort changed.
The Community Based Corrections Plan and the Planning Study, for
which the Commission served as contractor, were submitted in March
for a facility estimated at $31.7 million to serve the Counties of Floyd,
Giles, Pulaski, Carroll, Grayson, and the City of Radford. The Governor and the General Assembly will be considering funding of this
facility in the 1995 Session.
In the 19708, many PDCs were involved in this area and had criminal justice
planners on staff. These positions were supported by federal planning grants specifically
for criminal justice. Available federal funding for this activity was curtailed in the late
1970s to early 1980s. As a result, criminaljustice planning services have not been given
much attention by the PDCs in recent years.

Public Works Program
The Cumberland Plateau PDC is the only PDC to fully operate a public works
program. The PDC initiated its public works program in 1975, and described it as follows:

An ongoing program through which hundreds of projects have been
completed using equipment owned and operated by the commission.
These projects include: the construction of recreation and water and
sewer facilities; industrial, housing, and educational building site
preparation; sidewalk construction; landscaping; blasting services;
and Americans With Disabilities Act (ADAl conversion services,just to
name a few. The PDC also provides water delivery and sewer system
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maintenance services. In 1993 alone, the Public Works Program
delivered 6.9 million gallons of water and cleaned over 13,000 feet of
sewer line. Staffalso offers technical assistance, including: evaluation
and estimates of ADA projects for public buildings; preparation of
industrial, recreational, and grant application site plans; project cost
estimates; evaluation of grading and project plans; and the preparation ofpreliminary building drawings for planning purposes. Since the
inception ofthe Public Works Program, the Cumberland Plateau PDC
counties have saved over $2 million by purchasing services and/or
leasing equipment through this program.
The LENOWISCO PDC used to be more involved in the public works area. However,
the only public works services currently provided are street cleaning and emergency
water.

Information and Data Dissemination
Information and data dissemination services are provided by all the PDCs.
Every PDC is an affiliate ofthe Virginia Employment Commission's State Data Center.
As an affiliate, PDCs provide data upon request to public and private entities. As a
service to localities and businesses, PDCs provide all types of census data, technical
assistance, and workshops and seminars. For example, the Richmond Regional PDC
provides traffic count data at intersections to help businesses in their location decisions.
In addition to their operation as State Data Center Affiliates, all PDCs act as a
liaison between their localities and the State and federal governmen ts. This service
involves keeping localities up-to-date on new State and federal government requirements, disseminating information to localities on these requirements, and notifying
localities of the availability of new funding sources as they become available.
Many PDCs also operate Geographic Information System (GIS) programs. GIS
maps are used by these PDCs to analyze and display demographic trends, economic
patterns, and tax parcel information. This regional activity benefits both the localities
and the region through information dissemination capabilities. GIS programs are also
used in conjunction with other PDC programs as welL The Middle Peninsula PDC
started its GIS program as a mechanism to assist its localities and the region with
implementation of the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act. As reported by the Middle
Peninsula PDC:
With the adoption of regulations to implement the Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Act, it became apparent that the task would benefit from
a coordinated regional approach and implementation of an automated
Geographic Information System. The Commission created a partnership including all nine local governments, the Chesapeake Bay Local
Assistance Department, the Coastal Resources Management Program, and the Virginia Environmental Endowment. The partnership
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procured necessary hardware and software, collected available geographic data, and produced analysis to detennine the extent ofChesapeake Bay Preservation Area features. In a continuing effort, the GIS
supports development and enforcement of local Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Act programs.

State and Federal Grant Application Assistance
Twenty PDCs provide State and federal grant application assistance to their
localities. The only PDC that did not pro;ride this assistance to their localities is the
Northern Virginia PDC. PDCs that provide grant application assistance perfonn
activities such as researching issues, familiarizing their localities with various grant
application procedures, and filling out the grant applications on behalf of local governments. These PDCs typically assist in writing, or write, grants to the following agencies:
Department of Rousing and Community Development, Department of Environmental
Quality, Appalachian Regional Commission, Economic Development Administration,
and Farmers Rome Administration.

Grants Management
Although 20 PDCs provide assistance to localities for State and federal grant
application assistance, only 15 PDCs actually manage and administer the grants. Grants
management services are usually provided for small towns, cities, and counties with
limited staff. Many of the rural PDCs spend a large portion of their total staff time on
State
federal grant application assistance and management. In fact, the Southside
PDC spent 50 percent of its total staff hours in FY Hl93 on these two services to its

Management of housing grant projects, for example, includes taking applications
individuals, checking their qualifications, and pre-qualifying contractors. To
manage water and sewer grant projects, PDCs attend community meetings, provide
re""IlH;U for property ownership and rights of way, and work with project contractors.
\-\-'ben
funds are involved, the PDC must ensure all federal requirements are met,
as provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act. PDCs are also responsible for all financial
activities
regard to the project, such as monitoring the budget,
reporting to State and federal agencies who monitor
projects, and disbursing funds
to
for their
and submission to the payee. As an example, the Thomas
Jefferson PDC reported that:

The PDC is currently managing a $2.2 million CDBG / FmHA commuimprovement project with a constructed wetland wastewater treatment facility in Nelson. The PDC wrote the grant applications for this
project. The PDC is also managing a $500,000 CDBG grant in Greene
County to rehabilitate
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The Piedmont PDC is very involved in grant application assistance and grants
management. The Piedmont
reported:
[The PDC] has written and is managing a numberofCDBG projects for
various community improvements including the following projects
just approved: Phenix Neighborhood Improvement Project($383,620),
Charlotte Courthouse Northern Community Improvements Project
($833,
Lunenburg County Multi-Year Housing Preservation
Project ($1,130,450), and the Farmville/Longwood Avenue Housing
Preservation Project ($526,564). The Commission is currently completing projects for the Dillwyn Sewage Treatment Plant Upgrade and
Sewer Line Extensions ($1,328,435), Charlotte County Bacon Area
Housing Rehabilitation Project ($507,000), the Kenbridge Housing
Rehabilitation Project($516,000), and the Nottoway County Route 631
Neighborhood Improvements Project ($352,600).
State and federal grant application assistance and management is typically a timeconsuming process for many of the PDCs, especially those that serve the rural areas
of the State.

Intergovernmental Review Process
Beginning in the
1960s, the federal government instituted an intergovernmental review (lGR) process the A-95 process - for regional review ofany local, State,
and federal grant proposals. Though the federal and State governments are no longer
involved in the process, the Code of Virginia still requires PDCs to review all local
government funding applications to ensure they are consistent with regional plans and
are not duplicative with other localities' proposals. Nineteen PDCs currently engage in
some level of IGR,
is accomplished through either PDC Commission or executive
committee meetings. The West Piedmont PDC reported:
Through the Intergovernmental Review Process, the PDC provides an
opportunity for local governments, organizations, agencies, and interested individuals to comment on projects determined to have regional
impact
are
for federal and state funding in this area.
The overall
process is to make localities more aware of
federal/state
activities and opportunities underway in their
locality.
In contrast, other PDCs
only a small amount of time and reported little valne
in the process since the federal government does not appear to consider the objections
that may be raised by a
ultimately funds the local projects.
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Legislative Liaison Activities
Legislative liaison activities are performed by 16 ofthe PDCs. Within this area,
the range of activities vary by PDC. \Vhile some PDCs merely hold informal annual
meetings with their legislators, other PDCs develop extensive legislative agendas that
identify the area's highest legislative priorities. This information is used to keep State
legislators informed of the PDC's position on legislative matters. One of the most
extensive ofthese programs is performed by the Northern Virginia PDC. The Northern
Virginia PDC stated:
One of the most important roles for NVPDC as identified by the
Commission and reaffirmed in several Commission retreats is the
regional legislative program. This coordinated effort provides for local
governments in cooperation with the Northern Virginia delegation to
speak with a collective voice to represent the region on major issues
such as funding, transportation, education, the environment and
human services. NVPDC staff monitors State legislative study committees and commissions and provides tochnical support in the development of a package of regional priorities for consideration in each
session of the General Assembly. During the time the General
Assembly is in session, NVPDC provides for a weekly legislative
tracking report on issues that are important to Northern Virginia for
members of the General Assembly, local government officials, and
others interested in regional matters.
Other PDCs track legislation for their member localities but do not advocate any
posi tions on behalf of their localities.

JURC REVIEW

Passed during the 1991 Session of the General Assembly, Senate Joint Resolution 235 requested that JLARe examine the assignment of service responsibilities
between State and local governments. In response, JLARC issued a report titled State /
Local Relations and Service Responsibilities: A Framework for Change. This report
identified options for realigning service responsibilities between State and local governments. Passed during the 1993 Session ofthe General Assembly, Senate Joint Resolution
310 requested that JLARC continue examining the assignment ofState and local service
responsibilities (Appendix A). A JLARC subcommittee was formed to provide direction
as to specific study topics. At the request of members of the Population Growth and
Development Commission, the subcommittee subsequently directed staff to conduct a
review of the Commonwealth's regional PDCs.
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Study Objectives
The primary objectives of this study were to:
• provide a base of descriptive information to the General Assembly
programs of regional PDCs;
• assess the operations and performance of PDCs in meeting the
intent of the VADA;
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• identify considerations that may be useful in assessing what the role
should be as well as the State's role with regard to PDCs.

Study Activities
Several research activities were undertaken to collect and analyze information
about PDCs. Information was collected from PDC staff through written information
requests and on-site interviews with the executive directors. In addition, the study team
conducted surveys oflocal government administrators and planning district commissioners. Further, structured interviews were conducted with staff in selected State
federal agencies and with staff in other states. Finally, a variety of documents were
reviewed.

PDC Written Information Requests. A written information request was sent
to all PDCs in order to collect detailed programmatic and financial data. In addition,
several PDC documents were requested, including: by-laws, mission statements,
and objectives, annual audits, annual workplans, and minutes ofPDC meetings.

On-Site Interviews with PDC Executive Directors. After re,'im"ing
written information responses from eacb PDC, JLARC staff conducted site visits to
21 PDCs. Topics addressed during the on-site interviews included: the role ofthe
vis-a-vis the State and local governments; PDC organizational structure; services
activities ofthe PDC, including follow-up questions concerning the wTitten inlonma
submitted; monitoring and performance of PDC services; funding; and PDC
member re~:ponsibi!:iti
Mail Survey
Government Administrators. A mail survey was sent
to all counties, cities,
towns which are members ofPDCs. The survey rp,rlUPS1:pil
opinions of local administrators about the critical issues affecting their re:inon
State, their PDC's
with the critical regional issues, the greatest elIorl:s
their PDC to
the appropriateness of PDC gPrVlr:PR
performance of their PDC III
out services, and structural considerations.
Responses were received from 115 of the 183 PDC member city, county, and tOVirn
governments.
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Mail Survey ofPlanning District Commissioners. A mail survey was also
sent to
planning district commissioners. Commissioners were asked their opinions
about the structure, composition, service offerings, and performance oftheir PDC. Ofthe
planning district commissioners, 236 submitted responses to JLARC staff.
Interviews with Selected State and Federal Agencies. JLARC staff
contacted State and federal agencies which were reported to frequently interact with
PDCs. Staff in the following State agencies were contacted: Virginia Department of
Transportation, Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation, Department of
Environmental Quality, Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department, Virginia Employment Commission, Department of Economic Development, Department of Rousing
Community Development, Department of Conservation and Recreation, and the
Department of Rehabilitative Services. In addition to State agency staff, staff from the
federal Economic Development Administration and Appalachian Regional Commission
were interviewed. Topics addressed during these interviews included: the nature and
extent of their involvement with PDCs, the performance of the PDCs in meeting federal
and State program requirements, funding provided to PDCs, and additional services or
issues that should be addressed on a regional basis.
Interviews with Staff in Other States. Staff in other southeastern states
were contacted to find out how regional councils operate in those states. State agency and
regional council staff were interviewed to obtain information on the structure and
funding of councils as well as the types of services provided. In particular, the level of
State involvement with the regional councils was explored. The states contacted were:
luabama, Florida. Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and
West Virginia.
Review of Documents. Numerous documents and reports were reviewed
during the course of the study. The Code ofVirginia was reviewed to identify requirements ofPDCs. In addition, several legislative reports concerning PDCs were reviewed.
Further, many documents obtained from the PDCs regarding their structure, programs,
HiUUHlI" and other pertinent information were examined and used in assessing the
performance of PDCs.
REPORT ORGANIZATION
This chapter has contained an overview of the Commonwealth's regional PDCs.
Chapter II examines PDC performance and operational concerns, particularly in the
context ofhow their performance addresses regional issues. Chapter III discusses factors
that currently affect PDC priorities. If there is a desire by policy-makers to change the
priorities or performance of PDCs, then these factors would need to be addressed.
Chapter IV concludes the report with an overview of three tiers or levels of State action
or involvement that policy-makers may wish to consider based on the role they believe
PDCs should perform.
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II.

Planning
At the State
certain events appear tc
an ex:amtination tmlel,y,
on Population Growth and JJeveitopmEint,
that "regional cooperation
re,exam,
"existing structures, such as the £ l1HUlIU'15 I:lisitrit:t C:oniimlls:slons,
ined." During the 1994 Iegl~H,uv'e s,"s8i,on,
regional cooperation in a major
area tc a
not hein:g f'lcilitauld
existing mechanisms (such as
Several questions sUJrroundir,g
In part, these questions were
within
are doing to actually promote rel;10l1al aCi:ivify,
government boundaries.
perspective on the services nr:nviirlp,rl
include:
1. What priority
which they were

to

rel;iOJ~al

pmnmmg,

lmTI11'(f!

2. Do PDCs have
results?

resources

Hi]

uelLl :Ie

necessary tc prlXHlce

3. Do PDC operations
Essentially, the questions
and factors that may affect
The analysis mdllcates
planning and a comprehensive viE'W .ofl'egiOIlal ne,edIS~' t
were formed. The evidence sugg.esi:s
Act (VADA) relative to
whether the VADA Y1P,j,rlR
Consistent with a re'oolrt€tl IJiUI(Jl]irU
has changed as their
work is directed to rp!lpc" vlh,m:: Hlj]UJ.H15
localities and from an assortment
Many PDes are =,~fr,,~~lh
approval oflocal £!O'lernrrlen UHin22j~ in
a lack of staffing or leEldersllip
services. From a
DF,rm1H'l.h,p
noteworthy. However, iflUllm,ng

more

accomplished in this area, hecause much ofthe resources and initiative in PDCs appears
to
directed at shorter term projects of more localized significance.
PDC hoard operations do not necessarily facilitate regional results. Afew PDCs
meet infrequently, and some other PDCs have problems with hoard member attendance.
Other PDCs do not complete annual work programs, allowing the work focus to be
determined more by ad hoc local requests. Within the commissions of predominately
locally-elected officials, there appears to be some reluctance to address controversial
issues. Also, communication in some PDes between local officials and staff does not
appear adequate to keep staff informed of regional problems of interest to the local
officials, or to keep local officials informed ofthe work being done in the district to address
those problems.

The Priority Given to Regional Planning Has Been Reduced
The JLARC staff review included a review of the current status of regional
planning development by PDCs, as well as an historical
national trends
regarding the focus of regional commissions on planning work. The review produced two
findings. First, there has been a trend, at hoth the State and national levels, in which
regional commissions have done less regional planning and more work of localized
significance. This trend appears to reflect a decline in the extent of federal funding
available for area-wide planning that occurred during the late 1970s and early 1980s, as
well as an increase in the funding commitment oflocal governments. Second, in Virginia,
the impact of this trend is evident today, as PDCs are not meeting the regional
comprehensive plan requirements of the VADA. Also, regional strategic planning is not
routinely performed.

VADA Establishes Framework with Regional Planning as an Important
Component. The VADA provides the framework within whichPDCs operate. At a broad
level, the VADAstates, in § 15.1-1401(b), that a purpese ofthe Act is "to provide a means
of coherent articulation for community needs, problems, and potential for service in
relation to state government." The VADA also broadly provides that a major purpose of
Act is to "deter the fragmentation of governmental units and services.»
With regard to PDCs, the Act describes two specific activities that PDCs must
""'rform for the benefit of the State and the region, and hoth are planning-related. The
is a requirement that PDCs "undertake to prepare a comprehensive plan for the
gnidance of the development of the district ... to promote the orderly and efficient
development of the physical, social and economic elements of the district." The second
is that PDes review all applications for State and federal funds, made by the governmensubdivisions within their district, to determine whether they have district"wide
significance and whether or not they are "in conflict with the district plan or policies."
These four elements ofthe VADA framework set forth planning as an important
cOinpon'3nt of the VADA and PDC responsibilities. PDC responsibilities for regional
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comprehensive planning and aid reviews in
context of
plan are clearly stated.
PDCs also have the potential to
to
bm"ul",. TlUrTlflS"S of the
planning. They can address the
cot",r,ent articulation of
needs,
problems, and potential for seT~'H,e
0" a process
to
gOl'eJrmne,ntai units and ~m'Vl,C"S
identify critical issues. Further,
can be addressed through ensuring
dhriB:lon of 'SelYi,~es is
in a way that is
consistent with an overall vision or
appropriate cO<:lrd.ination
between bodies that are or

Trend to Increasing
Commissions in the 19801£.
Almost twenty years have passed
on
VADA cu,uc'uueu
that PDCs "are fulfilling the
Virginia Area Development Act by
fostering intergovernmental
» Yet in a few years from the
development ofthe report, a new
planning commissions was "nH,,·gi·[l2".
at both the national and State
had constituted the hulk of
regional commission funding and
measure required the development of
regional plans, eroded during the
1980s. Local funding, Will""
been a relatively minor proportion of
funding support, became a
much larger percentage ofPDC funding.
funding growth from FYs 1985 to 1993
was more than twice as great as Stato
and nearly 50 percent greator than
federal funding growth. (See
B
more specific funding information.) With
the change in regional commission funding, a
in priorities occurred.
At the national level, the ch,mg:e has been ""'"''''1''''
ernmental relations as follows:

an I'Xl""''t in intergov-

[changes in funding support] changed
organizations' view
of the world; they moved from a comprehensive multi-program view to
a much narrower, more pragmatic
directed toward doing whatever there is money
were thought of
principally as comprehensive
are thought of
that way today ... They
very
and, in the
process, they have shifted
programs from regional planning to
services of the type
can
governments
or by a rag-tag set
programs. [Dire/>
tor, Government
on Intergovernmental Relations, O'ctober
The status of State policies T.mv",-" r:egioll!iJ
of laissezfaire maintenance

qy,n,,,"B

In Virginia, a similar
legislative report on the VADA
from 1976 to 1985, the estimated time
almost in half, from 26.5 percent to
categories with the greatest increases in time

was in,:licat'ld t.o 2'eJael-allv

one

de,:ad'e after the
survey ofPDC directors found
had
hTU}i VJlHC to that survey, the two
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3.3 to 12.9 percent) and "other" (from 12.8 percent to 16.1), much of which could be
regarded as implementation or technical assistance to localities.
A 1987 article by a PDC director summarized the emerging focus: "PDCs - A
Tool for Local Government." The article addressed the variability in what PDCs do, and
the fact that PDCs had received "mixed reviews" in the years since the VADA. These
mixed reviews from local governments were stated to range from some localities feeling
that their PDC did not do anything, to some localities feeling that they "look to [their]
PDC for continuous support" and receive it.

PDCs Are Not Complying with the Comprehensive Regional Planning
Provisions ofthe VADA. The VADA requires that PDCs prepare a regional comprehensive plan and that such a plan be reviewed, and as needed, updated every five years. The
goal of that requirement is "to promote the orderly and efficient development of the
physical, social and economic elements ofthe district." The regional comprehensive plan
is supposed to guide all the actions ofthe PDC and guide local governments in actions that
affect the region. It was supposed to be the centerpiece of regional planning and
cooperation promoted through the VADA
However, two PDCs, specifically the Northern Virginia and AccomackNorthampton PDCs, have never prepared regional comprehensive plans. The failure of
these PDCs to have a regional comprehensive plan displays a lack of initiative to fulfill
a major requirement of the Code. In addition to these PDCs, most ofthe plans that were
developed by the other PDCs were developed in the early 197Os, when federal funding for
this type of activity was available. The plans were generally kept updated through the
mid to late 1970s, but many have not been updated since. In six of the 19 PDCs which
developed regional comprehensive plans (Mount Rogers, the Fifth, RADCO, Northern
Neck, Middle Peninsula, and Crater PDCs), the plans were never adopted by the member
local governments.
No PDC is in compliance with the section of the Code that requires plans be
reviewed, and if necessary, updated every five years. The majority ofPDCs have regional
comprehensive plans which were last updated or developed in the mid to late 1970s. Five
PDCs - the Fifth, Central Shenandoah, Thomas Jefferson, Piedmont, and Northern
Neck PDCs - revised their regional comprehensive plans in the early 1980s. The Lord
PDC reported that their plan is in the process of being updated.
The majority of the existing plans are so outdated that the information
contained within them would be useful for an historical perspective only. Timely
information on the development within the region, changes in regional environmental
concerns, and changes in population composition are needed in order to provide perspective and focus to the Commissions' activities.
Even though the majority ofPDCs do not have up-to-date regional comprehensive plans, few PDC executive directors expressed any interest or desire to develop such
a pian. For example:
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It would take three planners, $250,000 to $500,000, and two years to
do the update [of the plan] comprehensively .... No Commissioners
have raised it as a concern or seen a void of information for making
decisions.

• • •
Basically unless the plan supports local officials and the local officials
need and want it, then there is no need for a plan.

• • •
A regional plan would not be all that helpful to prepare, since it would
have no legal basis, as the PDC has no enforcement authority.
Most PDCs appear to believe that the preparation of regional special purpose
plans more directly serves the needs of their local governments than the approach
required by the Code. Plans of this type are devoted exclusively to areas such as water
and sewer, transportation, solid waste management, open space, land use, and recreation. Many PDC executive directors report their beliefthat they are able to accomplish
the same goals and objectives with these regional special purpose plans as they would
with a regional comprehensive plan. In addition, since several PDCs have prepared local
comprehensive plans for member local governments, directors reported that some
consistency across local comprehensive plans is achieved.
However, preparation ofthese local and functional area plans do not comprise
a regional comprehensive plan. The major reason for a regional plan is to make sure that
the laws and ordinances covered in the plan are consistent with each other and that there
is an overall theme of development of consistent policies and ordinances. The State
required the preparation ofregional comprehensive plans to get localities' agreement on
the development or protection of resources of regional importance, such as watersheds.
The process of developing a regional comprehensive plan was seen as being important
since it would bring discussion of these important regional issues to the PDCs' tables.
Failure to fully develop a regional comprehensive plan may yield a lack of overall policy
direction and consistency.

Review ofAid Applications Relative to Regional Plans Is Not Performed
or Perfunctorily Performed. The Code requires that PDCs review for district-wide
significance all applications made for State or federal funds. The PDC is required to
"certify that it [the aid application] is not in conflict with the district plan or policies."
Most PDCs are not following the requirements of the Code in conducting these
reviews. The Northern Virginia and Crater PDCs do not conduct reviews of projects at
all. The other PDCs appear to perform these intergovernmental reviews, but only in a
perfunctory manner. Further, no PDC can be meeting the full requirements ofthe Code,
since PDCs need to have a current regional comprehensive plan in order to fully gauge
the regional impacts of grant applications.
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Some PDC directors questioned the usefulness ofthe intergovernmental review
process, however. One PDC director reported:
The intergovernmental review process is, at best, a bureaucratic paper
exercise, and has no bearing upon any project or program being
approved for funding. During the 1970s the PDC conducted formal
reviews at each meeting. After a particularly controversial review, we
subsequently learned that the project had already been reviewed and
funded. At that point the commissioners decided that the intergovernmental review process was a waste of their time and any further
reviews requested could be handled by commission staff.
Itmay be important though for PDCs to be involved in this function since it could
help to inform other localities about the projects in the region and provide a forum for the
development of projects of a regional nature. Also, it can help to avoid duplication of
services among localities and promote regional cost savings via regional cooperation. The
failure ofsome PDCs to fulfill this requirement may detrimentally affect their localities,
and detrimentally affect the regional cooperation that may come from careful examination of the region's needs in the context of a regional comprehensive plan and State and
federal grant programs.

Regional Strategic Planning Is Not Routinely Performed. One of the
purposes of the VADA, as identified in § 15.1-140l(b), is:
To provide a means of coherent articulation for community needs,
problems, and potential for service in relation to state government.
Such an articulation, accompanied by a vision for the future, can be the key to success
for a PDC. A PDC commissioner, for example, has stated that one of the key elements of a successful PDC is a "clear vision for the region
what it wants to be and
how it plans to get there.»
To help meet this purpose, PDCs could use regional strategic planning processes
to gauge the needs of localities and the region, and develop a clear vision. A strategic
planning process takes into account all the critical planning issues of the region, such as
planning for future needs in the areas ofeconomic development, transportation, environment, land use, housing, criminal justice, utilities, and human and social services. Such
a process would involve each PDC answering a number of questions:
•
•
•
•

Where are we currently?
Where is it that we want to be?
How will we get to where we want to be?
How do we measure our progress?

There are differing levels and types of efforts being undertaken by the PDCs to
engage in regional strategic planning activities. JLARC staffanalyzed where the various
PDCs fall along a continuum, ranging from: (1) no regional strategic planning activities
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in place, to (2) having an economic development strategic plan, to (3) having performed
internal regional strategic planning, or strategic planning within the PDC itself, to (4)
haVing performed external strategic planning, or a strategic planning process in which
the PDC as well as outside groups are involved.
The analysis indicates that seven of the PDCs do not have regional strategic
planning activities in place. These PDCs are Northern Virginia, RappahannockRapidan, Thomas Jefferson, Central Virginia, Northern Neck, Middle Peninsula, and
Accomack-Northampton.
Ten of the PDCs have a regional strategic economic plan. These PDCs are:
Cumherland Plateau, Mount Rogers, Central Shenandoah, Lord Fairfax, West Piedmont, Southside, Piedmont, RADCO, Crater, and Hampton Roads. Most of the PDC
efforts in this area involve the development of an Overall Economic Development Plan
(OEDP), which is a required component ofthe economic development district program of
the Economic DevelopmentAdministration. These plans focus primarilyon the economic
development needs of the area. Although some discuss other types of regional planning
needs, most every aspect ofthe plan is tied back to economic development. Although not
designated as an economic development district, the Hampton Roads PDC and other
organizations in that region jointly developed an economic development plan, 2007Plan:
For a Global Hampton Roads: Restructuring the Regional Economy.
The Fifth PDC has an internal regional strategic plan, and the LENOWlSCO
PDC recently initiated some activity that could lead to one:

The Fifth PDC is the only planning district commission to have a fully
developed internal strategic planningprocess. Begun in 1988, the Fifth
PDC's strategic planning process involves the participation of local
government administrators, Commission members, and Commission
staff. A survey of local government administrators and Commission
members was used by the PDC to identify changes to the region since the
1970s, list its strengths and weaknesses, develop future PDC activities,
and identify where the most important planning issues would be
through the next five years. The PDC held a Commission board retreat
to discuss the results ofthe survey, then developed a mission statement
and identified the critical issues for the future ofthe district. The final
step involved compiling this information into a strategic plan in 1989.
In 1991, the FifthPDC updated its plan, and is currently in the process
of doing so again.
The only PDC with a strategic plan that reflects external participation is
New River Valley PDC.

The New River Valley PDC is a co-sponsor of the "New River Valley
Vision 2020." As described in project documents, this program is a
strategic planning process which brings together leaders from across
the region to establish annual goals. These goals are then passed to the
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organizations and other programs in the region for their consideration
possible implementation. The New River Valley PDC co-sponsors
this process along with the New River Valley Alliance, the New River
Valley Environmental Coalition, New River Valley Community College, Virginio Tech, and Radford University.
The Richmond Regional PDC reported having initiated a strategic planning
process
will involve both internal and external participation:

The Ri.chmond Regional PDC held a board retreat for Commission
members in the spring ofthis year to start a strategic planning process.
primary purpose of the retreat was to stimulate the discussion of
regional trends and possible courses ofaction. A resolution was recently
adopted to create a task force for the purpose ofdeveloping a regional
strategic plan. The task force plans to solicit input from government
ofliciaLq, planningand economic development professionaL~, civi.cgroups,
and corporate leaders.
Those PDCs who do not routinely engage in a strategic planning process run the
risk ofnot keeping in touch with the needs oftheir localities and those ofthe region. Such
a process could greatly assist the PDC with consistent needs identification and the
appnlprialce development of new programs to meet those needs.

More Could Be Done through Planning to Address Code Requirements
Re-Iailing to Regional Fragmentation. One ofthe purposes ofthe VADA was "to deter

the fragmentation ofgovernmental units and services." There are a number of ways that
can be achieved, to varying degrees of effectiveness. One approach is the development of a special district, which reduces fragmentation over having the service provided
by each locality. In Virginia, special service districts have increased from 58 to 135
bei;wEien 1972 and 1992. However, the proliferation of special service districts does not
provide the single consolidated service delivery system which was provided for in the

Most PDCs have been involved in creating special purpose authorities to handle
issues on a regional basis. These authorities, while potentially promoting cost efficiency
regional cooperation in specific areas, do not provide the form ofconsolidated service
was envisioned by the VADA. There is a particular concern that, with the
current status of regional strategic and comprehensive planning in PDCs, the degree of
,."'''WeW'!> and coordination that might be useful between such bodies on certain issues
may
lacking.

Initiative in Some PDCs Could Be More Regionally Directed

tion
an

A review of PDC staffing levels and services indicates some substantial variaPDCso There are a few PDCs that currently do not appear to be providing
number or volume of services of either a regional or local natureo On the
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other hand, many PDCs are performing services of a quality and quantity that meet the
approval ofthe local government officials in the region, and many PDes have notel;7OJrthv
regional accomplishments,
it
is more
regional
that could
particularly the rural PDCs, do
not appear to be providing
Further, some
may not
addressing critical
issues, PDC funding arrangements are tending to encourage
more localized work

Some PDCs
Not Providing an Adequate Number or Volume of
Services. Each PDC
Ii distinct set ofservices to serve ite member localities,
The number and volume of services can
Ii reflection of many factors, including the
degree to which the PDe focuses on providing
broadly or chooses to specialize,
the resources (funding and staffing levels)
are
to the PDC, and the degree
of initiative and effectiveness with which the resources are applied, For FYs 1993 and
1994, the number of services provided
PDCs ranged from nine (RADCO PDC) to 14
(LENOWISCO and Central Shenandoah PDCs), The number offull·time equivalent
(FTE) staff members providing
services in
1993 ranged from three
(Rappahannock·Rapidan PDC, which also reported using two unpaid volunteers) to 29.4
(Cumberland Plateau PDC),
A review of services, resource levels, and local government survey responses
raises a concern that at least two PDCs, the Rappahannock·Rapidan PDC and the
Central Virginia PDC, may not be adequately meeting the needs of their localities and
those of the region, In the case of Rappahannock·Rapidan, a lack of staff resources
appears to be a key factor, In the case
Virginia,
priorities ofthe PDe are
a concern.

The Rappahannock-Rapidan PDC has the smallest staff size of any PDCthree paid staff members, One ofthe three staff members is the executive director, and
another staff
is a
coordinator,
third staff
member has the title ofregional planner,
addition, in FY 1993 the
reported using
two unpaid volunteer positions,
The size ofthe IJO!JUla1l0nSf'r\7mJ by the Rappahannock·Rapidan
explain its small staff size. There are six PDCs that are smaller in l"'pUld'.W'U,
the twelve rural
were to ''''''"'''\7''
next PDC that is
then its
from three
to J1UjJUlilLl'lJll,
level of the median
The
level ofservices provided
localities,
expI'l3sE,ed concern
with a three·person
instance:

It would

nrn,vi rip The
member
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government associations) on the legislative work and strike out on
their own regarding economic development and community improvement.
In response to a JLARC survey question regarding needed PDC improvements,
one PDC Commissioner stated that the PDC's small staffing size was directly proporUVJ:H" to the amount of work output it was capable of generating.
To be a viable
organization, however, the Rappahannock-Rapidan PDC needs to develop staffing
capabilities that will allow it to provide a level of services which is consistent with both
the needs of its member localities and those of the region. Without a sufficient number
of staff with the appropriate expertise, the PDC cannot fulfill its mission adequately.
Another PDC that does not appear to be providing an adequate volume ofservice
is the Central Virginia PDC. This PDC serves a larger population base and has a larger
core staff than some PDCs. However, it provides few services. The level of services
provided by the Central Virginia PDC does not appear adequate to meet the needs ofits
localities and those ofthe region:
During FYs 1993 and 1994, the Central Virginia PDC performed
services which included a regional radio study, urban transportation
planning, E·911 implementation, special projects and grants, and
administrative functions, including a rrwnthly newsletter f'Jr all elected
officials and legislative tracking for member localities. This is a limited
set of services and projects when compared to the other PDCs.
Transportation planning and administrative functions accounted for
82 percent of the Central Virginia PDC's total staff hours for the past
two fiscal years. The primary focus on these two functions precludes the
PDC from spending much time on other needed local and regional
services. As reported by one local government member, "They do not do
anything that is of substantial assistance or that we cannot do inhouse." One Commissioner stated that the PDC "should be the lead
agency in fostering regional cooperation [but it is] not strong enough to
assume thut role.»
Member localities of the Central Virginia PDC reported that the PDC needs to provide more mapping, grants assistance and management services, and better coordinaregional planning activities.

Some PDCs Do Nat Receive Adequate Local Funding Support. PDCs
reported that their primary purpose was to serve the local governments in the region. Ail
such, one measure of effectiveness is the level of funding which they receive from their
local governments. An important component of local funding is the amount of funds
derived from the local dues. The local dues amount combined with the State general
purpose appropriation yields the total unallocated revenues available to the PDC. This
ttlJtldJing is usually the source for regional projects, particularly in rural areas. Thus,
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limited local dues funding may limit PDCs' ability to address regional issues. Limited
total local funding, given that PDCs reported primarily serving their local governments,
calls into question local governments' commitment to or support of the PDCs.
JLARC staff analyzed local financial support to PDCs in terms of total local
support and support from dues. As illustrated in Table 3, the level oflocal funding varies
considerably from PDC to PDC. Four PDCs were identified as having limited local
financial support: Rappahannock·Rapidan, Piedmont, Northern Neck, and Middle
Peninsula PDCs. These PDCs had less than $50,000 in total local financial support.
All four PDCs with limited local funding serve relatively low population bases.
While it is possible to raise sufficient funding to operate a small rural PDC, such as
AccomackcNorthampton, a high local dues rate is necessary. This level oflocal funding
commitment is not present in these four planning districts. Absent a high dues rate, the
financial viability of these PDCs is questioned, raising the issue of whether PDC
boundaries may need to be modified. This issue will
discussed in Chapter N.

Many PDCs Provide Services of a Quality and Quantity that Satisfy
Local Officials. As part of this review, JLARC staff surveyed local government
administrators and planning district commissioners. The purpose of the surveys was to
obtain their views on the performance of PDCs, both across PDCs and for particular
PDCs. The statewide response rates to the surveys were 63 percent from the local
government administrators, and 47 percent from the planning district commissioners.
There was significant variation in the response rates across PDCs, somewhat limiting
the usefulness of particular PDC comparisons. The variation in response rates did raise
an issue as to the interest levels in the PDC among the PDCs with low response rates.
Across the survey respondents, satisfaction levels were high. For example,
among local government administrators, 39 percent reported being "very satisfied" with
the type and mix ofservices provided by their PDC, 42 percent reported being "satisfied,"
and only 17 and two percent reported being "dissatisfied" or "very dissatisfied," respectively. Ninety-one percent said that they could not identify any service requests from
their local government to their PDC since July 1, 1992 that were denied or not addressed
by the PDC. Thirty-three percent of the respondents did indicate that there are some
services or activities that they believe the PDC should be performing but is not
performing. Additional service needs identified by PDC member localities are provided
in Appendix C. However, their assessments of the overall working relationship and the
overall performance of the PDC were
high,
of
relationship somewhat exceeding the rating of performance (Table 4).
Planning district commissioners, most ofwhorn are elected local government
offiCials, also highly rated the PDCs of which they are a part. For example, with regard
to the overall performance of their PDC, 45 percent "strongly agreed" that it was
"excellent," 44 percent "agreed," ten percent "disagreed,"
less than two percent
"strongly disagreed."

-------------Table3--------------

Local Funding Performance
PDC
PDCName
Cumberland Plateau
Hampton Roads *
Northern Virginia
Richmond Regional
Mount Rogers
Central Virginia
Lord Fairfax
Central Shenandoah
Accomack-Northampton
Crater **
Thomas Jefferson
West Piedmont
LENOWISCO
Fifth
RADCO
New River Valley
Southside
Middle Peninsula
Rappahannock-Rapidan
Northern Neck
Piedmont

Population
(1990)
123,580
1,448,040
1,466,350
739,735
178,210
206,226
159,239
225,025
44,764
365,681
164,476
238,854
91,520
253,810
170,410
152,680
81,258
73,023
116,643
44,173
84,905

Total Local
Support
(EY 1993)

Local Dues
(EY 1993)

$1,547,573
$760,043
$709,391
$493,201
$185,208
$167,080
$157,373
$146,564
$131,587
$122,396
$110,276
$102,087
$95,520
$92,961
$67,995
$65,594
$64,106
$45,501
$45,445
$38,000
$34,761

$100,000
$539,703
$469,251
$376,830
$87,322
$57,844
$63,696
$56,251
$45,887
$122,100
$85,436
$90,758
$95,520
$92,961
$67,995
$65,594
$64,076
$45,501
$45,445
$18,000
$33,9Gl

"'Hampton Roads PDC population includes Gloucester County,
**Crater PDC population includes Chesterfield County.
Sou,ce: JLARC staff analysis of PDC-provided documents and 1990 census data.

Across the local administrator and board member surveys, the LENOWISCO
and Accomack-Northampton PDCs had the highest aggregato performance ratings. The
following PDCs had ratings that were lower than the average across PDCs on both the
local administrator and commissioner surveys, and a lower aggregato rating: Mount
Rogers, Central Shenandoah, Rappahannock-Rapidan, Piedmont, Richmond Regional,
and Northern Neck PDCs. However, even the PDCs with the lower relative ratings had
ratings that were closer to the positive end than the negative end of the performance
cU'"""'" scale.
An aspect of the survey data that needs to be considered in the overall
interpretation ofthe survey results, however, is the response rate. Forexample, response
~%8S
planning commissioners ranged from 75 percent (Thomas Jefferson PDC) to
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-------------Table 4-------------

Assessment
Working Relationship
Performance of PDCs
by Local Government Administrators
(Percent

Respondents)

Excellent
Overall working relationship
with the PDC
1
Overall performance
of the PDC (N=112)

44%

GQQd

JLllil:

26%

12%

7%

32%

14%

10%

Source: JLARC stafT analysis ofbcal government administrator survey, &ummer 1994.

as low as 23 percent (Accomack·Northampton PDC)~ To oonsider whether or not the
response rate might be reflective of a general apathy toward PDC activities
some
commissioners in some ofthose PDCs, the commissioner response rates were compared
with commissioner attendance levels at PDC board meetings during 1993~
There were a number ofPDCs for which there did not appear to he a connection
between attendance levels and the response rate~ For example, average commissioner
attendance levels during 1993 in Accomack·Northampton PDC were relatively high
compared to many PDCs, at 81 percent. However, there were seven PDCs
commissioners whose board attendance levels and response rate were both below
average. These PDCs were Cumberland Plateau, Mount Rogers, the Fifth, Northern
Virginia, Rappahannock·Rapidan, RADCO, and Middle Peninsula. Several of these
PDCs, specifically Cumberland Plateau, Mount Rogers, and the Fifth, held
fewer PDC meetings during 1993
the PDC average.

ltfany PDCs Have
Regional Accomplishments.
requested as part ofthe study that PDC staffs as well as local government ad:miJtlistrBltel's
note the five
the PDC since
resulted in the
efforts. A summary
efforts is
m
examples are cited as case eX]lm]pleS~
/Jr£lUi,:les aS~SW!Ufwe to an industrial de.velopment
COjC/Jc)ratw,n in
private, nonprofit corporation at one
point operated on its own,
sought PDC assistance to help further
develop ecclne,miic aeVllWJJmenr;
for the region. Contracting
and administration has re'iu",eu
the
in the development pr<J!e:;sumcu rrw,~keting materials, a mc]rketinR
and access to
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Commission's expertise in land use, transportation planning, grant
and loan packaging, mapping, and legislative information,
Through the work of this corporation and the PDC, a number of
businesses have been located in the region, According to the PDC,
during 1993, nine companies which established business locations in
the region were assisted, resulting in a total investment of $11 ,300,000
and 204 new jobs created in four different localities.

. .. ..
Cumberland Plateau PDC has a revolving loan fund, Created with
grant money from the Ecorwmic Development Administration, the PDC
administers the program with the objective of helping to create new
manufacturing jobs in the PDC's four member localities: Buchanan,
Dickenson, Russell, and Tazewell Counties, The loan limits for this
fund range from a minimum of $25,000 to a maximum of $250,000,
Begun in 1990, the PDC has made seven loans from this fund totaling
about $1,000,000, and reports that the loans helped create between 371
and 401 new jobs and save ten existing jobs.

. .. ..
The Hampton Roads PDC has ndministered a ground water program
for its region since 1986, which is funded by fifteen localities. Water
quality issues have been addressed through a study prepared by the
PDC titled Groundwater Protection Handbook for Southeastern Virginia. Data produced through this cooperative venture was used as part
of the basis for the 1992 Virginia Ground Water Act
More Regional Work Could Be Accomplished.

Despite the fact that
planning commissions in Virginia and in other states have noteworthy accomplishments,
there appears to be a recognition that more could be done to promote regionalism - in
analyzing, planning, mediating, and implementing. Regional cooperation still remains
a difficult objective, as fundamental issues oflocal preferences, interests, and control can
run counter to the desire to work together,
At the national level, experts on regionalism have discussed a number ofissues
that appear to be potential targets of greater attention by regional commissions, These
targets include infrastructure needs; strategies for the distnhution of needed but
potentially objectionable facilities (such as airporte, power plants, prisons, and waste
facilities); solutions to problems caused by suburban sprawl; ideas for addressing the
problems of the poor and working-class neighborhoods of the inner city; and ideas for
addressing issues or tensions, often cited as racial, between the inner cities and the
suhurbs, In general, mediation among memher localities, one expert has stated, is a
that more regional commissions may wish to focus on and professionalize,
ue\;aL\~e it "may well he the wave of the future,"
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In Virginia, there is a sense that regional efforts are still missing for some ofthe
critical issues that face and cross-cut Virginia localities. The General Assembly's 1989
charge to the State Commission on Population Growth and Development included
"developing initiatives to ensure that adequate planning, coordinating and sharing of
information occurs at all levels of government in order to guide population growth and
development," suggesting that current initiatives were not adequate. Recent reports of
the Commission indicate that the Commonwealth's current path is leading it to "inefficient patterns of growth" and "missed opportunities in communities that are not
growing."
The JLARC assessment ofPDCs indicates that PDCs could do more regional
work. As discussed, in two of the 21 PDCs, an inadequate scope of local or regional
services is being performed. In addition, a JLARC survey ofhow PDC staff time is spent
indicates that there are at least six other PDCs who spent 50 percent or more oftheir time
in FY 1993 on local as compared to regional work: LENOWISCO, Mount Rogers, Central
Shenandoah, West Piedmont, Southside, and Accomack-Northampton PDCs. All but the
West Piedmont PDC serve a rural area ofthe State. The expenditure ofsubstantial time
on local work appears to be a significant change from the focus for PDCs that was
envisioned by the Hahn Commission, which contemplated minimal work ofa purely local
nature, and the VADA.
The JLARC survey of planning commissioners, who by and large were very
pleased with their PDC, found that a substantial portion ofcommissioners - 39 percent
- think that their PDC needs to do a better job offocusing on critical regional issues. This
result was further supported by the survey of local government administrators. This
survey indicates that a number of regional issues considered critical by the administrators are not currently addressed by the PDCs.
Three PDCs (Rappahannock-Rapidan, Central Virginia, and Piedmont) were
identified by their member localities as having at least three critical regional issues that
were not currently being addressed by the PDC.

In Rappahannock-Rapidan PDC, five localities identified economic
development as a critical regional issue not being addressed by the
PDC. Four localities identified water/wastewater treatment as not
being addressed. Also, federal defense conversion, infrastructure
needs, and regional growth / land uses were identified.

* .. ..
In Central Virginia PDC, critical regional issues not being addressed
by the PDC were identified to include: water and wastewater treatment,
economic development, jail space, and federal defense conversion. A
local administrator stated that "regional projects are usually accomplished outside the scope ofthe PDC due to its lack ofleadership.»

'" *' *
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The Piedrrwnt PDC was cited as /Wt addressing the critical regional
issues of land use, program planning, and education. Examples of
regional program planning include E.911, business and tourism mar·
keting, transportation (until recently), and legislative tracking. A local
administrator stated that the PDC should provide "more ofa forum for
important regional issues instead of simply writing grants for indi·
vidual members,»and that the PDC "is /Wt really responsive to promot·
ing regional issues, but rather serves individual members in the
region. »
In addition, 11 of the other PDCs were identified to have at least one critical
regional issue that was not being addressed. Other examples of unrealized regional
opportunities include the Accomack-Northampton PDC efforts on the issues of solid
waste management and jail space.

The former Department of Waste Management gave $10,000 to the
Accomack·Northampton PDC to develop a solid waste management
plan for its region. Although a draft of the plan was developed and
adopted by all its localities (two counties and 19 towns), one county
withdrew from the plan in 1992. The PDC attempted to convince the
county to rejoin the plan, but was unsuccessful. The PDC executive
director reported that the State provided no assistance in trying to
convince the county to work with thePDC. TheAccomack·Northampton
PDC does not currently have a regional solid waste management plan
in place.
The jail space issue has been of concern to one of the Accomack·
has been con·
Northampton PDC's member localities, as
demned. Other localities in the region do not currently see it as a
concern. The PDC executive director reported
is trying to get
other localities interested in a regional jail study, so that the cost·
localities in the
effectiveness ofsuch an approach can be shown to all
region.
The issue ofjail space is a good general example
opportunity for additional
regional cooperation to achieve operating efficiencies. In
the Piedmont PDC
performed a regional jail feasibility study and in 1986 the
Regional Jail was
built. Only four PDCs, however, provided services to their localities involving regional
jails during FYs 1993 and/or 1994: New River Valley, Central Shenandoah, Northern
Virginia, and Hampton Roads. Services generally took the form of either technical
assistance on regional jail studies or developing needs assessments which are required
to apply for State financial assistance for anewj ail facility. The creation ofmore regional
jails throughout the Commonwealth could potentially save the State a significant
amount of expen&tures, as the following case example ilhlgtml.pg.

The State funds the majority of the costs associated with operating
many smalijaiL~ throughout the Commonweoith.
to f'ixed costs,
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there are diseconomies ofscale associated with operating a small jail
facility. In FY 1994, Bath County - with an operating capacity ofsix
prisoner.~ - was budgeted to receive more than $241 of State funding
per prisoner day to operate its jail, while Highland County - with an
operating capacity ofeight prisoners - was budgeted almost $200 for
the same purpose. In comparison, the average FY 1994 State funding
per prisoner day for all local jails in the State has been estimated to be
about $29. The Middle Peninsula regional jail serves five counties and
is the smallest regional jail in the State, yet it was budgeted to receive
only about $33 of State funding per prisoner day in FY 1994. The
economies ofscale associated with operating a regional jail facility are
due principally to the fewer number ofcorrectional officers required to
safely .~taffthe facility and the efficiency obtained in providing medical
treatment staffto a larger number ofprisoners. Under a regional jail
arrangement, localities also benefit from a higher capital cost contribution from the State.
The State could potentially benefit financially from developing more regional jails
throughout the Commonwealth. Although four PDCs have recently been involved in
the development of regional jails, the potential for more PDC involvement exists.

Improvements in PDC Operations Might Better Facilitate Results
In assessing PDC operations, several factors were considered because of their
potential impact on PDC performance, and consequently, on the ability of the PDC to
address issues ofeither regional or localized significance. These factors included: the use
of work programs to set forth work priorities; the involvement level of the board and its
members; the extent to which substantive issues get addressed; and whether or not
operations are such that critical needs are known and addressed.

Some PDCs Do Not Complete Annual Work Programs. Work programs
generally set out the PDCs' objectives and activities for the year, and are used to
coordinate the internal activities ofeach PDC. Work programs contain elements such as
general management, local planning assistance, regional planning, economic develop·
ment assistance, and housing. Many work programs also identify staff and financial
resources that will be devoted to each service or activity and which localities will receive
each service.
The preparation of annual work programs helps facilitate internal PDC control
processes, such as the appropriate allocation of staff time and costs associated with
projects. Work programs also serve as one mechanism for keeping local governments
informed as to what activities the PDC plans to engage in over the year.
PDC work planning documents had to meet two criteria to be counted as work
programs for purposes of this review. First, the documents had to have descriptions of
the full range of work elements, services and/or activities to be engaged in over the
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upcoming year. Second, the work programs had to be approved by the full commission.
Documents such as budgets and service listings were not
as work programs.
Although most PDCs prepared annual work programs for FY 1993 and 1994,
several did not or did so only one of the two years. Specifically, Rappahannock-Rapidan
and Accomack-Northampton PDCs did not produce annual work programs in either year.
New River Valley, Central Shenandoah, and Central Virginia PDCs produced annual
work programs in one of the two years. Piedmont PDC
not produce work planning
documents which met the criteria for inclusion as work programs.

Communication Needs to Be Adequate to Address Critical Needs. Communication between local governments and PDCs is very important. There are numerous vehicles for achieving this communication with local administrators (city/town
managers and county administrators), including annual work programs, monthly or
quarterly meetings, attendance at local governing body meetings (e.g. board of supervisors, town and city council), newsletters, and informal networking. Increasing PDCs'
communication with local government officials and staffand increasing decision-makers'
exposure to PDC activities should be a high priority for all PDCs.
Some PDCs lack systematized communication with their local governments.
This has translated into a lack ofcommunication or to miscommunication. For example,
in the survey oflocal government administrators, JLARC staff requested that localities
identify the critical regional issues and list whether or not the PDCs were addressing
these issues. Many local administrators responded that the PDCs were not addressing
some oftheir critical regional issues. When PDC
were asked to respond to this,
the directors indicated that many ofthe issues were already being addressed by the PDC
and the localities were not aware of it. With respect to other issues, the directors
responded that their member localities had never requested the PDC to investigate the
problem. This indicates the need to systematically improve the communications between
the locali ties and the PDCs.
PDC itself and invaluable
Communication is invaluable to the operation
to the promotion of regionalism. Enhanced communication between local governments
and the PDCs would help keep local officials
ahout what services the PDCs
provide. In addition, PDCs need to stay more up-tn-date on
critical regional issues
affecting their localities and the region, and what service mix changes are needed to
address future needs. One mechanism for
process would be for the
PDC staffto meet with the local administrators in
at least quarterly to discuss
issues of greater than local significance.
The following case examples illustrate the Hampton Roads PDC's and the
Northern Virginia PDC's approach to keeping these local officials informed:

The Hampton Roads PDC has quarterly commission meetings and
executive committee meetings in intervening months. After the executive committee meetings, the PDC staff meets with
managers and
county administrators to discuss common
concerns. The

~age 4 3 .
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PDC provides staffto this meeting and develops the agenda, handles
logistics, and provides any research needed. The meetings provide an
excellent forum for information exchange. In addition, all the local
administrators in the district are members ofthe Commission. Accord·
ing toFIampton Roads PDC staff, the PDC's success with localities is its
ability to keep city managers and county administrators informed on an
on·going basis. According to the director, if the PDC can keep them
informed, there is a signi{/.Cant probability that the localities will
approve the proposed actions, as they are familiar with the State and
federal policies involved and know how to get programs implemented.
The PDC is seen as a neutral party in this exchange ofinformation.

• • •
The Northern Virginia PDC has monthly meetings for city managers
and county administrators, with full staffing and agenda prepared by
the PDC with input from the local administrators. The PDC director
reported that monthly meetings began about five years ago, and that
regular input from the local administrators has become extremely
important to the process. The PDC director also reported that the
attendance by local administrators is very high.
Other PDCs, such as LENOWISCO, have a less formalized process of meetings
with local administrators, and feel that the informal aspect of their meetings furthers
regional cooperation to a greater degree than a more formalized system would. Whether
formal or informal, periodic meetings between area local administrators and the PDC
director help ensure that all the districts' critical regional issues are discussed routinely
and that PDC service priority modifications are made accordingly. Such meetings would
also increase the potential ofeach PDC to keep abreast ofnew regional issues and develop
possible solutions.

Some P DC Boards Are Not Adequately Involved. Many PDCs operate with
a strong executive committee and have this executive committee perform a great deal of
the functions. However, full board involvement is still important. PDC directors
reported that substantive decisions to begin or end projects are approved by the full
boards.
All PDCs except one - Mount Rogers - have bylaws that require at least
quarterly board meetings. The Mount Rogers PDC only meets twice a year at dinner
meetings. However, in 1993 there was one additional PDC which did not meet at least
quarterly. The Crater PDC had only two official board meetings. The infrequency of
meetings diminishes the role of the commissioners and may mean that they have less of
a stake in the activities of the PDC. The lack of at least quarterly meetings may
circumvent the intent of the VADA to have the PDC board involved in substantive
regional policy decisions.
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Board member participation through attendance was also reviewed. If PDCs
cannot gain the attendance of their members on a regular basis, then the PDC may not
be doing an adequate job of promoting the importance of the PDC to its users. Having
an involved and responsive board is often a function ofhaving an involved and responsive
organization that takes the time to make its board members part ofthe PDC process.
While a few boards were found to have average attendance levels during 1993
ofover 80percent(LENOWISCO, Piedmont, Richmond Regional, Crater, and AccomackNorthamptonPDCs), the majority ofboards did not have at least two-thirds oftheir board
members attend their meetings. Mount Rogers, New River Valley, the Fifth, Lord
Fairfax, Northern Virginia, Rappahannock-Rapidan, Thomas Jefferson, Central Virginia, West Piedmont, RADCO, and Middle Peninsula PDCs were found to have on
average less than two-thirds attendance for their board meetings. The Lord Fairfax PDC
and the Central Virginia PDC were found to have the lowest average attendance levels,
at just under 50 percent.

PDCs Need to Strive for Substantive Meetings. Since PDC boards consist
of many of the regions' decision-makers, it is essential that PDCs have the important
regional topics discussed at the meetings so as to move toward consensus on issues of
regional significance. JLARC staff analyzed the 1993 PDC board meeting minutes to
determine ifPDC board votes were focused predominantly on administrative or policy
issues.
Many PDCs appear to have worthwhile commission meetings that have information exchange and provide a policy basis for the operation of the PDC. However,
several PDCs could make more substantive use of their board meetings. Based on an
analysis ofPDC board meeting minutes, the following PDCs were found to be below the
average in terms of the number of substantive votes per meeting (2.76), and the ratio of
substantive to procedural votes (0.88 to 1.00): Cumberland Plateau, Mount Rogers,
Rappahannock-Rapidan, Central Virginia, Southside, Richmond Regional, Northern
Neck, Middle Peninsula, and Accomack-Northampton PDCs.
Since these PDCs have fewer substantive votes and greater numbers of
procedural votes, decision-making may unduly focus on administrutive matters. There
is a concern that some PDCs may therefore be avoiding some ofthe di.fficult issues. Some
examples of the concern follow.

In February 1994 a committee of the General Assembly held a major
public hearing on creating a limited regional government for the
metropolitan Richmond area. Two days following the hearing, the PDC
had its monthly board meeting. The subject that received greatest
discussion at the board meeting was whether or not the PDC should
continue to participate in its statewide PDC association. The regional
government issue was not on the agenda and was not discussed by the
board.
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Only two full board meetings of the Mount Rogers PDC were held
during 1993. Each ofthese two meetings involved more than 20 ofthe
region's decision·makers. However, the full board had no policy votes
during either of these two meetings. During the meetings, the board
elected officers, selected the executive committee, approved minutes,
and amended the PDC bylaws.
Filling PDC board meetings with administrative matters leaves little time for
discussion ofthe important issues that face each region. Planning district commissioners
have limited amounts of time and tend to be important leaders in their regions. PDCs
should use this resource wisely by promoting useful information exchange at
meetings.

Conclusions about PDC Performance
There is a great deal ofdiversity in the regions served by PDCs, as well as in PDC
services and operations. Still, an assessment of trends in PDC priorities, differences in
resource levels and service initiatives, and potential problems in PDC operations, can be
made. PDC priorities, it has been found, have shifted away from the original regional
planning focus of the VADA and moved increasingly to local services as well as some
regional projects. Regional planning can encompass comprehensive planning and
strategic planning, and both appear to be underdeveloped. Whether or not this is a
positive or negative trend largely depends on the perspective taken. From the standpoint
of promoting regionalism, it is a concern.
PDC resource and service initiatives are variable. Some PDCs appear to provide
too few services, and some PDCs are rated less highly by their local officials on

performance than others. However, all PDCs appear to be at least generally satisfying
the local officials in their region. The extent of regional work, it appears, could he
increased. Also, several PDCs have some operational concerns that may impact
performance.
Figure 3 summarizes the areas in
potential concerns with PDC nA·rfne·
mance are raised in this chapter. Ultimately, however,
extent to which several
these concerns can he regarded as issues
the PDC depends on
regional,
For example, State no.lw.'r·
goals ofpolicy-makers at
makers could determine that certain VADA
may no longer be appropriate, or
could determine that those goals are es"erltif,L
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III. Factors Affecting Planning
District Commission Priorities
One of the key observations that can be made about Virginia's PDCs is the great
diversity of their work. This diversity is a response, PDC by PDC, to conditions within
each region. Some of these responses appear to be functional. Other responses - for
example, where PDCs may focus too much on only a few issues, or fail to address regional
issues for a variety of reasons - can be criticized as dysfunctionaL But across the PDCs,
there are a number offactors that have led to their existing set of priorities.
Chapter II ofthis report has discussed some of the issues that surround current
PDC performance. It is a policy decision as to what role PDCs should perform. For
example, they can be viewed as "associations oflocal governments," whose focus should
be to perform whatever services their member local governments request. Or, they can
be viewed as independent regional entities whose focus is to encourage and forge regional
solutions to area-wide problems. Alternatively, they could serve a combined purpose. As
described in Chapter II, over time PDCs have moved toward a more local-oriented role.
Without making a determination as to the appropriate role ofPDCs, the purpose of this
chapter is to assess some of the conditions or factors that affect current PDC priorities.
Depending on the goals of policy-makers at various levels of government, there may be
a desire to make some adjustments in PDC priorities or performance to address these
factors. Possible changes are discussed in the next chapter.
A number of factors have been identified that affect PDC priorities. There has
been no coherent State policy on the use of PDCs, and relatedly, the role of PDCs as
facilitators ofcooperation has not been well-defined. The result has been that there is no
true PDC system, in the sense that the activities and priorities of one PDC may have no
relation to another, and not in ways totally explainable by differences in regional needs.
Funding problems, coupled with heavy resource demands and cumbersome
provisions for the adoption of regional comprehensive plans, has meant that VADA
provisions relating to regional comprehensive plans have had almost no priority. The
level of State funding commitment to PDCs (on average, about 13 percent of PDC
budgets) has not evidenced a strong State commitment to regionalism on the part ofthe
State, and a focus by a number ofPDCs on local services appears to have evolved. The
State has done little to influence PDC priorities. Further, certain structural conditions
affect PDCs' ability to undertake regional approaches to issues.
The key determinants ofPDC priorities are local government officials and PDC
directors, who generally appear to have a fairly high regard for existing PDC performance
levels. This could potentially make any efforts at the State level to make adjustments to
PDC priorities difficult, although additional State funding to promote regionalism might
increase the receptivity of PDCs to change.
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Little State Guidance Is Provided Regarding Role of PDCs
PDCs were created as regional organizations whose purpose was to address
multHurisdictional problems and issues through regional planning and coordination.
Since creating PDCs, however, the State has devoted little attention, and funding, to the
PDCs to ensure that regional planning and problem-solving occurs. With PDC membership consisting of local elected officials and with a substantial portion of funding now
provided by local governments, PDCs have, therefore, evolved into organizations whose
primary purpose is seen as assisting local governments in whatever way the local
governments see fit.

Lack ofCoherent State Policy Concerning PDCs. Though severallegislative studies have identified the importance of regional problem-solving, no overall
framework in which regional approaches are encouraged has been developed by the
State. The State lacks a vision whereby the State's goals and methods of achieving those
goals are clearly stated. As such, there is little guidance as to the circumstances in which
regional solutions should be sought. Likewise, there is no coherent plan or vision for how
PDes should be used and what benefits the State, and local governments, should be
receiving from PDCs.
Role ofPDCs as Regional Facilitator Not Well Defined. When PDCs were
created, it was expected that available federal planning grants would be used to fund the
State requirements for regional planning by the PDCs. Once many federal planning
grants were eliminated, PDCs were left with State codified requirements that could not
be met with available resources. The State did not come forward with additional funding
to enable PDCs to meet the codified planning requirements, nor did it identify alternative
roles or activities for which PDCs would be responsible and for which funding would be
available. As a result, PDCs branched out into activities for which funds were available.
Though many regional activities are currently being undertaken, in some cases there was
a refocus toward narrowly defined activities such as grant writing and administration
and specific local projects.
Part of the reason for the current focus ofPDes is due to the vague language of
the VADA regarding the role ofPDCs as regional facilitators. The provisions in the VADA
do not explicitly identify a broad-based regional role for PDCs. Rather, the VADA
identifies two regional activities that PDCs are supposed to perform. In addition, in 1986
were given implementation powers which allows them to provide whatever
services their member local governments want them to provide. This lack of a clear
regional problem-solving role defined in the Code has resulted in PDCs turning to local
governments in an attempt to define their role. Local governments have, in turn,
identified a role for PDCs which best meets the individual localities' needs.

PDC Use ofState GeneralPurpose Appropriation Not Reviewed. Though
State agencies that provide grants to PDCs oversee those grants, there is
cnrrently no State oversight of PDCs regarding how each PDC's general purpose
appropriation is used. As a result, the State is generally unaware ofthe activities ofPDCs
whether those activities are of benefit to the State and its regions.
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The State's general purpose appropriation funding for PDCs is routed through
the Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD). However, DHCD is
not given any direct oversight responsibilities over PDCs. PDCs do typically provide
DHCD with copies oftheir
audits. However, the State has no consistent source
of information on the types of activities performed by PDCs and whether the State
funding is used for the benefit of the regions.
Virginia's level ofoversight ofPDCs appears consistent with that of southeastern states who view their
councils as extensions of local government. For
example, though North Carolina provides some general purpose appropriation funding
to their regional councils, a representative reported that it would not be appropriate for
the state to evaluate the councils' performance since the councils are essentially
"associations oflocal
"
In contrast, Virginia's oversight is well below the level of oversight conducted
by states who view their regional councils as strong entities charged with addressing
problems of area-wide significance. For example, Georgia requires that all the regional
councils perform certain activities to receive a base funding grant. In addition, if the
councils perform a series of additional regional activities (and all do), they will receive a
supplemental grant from the state. The state requires quarterly progress reports from
the councils. In addition, the state periodically conducts on-site monitoring visits to
ensure the councils are performing the required services and the funds are used in the
agreed upon manner. As discussed in the next chapter, if a strengthened regional role
for PDCs is desirable, then enhanced oversight and gnidance of PDCs appears warranted.

Regional Comprehensive Plan Adoption Is Difficult to Achieve
A problem associated
the VADA is that of regional comprehensive plan
adoption by the localities. The
envisioned that these regional comprehensive plans
would be adopted by
member
ofa PDC. This has not been the case, as many
localities have not adopted these plans. The Code requires that a majority ofthe member
localities adopt the regional comprehensive plan in order for it to provide a basis for
gniding the PDC's activities. A plan which was not adopted by a locality would have no
impact on
'n.n~.n are

no nere"ived beJl1eiltsto a locality adopting a regional comprehensive
plan except that it
to the PDC. The regional comprehensive plan has
no legal significance to
except to restrict their land use activities in regard to
local activities which
impact.
Not
diE,in,cerltb,es to adopt it, it has serious disincentives
to amend it. In
re,gIclllEli comprehensive plan, the Code requires that
each locality have a VU'JU~Jle"nl.lg
changes. In the Hampton Roads PDC,
an amendment process
since 15 localities would each be required
to have public hearim's
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PDCs reported that the adoption of the plans led to difficulties with localities
desiring to change the plan without going through the process required by the Code. The
following case example is illustrative of the problems encountered:

The localities ofone PDC adopted a regiorwl comprehensive plan, but
when one member locality wished, in conflict with the regiorwl plan, to
provide water and sewer to a certain entity, it iglWred the plan and
provided the services without attempting to go through the amendment
process. When the PDC pointed out that the locality was not complying
with the regional plan, the locality said that the plan had no legal
standing, the process to work through the problem was too laborious,
and the activity was local in nature and covered only by the local
comprehensive plan.
The VADA does not provide PDCs with any enforcement powers in regard to the
regional comprehensive plan.

Lack of Funding for Regional Activities
One of the factors that affects PDC priorities is the source of funding. As
previously discussed, federal funding to PDCs declined in the early 1980s, and there was
an accompanying decrease in PDC emphasis on regional planning. Increasingly, PDCs
became reliant on local funds. Local funds have been used by PDCs for a number of
regional accomplishments. However, in a number ofPDCs, local funding appears to have
fairly strong strings attached, in terms of the demand for individual locality projects. As
one PDC director noted to JLARC staff, "my localities expect tangible projects - bricks
and mortar - for their funding."
There is a particular focus on individual local government work by some of the
PDCs operating in rural areas. There appears to be two primary reasons for this focus.
First, many of the local governments in these areas, such as small towns and cities, have
limited staffing capabilities. PDCs are therefore viewed as low cost alternatives to hiring
their own staff, given limited financial resources:
[Our locality] does not possess the necessary expertise, computer
equipment, nor technical assistance personnel to meet all the demands
for information and services that come with serving an ever-demanding public.

*

*

*

With many ofour communities having limited staff, the PDC needs to
be able to do both planning and service implementation.

*

*

*
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[The PDC is particularly useful] for small governments ... that might
not have the level of professional staff to meet mandates and federal!
state programs of compliance.
Second, from the viewpoint ofthe PDC, the local services are providing a needed
service to their members and are a source ofrevenue for the PDC. The tradeoff, ofcourse,
in using the PDCs to make up for local government sta.ff'mg deficiencies or in providing
such locality-specific services, is that less can be done for the benefit of the region as a
whole.
Some survey comments by some planning commissioners indicated a view that
services to individual localities should be a priority, or a view that regional service is the
sum of assistance to individual localities. The responsiveness ofPDCs to their funding
source was also noted:
The mission should be to assist localities to identifY their problem, offer
solutions and assist with applications.

. . .
Much of the help the PDC offers is to the specific localities and is given
evenly so the whole region benefits from this specific help.

. . .
Our PDC will provide any service or activity we [the localities] request
and are willing to pay for!
It appears that most planning commissioners recognize the use oflocal funding
to achieve regional purposes as legitimate. However, if there is a concern at the State
level that more could be done for the State or at a regional level by the PDCs, then there
appears to be little question that the State's level of support would be an issue. State
funding for PDCs has been fairly limited, and there are few PDCs in which State funding
is a substantial portion ofthe PDC budget. This may limit the State's ability to have an
impact on PDC priorities.

Figure 4, for example, shows that the percentage of PDC reliance on State
general purpose appropriations (available for use to achieve regional purposes) ranges
from just 3.1 to 28 percent. The average proportion was under 13 percent. Most PDCs
received between $40,000 and $60,000 in State general purpose funds, although there
were a few PDCs that received substantially more (Northern Virginia, Hampton Roads,
and Richmond received about $342,000, $330,000, and $172,000 respectively). Effecting
a change in PDC priorities toward additional regional work may require more of a State
funding commitment.
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Structural Difficulties Affect Regional Efforts
The ability ofPDCs to develop regional plans and explore regional approaches
to problems is affected by certain structural conditions. Under the current governmental
framework, regional problem-solving is encouraged but not generally required by the
State. Rather, it has been left up to local governments and PDCs to initiate regional
dialogues. However, local governments and PDCs face certain impediments, such as
annexation, competition over economic development, and unequal taxing and bonding
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authority ofcounties and cities, that can make facilitation ofregional arrangements more
difficult. In addition, the perceived long-term benefits to regional approaches have not
outweighed local government officials' concerns over the perceived loss of control of a
service.
In particular, the annexation process in Virginia has had disruptive effects on
regionalism. Inter-local disputes about annexation have tended to lessen the willingness
oflocalities to cooperate with each other. Local government relationships strained by
annexation proceedings may take years to heal. Ail reported by the executive director of
one PDC, representatives from two member localities ofthe PDC would not speak to each
other for almost two years after a bitter annexation battle between the two localities.
Revenue-sharing agreements may be used as a preferred alternative to annexation, but
they have been used very infrequently.
Further, the governmental framework necessarily results in local government
competition. Economic development is often a win-lose proposition for neighboring
localities. In the absence of a revenue-sharing agreement, each locality in a region
competes against the others to attract new businesses to the locality. Only the locality
where a business is sited receives a tax benefit. However, the business may impact
neighboring localities, for example by decreasing air quality levels across the region. The
decreased air quality would make it more difficult for other localities to attract new
business to the area. Also, these other localities would have added non-point source
environmental management costs, but no additional revenues to deal with the problem.
The differing authority granted counties and cities also impacts regional
cooperation. The abilities of cities to issue bonds for infrastructure projects without
needing a referendum has been cited as a particular problem.

A PDC director reported that some of the localities in the PDC have
been considering building a regional jail for several years. A PDC
feasibility study of a regionaljail found that it would be cost effective to
do so. However, differing bonding authority between the city involved
and the surrounding counties has been a stumbling block. The city has
been unwilling to issue bonds to support construction ofthe jail in the
absence of the counties doing the same. However, the counties are
required by the Virginia Constitution to obtain approval to issue bonds
through a public referendum. The counties have felt that a public
referendum was infeasible. Hence, an alternative, less desirable approach from the standpoint of the local governme nts had to be taken.
Past JLARC studies have recommended equalizing city and county authority, given
that they face many of the same or related problems today. For example, the second
most densely populated locality in the State is a county - Arlington County. Several
other study groups have also examined interlocal relations, though many of the
proposed solutions have not been implemented.
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Local Government Officials and PDC Directors Are Key to PDC Priorities
Proposed initiatives to shift the direction ofPDCs are unlikely to be successful
if they do not have the active support, or at least the general acceptance of, PDC boards
and staff directors. Proponents ofadjustments to PDC priorities (for example, advocates
of greater regionalism) may have opportunities for successfully making that argument,
as there are a wide range of attitudes toward regionalism on various PDC boards,
including strong support of it. However, it needs to be understood that in the existing
environment, PDC board members, local government administrators, andPDC directors
report a high opinion oftheir PDC performance. This could contribute to a reluctance to
make changes.

Prevailing Belief by Local Officials that the PDC Mechanism is Working. The JLARC surveys ofPDC board members and local government administrators
provides substantial evidence of the extent to which local officials believe the PDC
mechanism is working. Some of the key results from the board member surveys, for
example, are shown in Table 5. The board members provide high ratings in terms oflocal
benefits provided by the PDC, the need for the PDC, and the degree of cooperation in the
PDC. Particularly striking is the fact, that while there are variations in the response
between some PDCs, across the PDCs 72 percent of the board member respondents felt
there were no aspects of service provision or internal operation in which the PDC needs
to improve. The one caveat to the information, however, is that slightly over one-half of
the commissioners chose not to respond to the survey.
Some PDC participants argue that their chief problem is the failure ofothers to
understand what they do. For example, at a JLARC public hearing on PDCs, a PDC
commissioner stated:
If there is a weakness in the structure of the statewide system of
Planning District Commissions, it is the lack ofunderstanding by state
government of the diversity of services and programs provided by
PDCs to local governments and State agencies.
Some planning commissioners also noted the following on the JLARC survey:
Sometimes I think our delegates and senators and I know the governors don't understand the outstanding work, and importance of the
PDCs.

*

*

*

I believe the [PDC] is working well. We need to communicate better as
to what we do and how we do it. In short, I don't believe we're 'broke',
so please don't 'fix' us.

*

*

*

I would strongly oppose any change since so much positive has resul ted
in our area as a result ofJthe PDC).
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PDC Board Member Attitudes about Their PDCs
Survey Statement

Agree %

Disaeree %

The PDC has done many things that
have specifically benefited my locality.

91

9

(N=232)

My PDC's services result in staffing
economies of scale at the local level.

83

17

(N=218)

I believe that our locality's ability to
plan and/or provide services would be
seriously diminished ifthere were no
PDC.

80

20

(N=231)

I think that there is a great deal of
regional cooperation in our PDC.

85

15

(N=23l)

I believe that cooperation between
localities in our region would be
seriously diminished if there were
noPDC.

87

13

(N=233)

There are aspects of service provision
or internal operation in which the PDC
needs to improve.

28

72

(N=207)

Source: JLARe staff analysis ofPDC hoard member survey. summer 1994.

Lack of a Consensus that Regionalism is Positive. One of the potential
factors that affects PDC priorities is that there appears to be a lack of consensus that
promoting regional solutions is a desirable objective. A JLARC survey question on
whether the promotion of regionalism should be used as a factor in the distribution of
State funds evoked responses from planning commissioners that illustrate the wide
variation in attitudes about regional cooperation on PDC boards:
Regionalism is the future to our area with limited money and expensive mandates; counties need to realize they must work together to
move forward.

. . .

Each county needs to decide what they want to do. What is good for [my
locality] may not be what [a neighboring county] wants. Local governments want to decide what each county needs!
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*

*

*

I feel a regional approach prevents duplication of services which
should result in the savings of tax dollars.

*

*

*

Not all local governments agree on priorities, needs or desires ...
Regionalism takes away from local initiatives.

*

*

*

I feel state general appropriations to localities in important regional
concerns should be based on compliance with planning district guidelines. I believe strongly that delivery of essential services to the
citizens should be depoliticized.

*

*

*

The local governments should decide when regionalism should be
considered. The PDC should react to the decisions of the local
governments and should not "promote" regional solutions.

Lack of a Constituency for Change in PDC Priorities. Planning commissioners are generally locally-elected officials. Currently, there is no State representation
on the commissions. There are no officials that are elected on a regional basis. PDCs do
have citizen members. However, in most districts, there does not appear to be a natural
"regionally-oriented" constituency to subject the PDC priorities to tough scrutiny, and
serve as a vehicle for advocating changes in priority or focus. On the JLARC survey, few
planning commissioners noted interaction between the public and the PDC as a factor in
PDC operations or even mentioned it. One planning commissioner did state:
This is a level of government that is virtually invisible to the average
citizen. This is not necessarily bad. Most items dealt with are rather
dry in nature, in terms of public interest.
There is a question as to whether, without more citizen interest in what
PDCs do, elected officials have many incentives for cooperation in the PDC. A retired, appointed citizen member of one PDC board observed:
I have fully supported regional planning in Virginia, but I must say
that many elected officials of our [region] are slow and/or reluctant to
publicly push for regional planning.
Given generally high planning commissioner levels ofsatisfaction with the PDC
as an entity - and with a lack of consensus as to the desirable scope of regionalism and
a lack of a natural constituency for change - there may be a reluctance in many PDCs
to consider changes or adjustments in current PDC priorities a.'1d modes of operation.
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IV: Future Directions for
Planning District Commissions in Virginia
Despite the problems with some PDCs, PDCs as a whole are providing useful
services to the State and particularly local governments. PDCs see their primary role as
serving their member local governments. They serve their members through a combination oflocal and regional efforts. PDC funding is consistent with this local-oriented role.
However, concerns have periodicallyarisen as to whether PDCs are being utilized to their
fullest potential to address regional problems. To the extent the concerns are legitimate,
the State may not be benefiting to the level it could from a more broad-based regional
approach by PDCs.
Itis a policy choice as to whether the State should proactively encourage PDCs
to have more of a regional focus. There are three tiers or levels ofinvolvement with PDCs
that the State could pursue. First, it could seek to reduce the scope of PDCs, through
changes in statutory requirements or the cutback or elimination of State funds. However, given the successes that most PDCs have had, their perceived usefulness to local
governments and State agencies who work with them, and the State's long-standing
commitment to the VADA and achieving regional efficiency where feasible, this does not
appear to represent a sound decision.
Second, the State could seek to generally maintain current levels ofsupport for
PDCs and seek a strengthening of PDC operations. For example, the State could
strengthen its tie with PDCs by providing the State's Commission on Local Government
(COLG) with broad responsibility for overseeing PDCs. This type ofrelationship between
the COLGand PDCs was first envisioned by the Hahn Commission. The COLGcouldalso
be provided with responsibility for periodically reviewing PDC boundaries, to ensure
their appropriateness over time. Also, the State could ensure that the PDCs have a role
in the State strategic planning process. Further, all PDCs could be required to prepare
annual work programs, to clearly set forth their work objectives and activities for each
year. PDCs could also be involved more in piloting programs,the statewide geographic
information system (GIS), and other activities. State funding practices could be adjusted
to provide for a higher minimum funding ofPDCs that have resource problems due to
conditions beyond PDC control.
Third, the State could seek to aggressively redirect PDC priorities to more
extensively focus on regional work. Changes the State could consider to implement this
higher level of involvement include: revising the VADA to clearly define the purpose of
PDCs as promoting regionalism; insisting on the preparation of regional comprehensive
plans, with the provision of adequate resources to do this; amending the VADA to require
regional strategic plans; requiring that State general purpose appropriations be used for
regional activities; providing additional State funding for PDCs; considering changes in
PDCs' composition; redirecting selected State aid to cooperative regional activities; and
creating a regional incentive fund.

The second and third tiers or levels of strengthening PDCs and promoting
regionalism are not mutually exclusive. Policy-makers may choose to implement
elements of both approaches. The selection ofthe elements depends on the philosophy
and policy goals of the policy-makers toward PDCs and regionalism in Virginia.

LEVEL ONE: REDUCE OR END THE STATE'S COMMITMENT
One of the alternatives the State could pursue would be to reduce or even end
its relationship with PDCs. The State does not provide a substantial share of PDC
funding, as State funding to PDCs is about $2.4 million or 16 percent oftotal funds. Still,
the State could reduce its funding and its commitment.
If the General Assembly decided not to pursue regional problem-solving and
coordination, particularly through the vehicle of PDCs, then several provisions in the
VADA could be eliminated. First, the General Assembly could eliminate the regional
comprehensive plan and intergovernmental aid application reviews required of PDCs
through the VADA. In addition, lacking involvement with PDCs the Legislature would
no longer need to make decisions about dual membership in PDCs. PDC boundary
decisions would become the sole prerogative oflocal governments.
Further, the General Assembly may wish to eliminate the provisions in the
VADA for service district commissions (SDCs). No SDCs have been formed or even
attempted since the VADA was enacted in 1968. Since the VADA calls for SDCs to be
formed by local governments and strong opposition to SDCs has been voiced by many
local officials, SDCs are not likely to ever be formed. Instead ofSDCs, local governments
have many other options, such as PDCs and the joint exercise ofpowers Code provisions,
through which regional service delivery approaches may be implemented. Some PDC
directors have noted that the elimination ofthe service district provisions would reduce
the perceived threat of PDCs as regional governments. Through these legislative
changes, the VADA would become purely enabling legislation for PDC structures.
The General Assembly may wish to pursue the alternative of reducing or
eliminating its commitment to certain provisions of the VADA and/or PDCs, if it is
decided that: (1) certain elements of the VADA are not working, or (2) regional
approaches are not a priority, or (3) PDCs are not the avenue through which the State
wants to pursue regional problem-solving. At the State level, frustrations with PDCs are
sometimes expressed due to the fact that their variability in service capabilities makes
it difficult to use them for a systematic purpose. Frequently the State uses alternative
means to further statewide or regional initiatives. For example, the General Assembly
has created three economic development authorities - the Coalfield, Alleghany-Highlands, and Southside economic development authorities - to address concerns in
selected regions of the State, rather than using the PDCs. The Governor has recently
bypassed PDCs in creating 18 regional councils charged with developing regional
strategic plans for economic development. Further, the Northern Virginia PDC is not
recognized by the State as being responsible for that area's transportation issues.
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Instead, the Transportation Coordinating Council and Washingten Council of Governments perform this role. Given that the State turns elsewhere in implementing many
regional and statewide initiatives, the benefit of PDCs to the State remains somewhat
limited.
At the local level, even some PDC board members and local administrators have
questioned the utility of the PDCs. For example, on the JLARC survey, the following
responses were received from some respondents:
PDCs probably provide a valuableservice to many.localities. However,
the PDCs are another level of government programs that may be
needed but could probably be eliminated without the world coming to
an end.

. . .
In my [time of service] on the Commission the one regional success
which has occurred is the creationofthe waste management authority.
This occurred because the localities were under a state mandate! Head
way is being made in the regional regulation of the taxi-cab industry.
Is this a record that we can brag about? I think not!
On the other hand, this viewpoint was expressed by what was clearly a small
minority of the overall respondents. As overviewed previously in this report, most PDC
board· members as well as local government officials expressed substantial satisfaction
and in some cases stated their pride in the accomplishments by their PDC. Many PDCs
were able to show a reasonably impressive record of accomplishment, including regional
accomplishment, as part ofthe written information they submitted for this study effort.

Further, it must be recognized that PDCs do perform services which carry out
State policies at the regional level. For example, all PDCs are involved to some extent
in transportation planning programs. Some PDCs act as staffformetropolitan planning
organizations and are heavily involved in transportation planning. These programs
enable the State to meet federal requirements to receive transportation funding. In
addition, PDCs have prepared solid waste management plans, created disabilities
services boards, and conducted regional jail feasibility studies in response to State
initiatives. Further, all PDCs serve as State Data Center affiliates. The following State
agencies work with PDCs the most frequently: Virginia Department of Transportation,
Department of Rail and Public Transportation, Virginia Employment Commission,
Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department, Department ofEnvironmental Quality,
and Department offlousing and Community Development. As with most local governments, the State agencies that have worked with PDCs on various programs and
activities generally reported satisfaction with their performance.
With the State's desire, as indicated by the VADA, to achieve regional efficiency
where it is feasible, there appears to be some sound reasons for not reducing the State's
currently small financial investment in promoting regionalism through PDCs. However,
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the State may still wish to consider whether to maintain the provisions of the VADA
related to service districts.

LEVEL TWO: MAINTAIN AND STRENGTHEN PDC OPERATIONS

The activities undertaken by PDCs are largely determined by their member
local governments. There is no clear guidance from the State as to the types of activities
that PDCs should be performing. Further, the State does not impose any service
requirements onPDCs as a condition ofthe general purpose appropriation funding. Most
State involvement with PDCs is through grant programs that PDCs choose to pursue.
Therefore, PDCs are generally focused on regional activities to the extent that the local
elected officials want them to be. In practice, the level of involvement in regional versus
local activities varies from one PDC to another.
Under the current PDC structure, both localities and the State benefit to
varying degrees by PDC activities. As already noted, PDCs assist the State in successfully carrying out a variety of activities and policies. These include conducting coastal
resources studies, serving as State data center affiliates, and conducting transportation
planning. With some exceptions, most local governments also reported satisfaction with
the PDCs. Local satisfaction stems in part from the fact that PDCs perform services
directly for their member local governments. For example, many PDCs write grant
proposals on behalf of their smaller members. Numerous examples can be cited
regarding local cost savings that have occurred as a result of PDC involvement in an
activity.

The Fifth PDC reported that their services result in a number of
signifICant local staffing economies of scale. First, the Alleghany
County circuit rider program involves one PDC staffperson spending
about ten hours per week as the Alleghany County Planneron·site at the
Alleghany County Department ofPublic Works. Without this program
the county would have to hire their own planner. Second, since none of
their member localities have any transportation planners on staff, the
PDC provides all the services they require through its urban and rural
transportation programs. Third, the Fifth PDC provides geographic
information system (GIS) training, digitizing services, and technical
assistance as needed to its member localities. Fourth, as the State Data
Center Affiliate for their area, the PDC responds to numerous data
requests from both the public and private sectors. Fifth, the PDC
provides grant writing expertise that many oftheir member localities do
not currently have.

• • •
The West Piedmont PDC area was certified in 1992 as an Economic
Development District (EDD) through the Economic Development Ad·
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ministration. A major requirement ofthis designation is that the PDC
prepare an Overall Economic Development Plan for their region and
update the document each year. This process brings together economic
development objectives from the PDC's seven member localities. Prior
to designation as an EDD in 1992, each member locality had toprepare
their own economic development program. The West Piedmont PDC's
handling ofthe economic plan preparation has saved local staff time
and generated economies ofscale.

•• •
The Southside PDC is involved in grant writing, administration, and
management for its five member and 11 non-member localities. The
PDC specializes in this as a service to its localities. Ifit were not for the
PDC's efforts in this area, the PDC estimates that the localities would
need a total of11 staffmembers toperform these services. Currently, the
PDC has three staffmembers who provide these services to their entire
region.
Further, based on information reported by PDCs, for every $1 oflocal dues and
State general purpose appropriations spent by the PDCs, they generate on average $12
in funding for their regions. PDC directors reported that the State general purpose
appropriation is often used to leverage additional funds for the region. In addition, the
PDCs provide a mechanism for bringing local government officials together to discuss
problems and share information.
As previously identified, the use and benefit ofPDCs appear to be correlated
with funding ofPDCs. Local governments fund PDCs significantly more than the State,
and as a result, receive substantially more benefit from PDCs than the State. Since the
current benefit ofPDCs appears consistent with the level offunding, the State may wish
to generally maintain current levels ofsupport for PDCs and seek a strengthening ofPDC
operations. The following is a discussion of methods and some recommendations for
achieving this objective.

Require Greater Accountability in Return for
State General Purpose Appropriation
In return for State funding, the General Assembly may consider increasing the
level of State oversight of PDCs. Currently, there is no oversight regarding how PDCs
spend the State's general purpose appropriation to them. Therefore, the benefit to the
State ofPDC activities is not readily known.

To address this concern, the General Assembly could assign PDC oversight
responsibility to a State agency. The DHCD is currently responsible for distributing the
State general purpose funding to PDCs, but has no direct oversight responsibilities
regarding the funding. DHCD could be given oversight responsibilities. Or, the General
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consider giving
oversight and funding responsibilities to the COLG.
Pcc)posing
creation of a Commission on Local Government and PDCs, the
Comroissicm envisioned a link between the two.
COLG is responsible for presiding over annexation agreements between localias certain other inter-local arrangements. In addition, they are responsible
ties as
for cataloging all mandates imposed on local governments and monitoring local fiscal
conditions. Generally, they are charged with preparing reports on topics related to interlocal
For exan,ple, they have periodically cataloged all inter-jurisdictional
aITangements authorized by the Code o{Virginia. In addition, they are in the process of
identifying all regional structures used throughout the United States.
the COLG has expertise on inter-local arrangements, it would appear
appropriate for them to oversee organizations which would be focused on regional
problem-solving. The expertise ofCOLG in inter-local cooperation could be used by PDCs
in facilitating regional approaches to service needs. COLG in turn should share the
regional solutions derived in a particular planning district with other PDCs who face
similar regional problems. To adequately carry out such an oversight role, however, the
COLG would need additional staffing resources.
As part of the State's oversight, PDCs could be required to report to the COLG
annually to identify their activities undertaken during the year. The COLGcouid provide
a summary report on PDC activities to the standing local government committees of the
General Assembly. Such an approach would allow the State to monitor PDCs on an
ongoing basis to ensure State funds were being used in the best interest of the State and
its regions.

Recommendation (1). The General Assembly may wish to amend the
Code o{Virginia to give the COLG broad responsibility for overseeing PDCs. As
part of their oversight responsibilities, COLG could provide input to PDCs as
to areas in which regional solutions should be explored. If regional strategic
plans were developed, COLG could use the plans as a guide in suggesting
regional approaches to identified problems.
Further, PDCs could be required to report to the COLG annually
concerning the activities performed during the year and, in particular, how
they have complied with the provisions of the VADA. The COLG should develop
a format for the annual report for use by the PDCs. In turn, COLG could be
required to report annuaUyto the standing local government committees ofthe
General Assembly concerning the activities of PDCs, including findings as to
PDCs which arc not complying with the VADA. Resources from the Department of Housing and Community Development could he transferred to COLG
to carry out this new oversight role.
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Provide for Review of PDC Boundaries Following Decennial Census
In delineating PDC boundaries in 1969, the State Department of Planning and
Community Affairs used several guiding criteria. The following criteria were identified
as important in determining planning district boundaries.
• Localities within standard metropolitan statistical areas should not be separated into different planning districts.
• A planning district should contain at least 100,000 in population.
• There should be a "community of interest" among the local governments
within a planning district. Localities that form an "identifiable socio-economic unit tied together as an employment, trade, and communication center
with common economic interests" should be grouped together.
• Localities within a planning district should be politically compatible.
• Travel time to PDC meetings should be no greater than one hour.
• Natural landforms and barriers should be considered.
PDC boundaries have not been reviewed since they were established in 1969. Concerns have been raised that the PDC boundaries should be changed to reflect shifting
demographic and economic conditions.
Currently, the PDC boundaries do not fully conform to metropolitan statisticai
aJ'eas (Figure 5). In addition, six PDCs do not contain at least 100,000 in population.
These include: LENOWISCO, Southside, Piedmont, Northern Neck, Middle Peninsula,
and Accomack-Northampton PDCs.
Research has not been conducted to determine socio--economic compatibility of
planning districts. However, the Governor recently established 18 regional economic
development councils. The purpose of the councils is to develop regional economic
development plans that will be used in developing the State's economic development
plan. According to staffof the Secretary of Commerce and Trade, the primary criterion
used to draw the boundaries was capturing regional communities of interest. As shown
in Figure 6, the economic development council boundaries are the same as some PDC
boundaries, are combinations ofother PDC boundaries, and do not conform at all to other
PDC boundaries. With the exception of all but the Eastern Shore council, all contain
populations of at least 100,000.
Most other states in the southeast have regional councils that encompass at
least 100,000 population (Table 6). This population threshold was typically used by the
states in delineating regional council boundaries. In Georgia, all but one regional council
serves over 100,000 population. In Kentucky, two regional councils cover less than
100,000 in population. In West Virginia, which has a very small statewide population,
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-----~-------Table6-------------

Population Bases Represented by Regional Councils
in Southeastern States

..s.t.w&
Virginia
Alabama
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
West Virginia

Smallest
Population

Largest
Population

~

~

State
Population

Total Number
ofCouncjls

6,187,358

21

44,173

1,466,409

4,040,587
12,937,926
6,478,216
3,685,296
6,628,637
3,486,703
4,877,185
1,793,477

12
11
17
15
18
10
9
11

110,800
300,000*
92,337
51,877
130,780
154,400
210,986
62,225

930,800
3,000,000*
2,692,000
796,305
1,200,482
888,057
1,123,736
286,307

*Estimates
Source: JLARC staff telephone contacts with selected other states and written information submitted by the states.

only two councils cover less than 100,000 population. In comparison, six of Virginia's
PDCs encompass less than 100,000 population. An additional two PDCs serve less than
125,000 population.
A13 discussed previously, there is a concern with the financial viability of some
of the PDCs with relatively small population bases - Rappahannock-Rapidan, Piedmont, Northern Neck, and Middle Peninsula PDCs. The local governments in those
regions have not provided an adequate base of support for the operation of the PDCs.
Given their relatively small population bases, it may not be feasible for the local
governments to provide substantial additional funding. Consolidating these PDCs with
other PDCs may allow them to have an adequate base of financial support to maintain
staff for both local and regional projects.
The Hahn Commission recommendations made provisions for the periodic
review of PDC boundaries. In recommending the creation of a Commission on Local
Government, the Hahn Commission envisioned that one ofits duties would be the review
of PDC boundaries. At the time, the General A13sembly did not enact the Hahn
Commission's recommendation for creation of the COLG, and thus the provisions for
their review of boundaries were not enacted. However, § 36-140 of the Code was later
added, which directed the Department of Housing and Community Development to
"make studies and surveys ofthe boundaries ofplanning districts on a continuing basis,"
and upon the request of a member local government, make changes as deemed appropriate. This activity has not been conducted.
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As previously noted, when the COLG was eventually created, it was given
responsibility to oversee interlocal agreements and boundary adjustments, Given these
roles, it may also be appropriate for COW to have responsibility for reviewing PDC
boundaries, Specifically, COLG could review PDC boundaries, following every U
decennial census. Criteria that should be considered in reviewing boundaries would
include: recognition of "communities of interest," including the socio-economic chlrracteristics of local governments and patterns of interlocal cooperation; designated metropolitan statistical areas; a population base adequate to ensure fmancial viability; and
minimal travel time.

Recommendation (2). The General Assembly may wish to request the
COLG to review planning district boundaries. COLG could be required to
submit a report on planning district boundaries and any proposed boundary
changes to the 1996 Session of the General Assembly. For the long.term, the
General Assembly may also wish to amend the Code ofVirginia to require the
COLG to review planning district boundaries every ten years, to follow the U.S.
decennial census. Upon concluding its review, COLG should report its find·
ings, including any recommendations for boundary changes, to the General
Assembly for consideration.
Develop Coherent State Policy toward PDCs
In the 1992 JLARC study of State and local service responsibilities, both State
and local officials repeatedly cited the need for a State vision. They also cited the need
for more long-term planning and the increased use of regional approaches to addressing
the Commonwealth's needs. Upon request of the General Assembly, the executive
branch is currently working on a process to develop a State strategic plan which would
identify a vision for the Commonwealth, including goals, objectives, and strategies to
meet those goals and objectives.
In developing the State's strategic plan, attention could be given to the
appropriateness of regional approaches addressing the goals of the Commonwealth.
Strategies for using PDCs to promote regional problem-solving and more efficient
governmental operations could be clearly identified in the plan. This plan would goide
the development or modification of State agency programs directed toward regional
solutions. Functional areas that may benefit from regional approaches include: environmental protection, economic development, jails, education, human services, transit,
water and sewer, and parks.
In addition, PDCs could playa role in the process ofdeveloping and maintaining
a statewide strategic plan. For example, PDCs could help in identifying regional needs,
goals, and objectives; developing strategies for addressing those regional needs; developing measures, or benchmarks, of achievement toward objectives; and collecting data on
those benchmarks. These regional strategies could then be incorporated into the
statewide plan. In addition, PDCs could help coordinate local government and public
participation into the State plan.
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Recommendation (3). In developing a State strategic planning process,
the Department ofPlanning and Budget should identify what role PDCs should
play in the process. DPB should consider using PDCs to coordinate local
government and other public participation in development of the State plan.
FDCs could also identify issues that should be addressed regionally, current
critical regional needs, strategies for addressing those needs, and benchmarks
for measuring achievement of identified objectives. In addition, PDCs could
playa role in collecting the information needed to measure achievement for
their region. Much of this information could be compiled through regional
strategic plans that could then be incorporated into the State strategic plan.
Require Preparation of Annual Work Programs
As noted, while many PDCs currently prepare annual work programs, there are
some PDCs who do not appear to do so or do so inconsistently. Specifically, a review of
FY 1993 and FY 1994 indicated that three PDCs did not produce an annual work program
in either year, and three PDCs produced work programs in one of the two years. Work
programs help set forth the PDCobjectives and activities for the year, and may help make
the PDC less vulnerable to ad hoc requests that may detract from the achievement of its
overall regional objectives. They also serve to keep the lines of communication open by
informing local governments about the projects that the PDC is performing. Therefore,
it may be desirable to require that PDCs consistently prepare work programs.

Recommendation (4). PDCs should be required to prepare annual
work programs, and submit copies of these programs to their member local
governments and appropriate State agencies.
Involve PDCs More in Piloting Programs, the Statewide GIS,
and Other Activities
The State currently uses PDCs in carrying out selected programs. For example,
VDOT funds both rural and urban transportation planning programs operated through
PDCs. In addition, PDCs serve as State data center affiliates in cooperation with the
Virginia Employment Commission. However, there are many more ways in which the
State could use PDCs in carrying out its policies and programs. The General Assembly
may wish to codify additional activities that it determines PDCs should provide.

Additional Avenues for State and PDC Interaction. There are a number
ofState and local activities in which PDCs could playa valuable role. For example, State
agencies could use PDCs to disseminate information about programs to local governments. This could result in administrative savings to agencies since they would have only
21 entities to notify rather than at least 136 local governments. Also, as previously
mentioned, PDCs can assist in the development and implementation of the State's
strategic plan.
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PDCs can also be used by State agencies in their development ofsub-state plans
for various functional areas. For example, the Department of Conservation and
Recreation poriodically prepares an outdoor recreation plan which is prepared on a
regional basis. PDCs could either contract with State agencies to prepare the regional
plans or assist the State agencies in their preparation ofthe plans.
In addition, PDCs can be used to pilot-test State programs before implementing
them statewide. For example, there has been some discussion between the Department
of Emergency Services and PDCs regarding pilot-testing the development of regional
emergency management plans. Pilot-testing programs before statewide implementation
can help agencies refine programs to achieve the stated objectives as well as more
completely understand their impact and value before substantial costs are borne by the
agency or local governments.
Further, the State is currently developing a coordinated geographic information
system (GIS). PDCs should be part of this statewide GIS system, which could be used,
for example, for transportation planning, emergency management planning, and economic and community development and planning. This system would allow for an
increased level of planning coordination and cooperation between State agencies and
PDCs. For exampIe, through a statewide GIS the Department ofEconomic Development
could quickly obtain economic informatiou about a region, including the location of
various infrastructure and available industrial land, which could be provided to an
industrial prospoct. PDCs would be responsible for maintaining updated information for
their region. According to the Department of Economic Development director, a similar
statewide system has been implemented successfully in South Carolina.
PDCs could also be used more fully by local governments to develop more costeffective and "user friendly" programs. For example, PDCs could be used to identify the
most cost-effective ways for localities to meet State and federal mandates. Developing
cost-effective regional responses to mandated programs helps both localities and the
State. The programs are implemented aUess cost to the localities and there is more
consistent implementation of State policy. Programs that could benefit from such an
approach include, for example, wetlands management and building code enforcement.
In addition, PDCs could be used more to develop coordinated local ordinances
and regulations. This can assist companies that conduct business in multiple localities
and can result in cost savings through increased compotition to local governments. As
cited in "PDCs - A Tool for Local Government,"

Construction regulations in one PDC were different from locality to
locality, making it diffLCult for contractors to work efficiently and
limiting competition. According to the article, "what this meant was
that because of the equipment owned by the contractors and cost of
carrying a large inventory, as well as the training oftheir work force, a
contractor would concentrate on meeting the requirements of one
jurisdiction or the other." The result was less competition and higher

prices. The PDC worked with local staffto increase consistency between
each locality's regulations, resulting in benefits to both the contractors
and the local governments.
the JLARC survey, local governments reported a number of areas in which PDC
coordination oflocal ordinances and administrative practices would be beneficial.
These avenues for potential cost savings and improved efficiencies should be pursued
byPDCs.

Systematic Identification ofOpportunities for PDCInvolvement. During
the General Assembly Session, the COLG is responsible for reviewing legislation which
may have a financial impact on local governments. The COLO sends the legislation to
selected local governments for their review and identification ofthe potential impacts on
local governments. This information is then compiled and submitted to the relevant
legislative committees.
In addition to identifying the potential cost of proposed legislation on local
governments, the COLG could be responsible for identifying which of the local government legislation may benefit from a regional approach to implementation. Specifically,
the COLG could identify and suggest opportunities for use ofPDCs by State agencies or
local governments in carrying out the activity proposed in the legislation. The COLG
could obtain PDC input in making these determinations. The legislative committees
could take the suggestions under advisement and make amendments to the legislation
as appropriate.

Recommendation (5). The General Assembly may wish to codify specific activities on which it wants State agencies and PDCs to cooperate. For
example, State agencies could be encouraged to use PDCs in disseminating
information to local governments about various programs, whenever feasible.
State agencies could also be encouraged to use PDCs to develop sub-state plans
and to implement programs on a pilot basis before implementing the programs
statewide. Further, PDCs could be responsible for maintaining certain data as
part of a statewide GIS. Local governments could be encouraged to use PDCs
to identify the most cost-effective way to implement State and federal mandates on local governments.
Recommendation (6). The General Assembly may wish to modify the
Code ofVirginia to expand the local fiscal impact review process performed by
the COLG. In reviewing legislation affecting local governments, the COLG
could identify potential opportunities for PDC involvement in proposed activities. In addition to reporting on the fiscal impact on localities of the proposed
legislation, COLG could also identify which of the legislation may be beneficial
to implement regionally.
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Modify Distribution of the State General Purpose Appropriation
The existing distribution method of the State general purpose appropriation to
PDCs is heavily weighted toward areas with high populations. Distribution is population
based, although there is a floor level of funding for PDCs serving less than 180,000
population. The FY 1993 minimum level offunding to a PDC was $43,000, while two
urban PDCs received in excess of $300,000. The existing funding formula and the
resulting funding disparity between PDCs has caused a great deal ofconcern on the part
of many PDC directors.
There needs to be a base [level offunding] to keep the doors open. The
three largest PDCs have a large per-capita [appropriation from the
State], the smaller ones have a small base, and the ones in the middle
have a small per capita and get squeezed. All PDCs should get a base
and a per capita.

* * *
There is not necessarily a relationship between regionalism and
population.
If the General Assembly decides to use PDCs on a more consistent basis for regional
activities, the method of distributing PDC funds may need to be revised.
An analysis of actual PDC staffing practices indicates that PDCs typically
utilize a minimum base of about six positions, before taking population levels into
account, in order to provide the breadth of services which are demanded of them.
Population helps explain the use of additional staffin the larger PDCs. However, there
appears to be a substantial economy ofscale effect that the three urban PDCs can achieve
that may not be possible in most rural PDCs, even with boundary adjustments. As a
result, the urban PDCs currently receive State general purpose appropriations relative
to tbeir staff size that are about twice the amount received by the rural PDCs, relative
to their staffsize. The urban PDC appropriation levels relative to staffsize are also about
twice that of the urbanizing PDCs.

Table 7 shows levels offunding that other states have for their regional councils
compared to that of Virginia. Virginia has a relatively high state average per capita
contribution, but the variation between the minimum appropriation and the maximum
appropriation is the greatest of all states shown. Five ofthe states - Alabama, Georgia,
North Carolina, Tennessee, and West Virginia - utilize a funding formula with a flat
base rate for each PDC. Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee add additional funding to
their base level according to other factors such as population and number oflocalities
involved in the regional council.
Virginia's appropriation method introduces greater levels offunding variance
than any other state. Overall, Virginia depends more heavily upon a population formula
than other states. This leads to a nearly 700porcent difference in funding between PDes.
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--------------Table 7'--------------

Funding of Regional Councils in Southeastern States
FY 1994
Average
Per Capita
Appropriation

~

General
Appropriation

Virginia

$1,740,156

$0.28

$43,000

$342,266

600,000
2,300,000
2,272,000
2,125,000
864,270
885,360
1,100,000
220,000

0.15
0.18
0.35
0.58
0.13
0.25
0.23
..Q,12.

34,511
170,000
103,382
98,330
48,015
63,881
90,000
20,000

75,628
400,000
258,056
297,990
48,015
157,018
170,000
20000

$1,345,198

$0.25

$74,569

$196,553

Alabama
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennesee
West Virginia
Average

Minimum
Appropriation

Maximum
Appropriation

Source: JLARC staff analysis of telephone interviews with other states.

The state with the next highest level of funding variance is Kentucky with slightly
more than a 200 percent difference, but Kentucky has a minimum level of funding of
more than twice that of Virginia. Introducing a funding formula with a higher minimum base level of funding may contribute to a strengthening of Virginia's PDC
system. Additional base funding to the more rural PDCs may allow them greater
flexibility to address regional issues.

Recommendation (7). The General Assembly may wish to consider
increasing the minimum funding amount to a PDC to reduce the level of
variance among PDCs in their capability to provide services and function
effectively.
LEVEL THREE: REDIRECT PDC PRIORITIES
TO FOCUS ON REGIONAL WORK

Many studies over the last several decades have identified the importance of
regional approaches to addressing certain issues. Issues such as environmental management typically impact multiple localities. Since watersheds, air quality, and other
natural resources do not recognize locality boundaries, the success of an environmental
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action taken in one locality is dependent on
surrounding jurisdictions,
were
te addn"ls ","",",,,
tional boundaries, As noted
the
The Planning District Commission is en-visioDled as a strong
effective agency for area-wide
In
it sh,)uJd
!ish a forum for review ofthe mutual concerns oflocal go,{e!n!1tlel~ts
provide a means of
Federal, OLalA',
resolve problems affecting an entire area,
Commission
cannot be expected
metropelitan areas, but it sh,)uld p,ro'vid'e
menting such solutions,
As noted, PDCs are not as focused on ""I;Wl'EU planning as VUl;U,'WIJ enV:lSHme,a
by the Hahn Commission, There are a
that have impact<:,d
that PDCs have taken,
the lack
funding for
planning,
direction from the State, and problems with
roles ofPDCs as set out in
Some believe that the State needs te
a more forrpf,,1 role in rellUlrm,g or
strongly encouraging regional approaches te problem-solving,
based on
surveys of local officials,
State involvement
would
controversial, Ifthe
Assembly determines
faced by the Commonwealth and its localities should be more fully eXJ)lored
currently are, then
provide an existing avenue
enhanced regional efforts,
The remaining considerations discussed in
ways
G€neral
Assembly could more clearly
on "'I;LV'''''' FtI'r1rt."

Clearly Define the Role of PDCs as Regional Catalyst
ri K,,,,tlW and
In the Hahn COlmmcission renort,
planner was to be the focus of
However
not
explicitly identify a broad-based
PDCs.
"AIlAl"" I purpose
member
of PDCs is typically interpreted as one of performing wl1la!:<eVf,r activit.les
previously identified, many
local governments request.
to individuallneal governments at
as regiCmE1J c,ool'dinatolrs

To address this
the
could be rA'lfi""r! to more ",e'wlV state
the primary role of PDCs is te identify J:'ElglOna1
to address those needs. PDCs are the only operating l1:enelralnurn<)se re,:l011&1
authorized in the Code ofVirginiu, PDCs, therefore, SWJUlU
role in regional problem-solving, Section
1-1405
purpose of the Commission,
state
co:mrnillsi,on,ers are responsible
focusing on regional issues,
prioritize regulnE1J
over services
to individual local governments as
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Require PDCs to Develop Regional Comprehensive Plans and/or
Strategic Plans
The Commission on Population Growth and Development has identified mechanisms for strengthening the regional comprehensive plan requirements in the VADA and
PDes' role with regard to reviewing local comprehensive plans. These mechanisms are
described in their 1993 annual report to the General Assembly. If the General Assembly
believes that certain land use issues, such as developments of regional impact, should be
addressed regionally, then strengthening the regional comprehensive plan requirements
in the VADA would be appropriate. Enforcement of these requirements would need to
play an integral part of the VADA. There are currently no disincentives to PDCs or local
governments for not preparing the plans, and no plans have been maintained. If the
preparation of regional comprehensive plans was enforced, additional funding to accomplish this task would be needed due to the resource-intensive nature of comprehensive
plan development.
Alternatively or in addition to regional comprehensive plans, the General
Assembly might wish to require PDCs to develop regional strategic plans. The Growth
Commission has cited the importance ofstrategic planning for effective decision-making.
In addition, localities and PDCs have identified a need to have some planning for the
future of each region and a need to identify the common goals and interests of the State
and its regions. These issues could be addressed through an ongomg regional strategic
planning process. This form ofplanning stresses commonality ofinterests and avoids the
divisive issue of local land use restrictions inherent in regional comprehensive plans.

Provide Additional General Purpose Appropriation Funding to PDCs
PDCs depend on grant and local contract funding for nearly 70 percent oftheir
budgets. This grant and local contract work tends to be program specific and, in the case
of grants, often requires matching funds to be provided by the PDC. Commissions are
limited in their ability to respond to critical regional needs by the extent to which they
are tied to funding which has special purpose requirements that do not address these
needs. The staffing and programming required to perform and administer grants and
special projects may not be consistent with performing regional coordination and
planning.
The State general purpose appropriation is one of the primary sources of
funding used by PDCs for regional planning and problem-solving. However, this source
offunds has declined in recent years. In FY 1989, the State general purpose appropriation was $2,034,200. By FY 1994, the appropriation had declined to $1,740,156.
According to some PDC directors, the decline in State funding has had a
detrimental effect on the ability of their PDCs to focus on regional problem-solving. It
is likely that in rural and urbanizing areas in particular, economies of scale through
regional approaches have the potential for significant cost savings. However, these same
areas are typically receiving the least amount offunding for regional problem-solving.
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Since PDCs are an established
resource
broad implementation
powers, they are an appropriate resource to use
seeking to perform activities or
studies on a regional basis. However, in
for
to
use PDes as
regional coordination and planning
must
provided at a level
sufficient to support these activities. If the General Assembly wants to enhance the
incidence ofregional planning, it may wish to consider providing additionall:lt:ate fundJing
tnPDCs.

Address PDC Structural Issues
There are two structural
pertaining tn
that have been raised by
various entities. First, there has been some interest in changing the board composition
ofPDCs. Second, the nature ofmembership in planning districts
mandatnry
or voluntary - has been debated. The General Assembly may wish to address these
policy issues in considering ways to
regional de,eisiorHTla1:ing.

Composition of PDCs. During the course of the study, concerns "''''JU~
composition ofthe planning district commissions were raised. As discussed earlier in the
report, PDes vary in their board member composition. The percentage oflneal elc,;:tc,d
officials on the commissions range from 53 to 75 percent. Some local governments
appoint their chief administrative officer to the board as
citizen representative.
Others appoint local planning commission members tn the board. In calling for a change
in the composition of one PDC, a commissioner responded that:
Ifanything would make the system
I think it would to include
our county administrator, planning director, and
a member of
the planning commission.
would
more input from the
working level.
Still others include only private UkU.C"",
sions.
When the VADA was first en.acted,
substantially more than a majority,
was changed to ellmlJnate
long as the PDCs have a mEllor'it"
Code. In effect, the Code
officials.

CH'~ <,c'U OUH;laIS

on their commis-

the commissioners, but not
In
the

Some legislators have
that PUICS
officials to ensure that the local
are
to disicul,e
important issues. Since local officials are typically responsible
implementing
decisions, it is felt that these officials must be included in and
r6Elpons:ltllility for the
PDC decisions. The aim is greater implementation ofPDCs' policies.
others
argue that local officials are necessarily narrow in their focus since they are "''''\eM''''
locally. Citizen members are thought to
a more
to
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policy board should consist of only
illl·'''''''' elected membership. Based
plimrnng ,L'tiU u;e COJHHH~tilU'lJer~ there does not appear to be
percent ofthe commissioners
COlUpOSJltlcm were warranted.
issue

representatives on the commissions was also
membership should include State legislators,
only 16
govermme,nt administrators favored this change. However,
some
sugges·ted that Stale involvement in the appointment ofcommissioners could
serve to en'pr,aSlze re,po]aaI ,HeneT than local perspectives on the PDC.
other states
structures which include state involvement. In
Kentucky, at
one stnte senator and one state delegate are members ofeach regional
W1Lln,!il. m'pr'esentai;lVes from
councils noted that this structure allowed for closer
ties to
aLt
use ofthe
the state. In Florida, the Governor
re.;10l1al council's members. This is done in an attempt to
"l'<3al;er·UlaIl·1,xril perspective on the councils. Some believe that this type of
reported by one commissioner:
relprtlScntatJse structnre may be needed to get away
interests.
may
needed to PDC composition are dependent on what
pnmary
or purpose
If the G€neral Assembly is exploring ways
tD increase the :regional pnnr'".'
changes such as including State representation on
the General Assembly instead determines
that
is to serve local governments in whatever capacity the local
haJilgingmembership to require only local elected representatlon
Alternatively, no changes may be needed. Any changes,
however, must
into account
requirements, such as civil rights guidelines
must
met to
in certain programs.
tanntng Districts. As set out in the VADA, local govern-

Some argue that the General Assembly should
local
Local government administrawere
their opinions as to whether
llllllHJaiAJrY. Both groups were almost evenly divided
government administrators and 49 percent of
The remainder favored voluntary

time a
insta.nces
years

are members PDCs. From time to
participation. In these
a
and then rejoin it a couple of
UC'lH'lucm on PDCs does not appear to be a
occurs.
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Arguments can be made in favor and against voluntary membership.
planning district commissioners and directors reported that voluntary nlernherElhip
results in a reluctance by PDCs to address the more controversial hut important 1"""""
in their regions. PDCs may avoid certain issues for fear that local
will
threaten to withdraw membership if the issue is addressed. For example, a plfmrllng
district commissioner stated on the JLARC survey:
Perhaps if jurisdictions began to pullout, the PDC would be more
driven to meet a locality's need.
In contrast, others note that mandatory membership does not ensure that a lUl:?UiLY
will participate and/or cooperate in regional problem-solving. Exhibit 1 HUm"mel:l
some of the comments by local administrators and planning district commissioners
regarding whether membership should be voluntary or mandatory.
If the General Assembly determines that an enhanced role in relp-0Jtlal pnJIJI"msolving should be played by the PDCs, then the implications of the current me'mlleJ:1,hip
policy for regional cooperation and problem-solving must be explored. In dUUH'W",
impact of other actions the General Assembly may take to encourage regionalism,
as providing financial incentives, must be considered in determining whether a chlrng:e
is needed.

Overcome Resistance to Regional Approaches through Financial Incentives
A major hindrance to regional problem-solving in the State has been lWlWng.
State funding has not traditionally been directed toward regions, but rather
directed to local governments. Hence, in most cases there are no immediate lin,antcilll
incentives to taking a regional approach which would offset the perceived loss
government control over an activity. Also, regional approaches often have IOI1,,-teJml
benefits but short-term costs. Therefore, it may be difficult for elected officials to V'YHHH
support for such approaches from local constituents. And local elected
are
elected by their communities, not the region.
Two primary options would be available to the General Assembly
encourage regional efforts through financial means. First, selected
progranas could be redirected toward regions. Second, a
incentive
established for use in cooperative ventures.

to

State Could Redirect Current Local Aid Programs from
to
Regions. Based on information from the Department ofPlanning and Budget,
are
currently 135 State aid to locality progranas. Very few of these programs are rlir'eci:erl
exclusively to regional entities, such as area agencies on aging, community seJ'V",es
boards, and PDCs. However, some local aid programs have regional components.
example, the Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department gives preference in Its
award decisions to regional projects. The vast majority of aid programs,
are
directed solely at local governments.
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Exhibit 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

PDC Board Member and
.iLKr",,,. . Government Administrator Responses:
~perCEElpltlOns of Whether Local Government Participation
...."'~"jH.:U PDCs Should Be Voluntary or Mandatory
Arguments

Mandatory

and sometimes competigovernments often
that impede regional coPDC localities that particivolUl1tElrlly usually find regional
C()()'l€:ratioIl mora acceptable."

"While I don't like the idea offorcing
localities to act regionally (or at least
consider acting regionally), PDCs are
not as forceful about regional efforts
due to the risk of alienating and losing their constituent localities,"

governments should never be

"It is harder for PDCs to promote
controversial positions of great regional benefit or importance where
there is concern that individual localities might withdraw funding."

lin'ced to join in a regional group due to

conflict could occur later
a negative impact on

cooperation cannot be manIt surfaces when local and State
olIici:als recognize a need,"

"Regional cooperation is meaningless
unless all local governments are required to support the regional organization,"

making a jurisdiction belong to
not guarantee participa-

"The PDC needs some guarantee of
participation to have regional relevance and certainty of on-going existence."

not want to deal with another
is in the PDC against
not support Ithe!

"How can you have regional cooperation between local governments if not
all participate."

lVO'S1<,Hlioil

Udi,e:L

UHUVlY

analysis ,,(PDC board memher and loeal government adminis.trator surveys, ,mmmer 1994<

aid programs may potentially be beneficial and cost effective to
nnw:"," on H
rather than local basis. Examples include: rideshare, juvenile
drug enforcement services, jail constructioo, criminal justice
safety programs. mass transit, air transportation development
kW:lll:'l!0,HHBrgency management and response preparation. special education, and
services,
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For example, the State currently provides funding for Rideshare programs to both regional entities and localgovernments. Specifically, five
localities in the northern Virginia area receive funding under this
program. Since commuters frequently cross jurisdictional lines when
commuting, the appropriateness oflocal Rtdeshare programs is questionable. In addition, a regional organization - the Washington
Council ofGovernments receives State Rideshare funds to cover an
area which encompasses the northern Virginia localities.
Additional research would be needed by the relevant State agencies to determine the feasibility ofproviding all or a portion ofthe funding for the identified programs
to regional entities. If regional service approaches were deemed feasible and appropriate, State agencies responsible for the targeted programs would need to develop
guidelines through which appropriate combinations of local governments would be
designated as regional programs and therefore eligible for funding. Through their
planning activities PDCs could be responsible for developing appropriate regions
service delivery, obtaining program eligibility designations on behalf of those regions,
and designing program structures.

RegionalIncentive Fund. Previous study groups, such as the Commission on
Local Government Structures and Relationships, or Grayson Commission, have recommended financial incentives to encourage local governments to cooperatively address
issues. One of the responsibilities of the Grayson Commission was to identify ways to
"maximize the return from state and local tax dollars through economies of scale in local
government." The Commission recognized that a redrawing of local government
boundaries was unfeasible. and instead focused its attention on developing mechanisms
for increasing the use of regional approaches to service delivery. A regional incentive
fund, using lottery proceeds, was subsequently recommended by the Commission.
During site visits to each PDC, PDC directors were asked what regional projerts
they would seek to have funded if a significant regional incentive fund existed. The
directors reported a wide range of projects for which they would seek funding. They
included: ways to link water and sewer systems, cooperative education programs,
regional solid waste management, regional planning for jails and schools as well as
comprehensive and strategic planning, economic development projects with revenue
sharing proposals, and implementation of a regional geographic information system.

If the General Assembly determines that additional financial incentives for
cooperative efforts are warranted, then a regional incentive fund could be considered. As
provided in the Grayson Commission recommendation, the COW could oversee the
administration ofa regional incentive fund, whereby innovative regional projects having
substantial impacts, in terms of cost savings and improved services, could be funded on
a pilot basis. COLG would need to obtain input from various State agencies, such as the
Department of Environmental Quality, in identifying the benefit of proposed regional
projects. In turn, in the course oftheir work State agencies may identify needs in an area
that could benefit from regional efforts. The State agencies would notify COLG of these
potential targets of opportunity. COLG could then approach the localities involved to

so
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propose

a regional approach. Wi th the existence ofan incentive fund, such overtures
could be backed up with a financial incentive.

COLG could be given responsibility for reviewing grant applications and
within certain parameters determined by the General Assembly.
u,em"lLlVPlV. COLG could review applications and make recommendations to the
Assembly as to grant awards. Under the alternate approach, the General
1\S:sernOllY would be responsible for approving all awards.
awanHng

",r"rit~

SUIDJtllll:ry

of Additional Actions for General Assembly Consideration
section on a third level or tier for potential State action has discussed

g,,,,pr"l approaches that could be taken if the State wishes to proactively redirect PDC

to more exclusively focus on regional work. This course of action could require
a
shift away from certain activities that PDCs currently perform, or the
commitment of additional resources to the PDCs. For example, the preparation and
maintenance ofup·to-date regional comprehensive plans is a resource-intensive activity
is currently not undertaken by PDCs. The following is a summary ofthe potential
opj:10r1S discussed in this chapter for redirecting PDC priorities:
U!'1lUrltit'S

• revise the Virginia Area Development Act to define the primary
purpose of PDCs as the identification of regional problems and
facilitation of regional solutions to those problems,
• amend the VADA to require PDCs to prepare regional strategic plans
in lieu of or in addition to regional comprehensive plans,
• require in the Appropriation Act that the general purpose appropriation provided to each PDC is to be used on activities benefiting the
region,
• provide additional State funding to PDCs, to the extent that additional services are demanded from them and cannot be met with the
shifting of priorities alone,
• consider whether changes to planning district commission membership are desirable and might promote regionalism, such as including
State representatives on the PDCs, or changing the State's policy
governing local government participation in PDCs,
• consider redirecting selected current local financial aid programs to
regions, such that only local governments which conducted elected
activities cooperatively with other local governments would receive
funding, and
• consider creating a regional incentive fund, with grants awarded
based on the merits ofthe proposals, specifically their potential for
cost savings and improved services through regional cooperation.
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Appendix A:

Senate Joint Resolution No. 310
1993 Session
Continuing the Senate Joint Resolution 235 study which requests the Joint
Legislative Audit and Review Commission to examine the assignment of state
and local service responsibilities.
WHEREAS, Senate Joint Resolution 235 from the 1991 Session of the General
Assembly requested the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission to examine the
assignment of service responsibilities between the state and local governments; and
WHEREAS, in response to SJR 235, the Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission issued a report, State/Local Relations and Service Responsibilities: A
Framework for Change in the 1990s and Beyond, which identified options for realigning
service responsibilities between state and local governments; and
WHEREAS, it is recognized that more detailed research is needed in areas identified in
the SJR 235 study; and
WHEREAS, it is desirable that services be provided, whether by the state or local
governments, in the most efficient manner possible so as to make effective use of
existing financial resources; and
WHEREAS, it is possible that services that have traditionally been performed by one
level of government might be more efficiently provided by another; and
WHEREAS, there is a need to continue stUdying the many complex issues concerning
state and local relations, including, but not limited to, the division of responsibilities
between state and local governments, With a particular emphasis on funding capability
and obligations; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the Senate, the House of Delegates cancurring, That the Joint
Legislative Audit and Review Commission be requested to continue its SJR 235 study,
focusing on the development and examination of options necessary to effect
reallocations of state and local service responsibilities and the fiscal implications to the
state and local governments of such options. The reallocation options should be linked
to the adequacy of financial resources. The options to be examined should include, but
not be limited to, previous research by the Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission for SJR 235.
The Division of Legislative Services, Department of Taxation, Center for Public Service,
Commission on Local Government, Department of Housing and Community
Development, Auditor of Public Accounts, and other state and local government
agencies are requested to cooperate by providing any information that the Joint

A1

Legislative Audit and Review Commission deems necessary for the purpose of
completing its stu dy.
The Commission shall submit an interim report of its progress to the Governor and the
1994 Session of the General Assembly and shall complete its work in time to submit its
recommendations and final report to the Governor and the 1995 General Assembly as
provided in the procedures of the Division of Legislative Automated Systems for the
processing of legislative documents.
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Federal Government PDe Funding
1990
PDCName
Northern VIrginia
Richmond Regional

Hampton Roads

Population

£.Y.J.2.M

£'Ll2!)!\

1.466.350

S122.025

S142.573

ELl2!lQ
S218.058

E:Ll.2§l

~

.E.'Ll2!l2.

.E::U.22.Q

E'Ll22l

FY 1992

FY 1993

S126.201

Sl43.597

S167.826

$179.647

S88.250

$201.326

$510.769

739.735

350.014

393.346

430.374

298.902

385.563

404.443

284.436

295.207

252.819

430.497

1.417.909

434.739

429.263

401.089

361.669

407.373

429.773

449.684

635.083

676.432

827.649

Fifth

253.810

113.350

103.776

104.680

i66.342

149.946

129.369

163.932

151.765

215.656

258.132

Thomas Jefferson

164.476

48.488

16.396

74.015

55.010

28.990

45.497

92.613

90.169

155.185

106.393

Central Virginia

205.226

125.468

142.058

118.982

127.326

133.327

343.799

105.000

77.534

47.724

140.435

West Piedmont

238.854

25.359

34.256

97.750

87.423

30.469

34.736

41.791

102.244

53.142

138.040

RADCO

170.410

110.335

180.088

169.408

108.423

174.916

250.747

167.102

192.020

245.444

239.890

Crater

156.407

128.280

165.744

19M29

230.554

292.553

309.';\ll

285.071

311.429

295.320

332.222

lENOWiSCO

91.520

160.597

159.428

233.650

244.162

209.977

211.316

216.169

205.500

194.294

240.322

123.680

473.089

457.327

699.375

767.426

1.558.536

852.645

1.134.268

931.323

1.025.765

958.887

Mount Rogers

178.210

316.366

227.476

244.089

212.382

258.690

277.850

287.802

249.855

357.081

316.964

New R"er Vaiiey

152.680

40.442

41.258

42408

41.739

32.578

33.290

31.008

31.147

36.857

108.352

Central Shenandoah

225.025

59.261

107.500

107.611

98.525

77.799

82.600

84.566

59.451

81.574

109.915

Lord Fairfax

159.239

27.811

12.500

12.230

22.670

10.000

5.672

36.828

4.812

24.075

72.700

Rappahannock-Rapidan

116.643

NIA

0

0

0

36.154

16.358

18.242

3.937

0

16.644

Southside

8l.258

114.391

126.493

192.570

142.894

190.617

213.912

192.393

294.373

177.698

174.558

Piedmont

84.905

73.091

70.619

89.997

50.000

75.775

144.990

51.112

87.389

77.462

147.390

Northam Neck

44.173

22.089

41.107

44.987

50.422

96.539

139.973

72.554

60.961

39.728

65.583

Middle Peninsula

73.023

18.532

40.929

23.650

17.827

123.313

93.460

119.726

75.835

65.363

87.316

Accomack-Northampton

44764

~

62730

31579

34793

35985

~

63.293

l2.lJll

269048

346117

6.189.197

S2.797.970

S2.954.867

S3.532.931

$3.244.690

S4.452.697

S4.317.612

$4.077.237

S4,140.456

S4.491.982

S5.628.775

Cumberland Plateau

Totai
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State Government Funds
1990
PPC Name
Northern Virginia
Rlchmond Regional

Hampton Roads

Population

FY 1984

£i.J'&j

FY 1986

FY 1987

~

1.466,350

$294,865

$342897

$344,959

$353,038

$457,06-',

739,735

147,220

158,000

158,000

158,000

201,720

201,720

201,720

182,052

181.548

I72,MQ

1,417,909

231.032

254,458

251,286

243,529

312,949

366,170

315,382

455,299

441.36-5

444,754

E'i:.l'm2

FY 1990

FY 1991

FY 1992

fLl5'2J

$481.999

$458,201

$490,003

$4n66 I

$421J865

Fiflh

253,810

82,733

82,278

59,584

73,616

90.894

83,547

85,222

77.884

77,796

80,421

Thomas Jefferson

164,476

34,379

37.392

41.618

41.599

48,285

66,775

71,004

78,068

103,347

78,502

Central Virginia

206,226

53,616

59,010

55,713

54,719

67,223

63,953

67.778

55,746

54,6-54

52,528

West Piedmont

238,854

66,606

74,278

76.837

74,992

84.853

93,520

82,554

74,719

72,675

71,346

RAPCO

170,410

29,675

29,675

29,675

29,675

40,660

50,000

50,000

45,125

45,000

43,000

Crater

156,407

47,034

58,505

55,292

51,266

54,875

55,776

58.619

62,332

57,964

6-0,138

91.520

35,220

37,815

37,815

37,815

77.900

92,900

92,900

88,255

83,610

79,700

123,580

70,578

52,120

52,120

52,120

84.040

200,668

171,229

98.411

87,390

106,526
43,000

LENOWISCO
Cumberland Plateau

Mount Rogers

178,210

42,190

40,791

45,m

45,m

54,330

54,330

54,330

40,033

46,453

New River Valley

152,6-30

32,920

35,340

35,340

35,340

42,870

57,500

55,407

45,125

66,273

43,000

Central Shenandoah

225,025

68,520

61,]92

52,085

52,085

63,210

77.084

77/!f)9

61.541

55,889

52,524

Lord Fairfax

159,239

40,992

46,374

75,586

55,187

54,200

84,500

96,000

71, 125

71,780

74,755

Rappahannock~Rapidan

116,543

N/A

60,247

88,577

86.6-55

99,038

88,530

117,549

66,731

84,053

104,712

Southside

81.258

20,000

20,580

58,063

20,580

40,000

50,000

50,000

47,500

45,000

43,000

Piedmont

84,905

20,000

20,890

6-0,974

20,890

40,000

60,000

47,500

215,301

382,730

106,940

Northem Neck

44,173

20,000

35,066

33,832

30,875

5 i,325

50,000

66,251

81,]00

96.620

117,752

Mddle Penl'nsula

73,023

31.977

39,264

41,216

40,797

40,000

84,200

162,502

151,743

108.697

89,109

Accomack~Northampton

44764

59,549

73,124

53458

1M2Q

63917

89,700

50,000

~

70,417

96755

6,189,197

$1,426,196

$1,619,363

$1,717,320

$1.60 1,829

$2,089,342

$2,448,272

$2,438,957

$2,597,551

$2,652,912

$2,382,011

Total

62
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Local Government Funds
1990
PDC Name

Northern Virginia
Richmond Regional
Hampton Roads

Population

FY 1984

FY 1985

FY 1986

FY 1987

FY 1988

FY 1989

FY 1990

FY 1991

.E'LJ.22l

FY 1993

1,466,350

3303,477

3342,943

3399,363

3457,561

3478,637

3613,504

3658,572

3743,033

3750,683

3709,391

739,735

188,829

204,481

358,342

314,596

312,269

318,603

455,002

691,QS5

603,Cill

493,201

1,417,909

263,'Xl7

273,255

407,434

741,864

334,716

439,912

504,909

762,176

611,109

750,043

Fifth

253,810

49,942

64,606

65,179

55,394

65,340

104,999

105,504

94,514

92,649

92,961

Thomas Jefferson

164,476

45,567

47,436

51,305

58,445

72,720

74,872

77,850

82,628

102,112

110,276

Central Virginia

206,226

46,987

46,054

50,318

80,042

103,810

95,111

53,781

54,157

257,041

167,080

West Piedmont

238,864

66,269

66,269

104,196

99,285

94,259

95,523

97,760

119,429

99,606

102,087

RADCO

170,410

48,840

49,760

49,760

52,520

54,160

56,000

58,400

58,520

59,269

67,995

Crater

156,407

98,047

96,332

122,867

127,7'Xl

122,237

135,016

136,708

162,588

115,738

122,396

91,520

70,198

70,594

85,729

86,863

86,863

86,296

84,838

97,984

95,520

95,520

LENOWISCO
Cumberland Plateau

123,580

405,080

443,880

652,650

611,687

839,169

584,373

1,046,013

U08,709

1,521,709

1,547,573

Mount Rogers

178,210

75,193

103,552

'Xl,BOO

118,230

101,453

134,772

156,024

229,181

147,121

185,208

New River Valley

152680

42,404

42,403

42,403

54,301

56,997

60,044

62,905

66,897

69,518

65,594

Central Shenandoah

225,025

94,565

84,989

96,438

131,799

124,662

116,353

139,455

170,547

125,379

146,564

Lord Fairfax

159,239

35,649

80,853

63,674

83,010

110,969

100,696

138,394

137,166

125,892

157,373

Rappahannock-Rapidan

116,643

N/A

23,675

36,286

42,514

30,108

30,774

58,291

96,918

45,445

45,445

Southside

81,258

43,467

43,581

43,034

43,424

43,624

43,624

43,360

42,738

42,738

64,106

Piedmont

84,'Xl5

25,065

25,QS5

29,142

29,142

29,400

30,935

34,270

34,420

33,961

34,761

Northern Neck

44,173

18,000

18,000

18,000

18,000

18,000

18,000

21,555

30,500

37,799

38,000

Middle Peninsula

73,023

27,259

28,452

30,504

21,226

38,725

36,820

37,270

42,831

77,235

45,501

AccomackMNorthampton

44764

~

~

§MM

43690

212lZ

19617

38075

63554

124337

~

6,189,197

32,008,394

32,229,314

32,850,882

33,271,382

33,182,025

33,195,841

34,009,736

35,489,555

35,138,470

35,182,662

Total
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Appendix B: (continued)

Other Funds
1990

PDC Name
Northern Virginia
Richmond Regional

Hampton Roads

Population

LY 1984

FY 1985

FY 1986

FY 1987

IA66,350

553,585

580J73

567,575

555,442

566,664

550,400

739,135

16,184

17,975

30,134

11,610

18,492

19,100

IAI7,909

102,479

218,444

165,676

176,850

234,205

FY 1988

FY 1991

LLl992

EY 1993

571,264

593,289

5127,447

$ 149,336

43,209

27,941

18,270

9,6&,

I 44J21

116,212

164-452

91,629

110J94

FY 1982.

FY 1990

Fifth

253,810

64,975

85,527

94,094

75,242

n501

209,173

141.002

63,453

30,207

fllJ,:'63

Thomas Jetterson

I64A76

5,388

5,896

8,813

19,345

3U29

56,509

65,688

94,579

90,946

163,564

Central Virginia

206,226

2,086

6,269

1.872

6,185

909

703

1,269

48,425

21,151

21.516

West Piedmont

238,854

19,917

2OJ50

20,001

18,030

20,245

22,582

25,196

22,891

17,234

14m2

RADCO

170,410

52,075

57,078

72,573

94,694

54,364

9OJ42

89,191

111.877

101.680

9U61

Crater

156,407

8,722

34,096

n024

51. 936

93,066

114,336

87,503

88,245

184,953

141.457

lENOWISCO

91.520

6J61

2,952

Cumberland Plateau

123,580

IVI6

31.877

°

38,229

°

45,262

4,141

8J65

9,570

2L061

19,876

4J34

52,804

50,:'60

53,686

50,195

83,117

63,854

Mount Rogers

178,210

24,503

18,909

14,156

13,913

19,932

2OJ91

20,252

3,212

1,497

New River Valley

152,680

34,933

86,492

97,156

114,106

129,971

104,336

129,686

208,264

203,567

161,436

Central Shenandoah

225,025

23,288

28,613

27,874

24,504

28,378

37,675

40,880

45,174

28,500

19,682

Lord Fairfax

159,239

8J69

8J53

IV98

12,142

14,287

17,075

17,020

17,778

19,578

14,308

Rappahannock-Rapidan

116,643

N/A

5,021

2,676

2,138

1,966

16,013

12,125

10,945

8,003

4,138

Southside

81.258

9,634

12,572

13,298

Y,998

12,911

16,152

18,344

16ml

18,508

15,578

Piedmont

84,905

8,353

8,018

2,911

5,562

6,087

10,000

12,000

10,214

4,662

5,824

Northern Neck

44,173

11.038

10,387

19,885

10,857

9,142

10,823

15,204

37,799

20,928

18,270

Middle Peninsula

73,023

5J31

4J60

3,029

1, 122

30,169

66,896

53,687

74,695

65,892

34,340

Accomack-Northampton

44764

5796

26098

3 127

128109

110 291

126 712

230590

212454

ill.llQ

138697

6,189,197

$486,943

5771.269

5766,901

5877,157

51.00 1.853

5 1,i94,065

51.263,677

51,419,532

51,320A5O

51,285,054

Total
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Appendix B: (continued)

Total PDe Revenues
1990
PDCName

Northern Virginia
Richmond Regional
Hampton Roads

Fifth

Population

E'Ll.'2M

FY 1985

FY 1986

ELl2§I

FY 1988

FY 1989

FY 1990

fLl22l

£Ll22.2

FY'I993

1,466.350

S783.942

S909,I86

SI,029,955

S992,242

SI, 145,861

S1,323.729

SI,377.684

S1,414,575

S1,50 I, 107

S1,790.362

739.735

702,247

773,802

976,850

783,108

918,044

943,863

985,167

1,196,265

1,056.246

LJ06.041

1.385,187

2,018.010

1,820,535

2,141250

1,417,909

1,032,157

LJ75,420

1,225.485

1,523.922

1,289.243

1.377.576

253,810

311,000

336,187

333,537

370,594

377,781

527,188

495.660

387,646

416.307

482.077

307,155

458,725

Thomas Jefferson

164,476

133,822

107,120

175.751

174,399

181,724

240,653

345.444

451,590

Central Virginia

206,226

228,157

253,401

226,855

268,272

305,269

503,566

227,828

236,862

380,570

381,559

West Piedmont

238,854

175,151

195,553

298.784

279.730

229,826

246.361

247,301

3W283

242,657

325,505

RADCO

170,410

240,925

316,501

321,411

285,312

324,090

447,489

364.693

407,542

45U93

442.646

Crater

156,407

282,083

354,677

445.712

461,546

562.731

616,029

568,001

624,594

653,975

656.213

91,520

272.776

270.789

357,194

368,840

378,881

399,277

403,477

413.800

393,300

420,276

Cumberland Plateau

123,580

961,413

985,204

1.442,374

1,476.495

2,534,549

1,698,246

2.415,196

2.788.638

2.717,981

2,676,840

Mount Rogers

178,210

458,252

390,728

394,335

389,815

434,405

487,743

518,408

519,069

553,867

546,669

262,416

255,170

279,005

351,433

373,205

378.382

lENOWISCO

New ROier Valley

152,680

150,699

205,492

217,302

245,485

Centra! Shenandoah

225,025

245,634

282,294

284,008

307,013

294,049

313.712

342.710

336.713

292,342

328,655

lord Fairfax

159,239

113,221

148,490

164.288

173,009

199,446

208,243

288,242

230,881

241,325

319,136

Rappahannock-Rapidan

116,643

N/A

88,943

127,539

131,308

167.266

151.675

206,207

177.531

137,501

154,295

South~de

81,258

187,492

203,296

306,965

216,966

287.151

323,658

304,097

400,651

283,943

297,242

Piedmont

84,905

126,519

124,592

183,024

105,594

151.262

245,925

144,882

347,324

498,805

294,915

Northern Neck

44,173

71, 127

104,557

116.704

110,154

175,505

218.796

172.564

210,360

195.075

239.505

Middle Peninsula

73,023

83,499

113,405

98,309

80,972

232.207

271,376

373,185

345,104

317.187

306,266

Accomack-Northampton

44764

m:J.!ll

235076

141622

250 282

274110

355484

381 958

575638

.o.wm

illJ.Q2

6,189,197

S6.719,503

S7,574,813

S8,868,034

S8,995,058 SIO,725,917

SILJ55.789

SI1,789,507

SI3,647,394

S13,603,823

SI4,461,858

Total
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tl,~~,~t:J.::J.rnQ

:7!Ct:~1~Oi'iri

«8gionni

i+::JFiptcin I<oo;]s
Flirt;

'_21'&

LgDulQ1S!D

FY 1981

ECI985

FY 1966

Ef,l]b/

1,466,350

S257_1iJ5

$276-430

2276-430

S2764;lO

SJ72,D70

739)35

147_220

158,C05

158,005

155_CXJ5

20U2G

1,41

253,81C!

276_630

296,890

296,890

75,91Ci

76_370

6$,245

FY

E'Y...L98Y
,720

393,&10

3<;3,600

63,245

7{),230

76,230

45,450

Thomos Jeffe:sc('1

164,476

33,440

35SDO

3tV;(YJ

35SDO

L:onhal Virgil'!!o

45_230
56, '110

48,~SO

4MOO

48_550

West Piedmu"\t

206226
23tl854

60230

60_230

60_230

fiADCO

170,4)\,)

27_640

29_675

29,675

Crater

156,407

37J20

40,49D

91.620

35_220

Cumberland P:aieou

)23,Ci80

Mount Rogers

178_210

New River Voiley

[Y.J,99Q

FY

t29..1

f:LJ,2\~1

EL19,I,;1

833;:;,313

S3b3,940

191,634

182.\703

373/1 1

355,224

12,41

6b, /98
45,

72,660

50,OJO

47,500

00,i:!U
c'c

57,20Q

72,330

72,330

MJ13

6527(\

65,C97

[/j,778

29_675

4D,650

55_D::D

47,5()O

45,12El

45,(DO

43,C()U

40-490

40,490

47,940

SOJXJO

47_000

45_126

45,C((,i

43/XlO

37,815

37_815

37-815

7lS00

8825,1)

83_543

83,610

N,700

48-570

52_120

52_120

52_120

84_040

92-900
97_100

92,245

87_663

42_190

45_290

45_2Y'O

45<MJ

54_330

54_330

51.613

49_033

87390
48_897

43_o::D

152680

32S20

36_340

35_540

35.540

42870

50o::D

47,500

45.125

45_lDO

43_o::D

Central Sher-,olldoarl

225.025

48-520

52_085

52.066

52,085

63_210

66_2iCI

60_050

57_1Y18

56_889

52,524

Lord FO'lrfox

159_239

2OJXIO

20_o::D

20_o::D

33-125

5O,[DO

47-500

45.125

45_o::D

43,())'J

Rappahannock-r<opidan

00_00::1

47-'!YO

45,125

45mO

4HDO

OO.o::D
50_00::1

47_000

45,125

45JDO

43JXJO

4UlJO

45,125

45_OCO

43,C0:::

I_.ENOWISCO

116-643

21.580

23-170

23_170

23. 170

4UD::J
40_o::D

Southside

8U58

20_o::D

20_6'iC1

20_650

20_650

40_o::D

Piedn'ront

54905

2O_o::D

20-890

20_890

20_890

40_o::D

041

15

EH293

Northern Neck

44_173

20_o::D

2O,o::D

20_o::D

20.000

4C1.o::D

50_o::D

4UlJO

45,125

45,[:0:::

43_o::D

Middle Peninsula

n023

2O_o::D

20_o::D

25.o::D

2O_o::D

40Jm

55.o::D

47.Sm

45.125

45mO

113JXiO

Accomack-Northampton

44764

2Oo::D

_20 o::D

lPo::D

20 o::D

40 o::D

QMJC!

41555

45125

A5 ceo

,,},WJ

6_189_197

S1-305_505

S1389_9C!C!

SU76J75

21389_9C!C!

S1.914_150

S2_034_200

$1.932A87

SL835.870

S1.830J80

SL74~J, 156

lotal
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Appendix B: (continued)

Local Dues
19'Xl
PDC Name

Population

FY 19'Xl

FY 1991

£t:J.2.22

£Y..l.m

Northern Vlrginia

1.466.350

S396,330

S434,612

S467.979

S469,25I

RIchmond Regional

739.735
1.417,909

249,589

376,830

376,830

376,830

384,840

490,393

511,788

539.703

Fifth

253,810

92,938

96,150

85,191

92961

Thomas Jefferson

164.476

77.850

82,628

84,188

85,436

Central Virginia

53.781

54,157

55,967

57,844

West Piedmont

206,226
238,854

91.572

9L572

89,289

90.758

RADCO

170.410

58.400

67,995

155.407

116.776

58.529
117,113

59,269

Crater

115.738

122.100

91,520

84,838

97,984

95,520

95,520

Cumberland Plateau

123,580

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

Mount Rogers

178,210

84,309

86,890

87,322

New River Valley

152,680

72-320
62,605

66.897

69,518

65,594

Central Shenandoah

225,025

53,500

54,125

55,262

56,251

Lord Fairfax

159,239

54,195

58,240

54.917

63,696

Rappahannock,Rapldan

116.643

40,326

42,814

45.445

46.445

81.258
84,905

43,360

43,260

42.738

64.076

29,136

33,961

18,000

33.420
18,000

33,961

44,173
73,023

18,000

18,000

37,270

39,000

45,501

46,501

~

17,325

44Jm

45,887

4MJlZ

6,189,197

S2,134.951

S2.484,033

S2,539,878

S2,624,131

Hampton Roads

LENOWISCO

Southside
Piedmont

Northem Neck
Middle Peninsula
Accomack,Northampton
Total
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Appendix C

Additional Service Needs Identified By poe Member Localities
PDC
1
2
3

4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
22
23

None
None
Geographic Information Services (GIS) mapping; more comprehensive planning;
enhanced assistance in land-use and zoning issues; financial management services;
areater role in meetina reaional housina needs; reaional solid waste manaaement.
Reliable and accurate data base referencing all aspects of physical and human
planning; regional human service agency budgeting and cost accounting; civil engineer
consulling work; FmHA loan administration; regional visioning; producing an annual
planning document which provides current information on population, land use,
transportation patterns, employment, water and sewer demands, and housinQ statistics.
None
More analysis of where localities srt in context of region and State; stronger emphasis
on establishing regional perspectives and facilitating regional cooperation and
solutions; general research and analysis on a cross sec1ion of regional issues; more
effectiveIv oursue reaional efforts in all ohases of localitv ooerations.
Regional environmental and resource inventory to support economic development,
tourism and environmental orotection.
Perform all transoortation coordination activrties.
More regional information, planning coordination, and planning efforts; direct and
regular interaction wrth localITies; augment the statewide local government associations
on legislative work; perform economic development and community improvement
activities.
Undertake a vearly olannina oroiect.
More mapping and grant assistance services; better leadership and coordination of
reaional olannina activrties.
Localrties would benefit from sharing professional staff through the PDC, such as
county engineer, purchasing officer, transportation planner, and other specialized
poSITions.
Land use olannina and use of GIS svstem.
Create a forum for important regional issues through development of a plan which sets
regional priorities; a better and more current solid waste management plan; GIS service
to iurisdictions; leoislative orooram for reo ion.
None
Stormwater manaQement.
Improve communications between localities to enhance its role as the catalyst in
makino reaional efforts work.
Various reaional proQrams, such as reaional reassessments and olannina for the future.
Implement regionally based administration of State mandated ordinances, such as
Chesaoeake Bay and wetlands Acts; develooment and maintenance of a GIS sYstem.
Investigation of a regional jail to serve the district; develop and maintain a
comouterized GIS system.
Housina assistance services.

Source; JLARC staff analysis of local aovernment administrator surveys, summer 1994.
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Appendix D

Five Greatest PDC Efforts Undertaken Since 1989
to Promote Regional Cooperation
(Based on Information Reported By POC Staff)
LENOWISCO POC identified its greatest effort to be utility project coordination and
development. The PDC reported that "the culmination of 15 years of planning efforts to replace
old or inadequate sewage collection and treatment facilities with regional facilities" has been
completed on some projects and is nearing completion on others. Addllional regional efforts
cited by the PDC include: creating the Virginia Coalfield Economic Development Authority and
proposing a successful shell building program; developing the Abandoned Mined Land Fund
Program project review manual, application, and project rating guidelines; implemenfing a
regional Geographic Information System (GIS); and developing a regional solid waste program
in 1993.
The greatest effort identified by the Cumberland Plateau POC to promote regional
cooperation involved developing the Cumberland Plateau Regional Industrial Park. The PDC
reported that they "embarked on a cooperative effort in 1989 to develop a regional industrial park
with the capability to directly employ 1,200 workers, with an additional 500 jobs to be created in
the service industry." The industrial park is now home to automotive industries, which employ
212 persons. Other regional efforts reported by the PDC include: creating the Cumberland
Plateau Regional Waste Management Authority; developing a speculative shell bUilding
program; implementing and operating a regional GIS; and project development through the
public works program.
Mount Rogers POC reported as its greatest effort the Circuit Rider Manager
Program. The PDC received a demonstration grant from the Appalachian Regional Commission
to establish this program, which provides management services for five towns and one private
non-profit water company. Other regional accomplishments reported by the PDC include:
promoting the idea of legislative liaison activities for the Route 58 legislation; temporarily serving
as staff to perform regional marketing of industrial sites; providing staff to produce regional
marketing materials for tourism; and promoting the concept of a marketing program to dispose of
recyclable materials (tire shredding program).
The New River Valley POC cited its greatest accomplishment as the PDC's
assistance in creating the New River Valley Economic Development Alliance. The PDC worked
with local chambers of commerce to create the alliance, which is responsible for a regional
marketing program. The alliance relies on the PDC for data and other economic information for
the region. Industry location decisions due to the work of the alliance resulted in the creation of
346 new jobs during 1993, Other regional efforts reported by the PDC include: preparing
defense conversion and economic adjustment strategies; preparing the New River Valley
Regional Jail Community Based Corrections Plan; providing assistance to the Interstate 81
Corridor Council; and engaging in rural transportation planning,
From 1987 to the present the Fifth POC has been heavily involved in Roanoke
River Corridor Studies, which includes work on a model zoning overlay and assistance to an
advisory board, The Fifth PDC cited their work in this area as their most significant regional
effort, A number of written products have been generated by the PDC in this area. The PDC
reported a number of other regional efforts, which include: organizing and creating the Interstate
81 Corridor Council; coordinating a comprehensive regional stormwater management program
for the Roanoke Valley; assisting with the creation of the Appalachian Railroad Heritage
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Partnership; and initiating efforts which led to the creation of the Coalition lor the Blue Ridge
Parkwayo
As its greatest regional effort the Central Shenandoah POC identified developing
its Census and Information Mapping System (CENMIS) through its GIS programo Automation
through the CENMIS system has allowed the POC to respond to 1,500 data requests per yeaL
The POC also assists its member localities with GIS start-up information and offers training to
localities on rts useo Other regional efforts reported by the POC include: preparing solid waste
management and recycling plans; participating on the Inferstate 81 Corridor Council; activities to
preserve the CSX mountain railroad subdivision line between Charlottesville and Clifton Forge;
and creating the Central Shenandoah Disability Services Boardo
The Lord Fairfax POC cited its greatest regional effort as preparing the region's
solid waste management plano Adopted by all the 20 localities in rts region, this effort has led to
other cooperative ventures in the solid waste area, such as the implementation of a regional tire
shreddeL Other regional efforts cited by the POC include: developing a rural transportation
planning program; forming the Northern Shenandoah Valley Economic Development Network,
which is a public-private cooperative venture to maintain and improve the economic viability of
the region; preparing and obtaining grants for Civil War heritage tourism planning; and numerous
water planning program studies, Which inclUde ground water protection, wastewater treatment,
and public wellhead protectiono
The greatest regional effort crted by the Northern Virginia POC is its abilrty to be a
catalyst and an enabler for regional actiono The POC convenes numerous regional groups and
committeeso Some of the accomplishments of these groups include organizing a regional jail,
establishing a regional dental clinic, sponsoring regional training programs, and coordinating data
collection for information and referral providers. The Northern Virginia POC cited other regional
efforts it pertorms, which include: sponsoring HIV and AIDS services; acting as the Northern
Virginia Data Center; performing water and waste management studies; and conducting a
legislative program for the region.
The Rappahannock-Rapidan POC cited five of their greatest efforts to promote
regional cooperation, but did not prioritize these effortso One of their regional efforts involves
transportation and ride share commuter services. These services have been a long-term project
for the POC, as the region has a number of commuters. Other regional efforts reported by the
POC include: conducting water quality and watershed comprehensive studies; preparing solid
waste management and recycling plans; conducting a housing rehabilitation program for low
income residents; and State and federal grant application assistance and management.
The greatest effort reported by the Thomas Jefferson POC is their local planning
assistance. Working wrth citizen advisory groups, planning commissions, and elected governing
bodies, the POC prepared comprehensive plans for Fluvanna and Nelson Counties and the town
of Scottsville. Other regional efforts cited by the POC include: developing housing improvement
programs, such as the regional Comprehensive Housing Affordabilrty Strategy and two local nonprofit housing foundations; developing a regional economic development partnership; initiating a
sustainable development project known as the Thomas Jefferson Study to Preserve and Assess
the Regional Environment; and solid waste planning activities.
The Central Virginia POC reported rts most significant regional effort as its regional
radio stUdy. The POC is using a consultant to review the total communication needs for five
localities and make possible recommendations on the feasibility of retaining the current system
wrth upgrades or going to an entirely new system. Other regional efforts crted by the POC
include: working with the Department of Environmental Quality on a waste tire disposal project;
developing data bases to support GIS and E-911 development in rts jurisdictions; developing and
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administering E-911 systems for member localities, which includes a street naming and
numbering system service; and providing assistance to the Lynchburg Neighborhood
Development Foundation for a grant proposal for a regional housing loan tund, which resulted in
loans of $1.6 million for first-time home buyers as a pilot program.
The West Piedmont poe achieved Economic Development Administration (EDA)
designation as an economic development district (EDD) in 1992. This effort, along with its
efforts with the Virginia Community Certification Program, was cited by the PDC as their most
signiticant regional effort since 1989. As a resuil of EDD designation the PDC has brought in
more than $2 million in federal funds to assist in economic development growth opportunities in
the region. Other regional efforts cited by the PDC include; updating comprehensive plans for
localities in their region; both rural and urban transportation planning activities; water quality
management planning activities for localities in their region; and installing and developing the
basic components of a GIS program.
The greatest regional effort cited by the Southside poe involves developing the
South Hill Regional Sewer System, which includes the towns of Brodnax, LaCrosse, and South
Hill. The PDC reported that the project has resulted in the development of a 120-acre industrial
park, which is currently in the process of locating industry. Other regional efforts reported by the
PDC include; operating a revolving loan fund through the Lake Country Development
Corporation; initiating efforts to organize a regional tourism committee to promote the natural
beauty and assets of the area; participating in a prospective industry outreach program; and
regional solid waste planning activities.
Cited by the Piedmont poe as its greatest regional effort is providing technical
assistance to its localities. The PDC provides technical assistance to the localities participating
in the Prince Edward Industrial Park, Lunenburg Commercentre, and a regional sheltered
workshop. Other regional efforts reported by the PDC include; designing and operating housing
program activities, which involves the Virginia Indoor Plumbing Program; preparing a solid waste
management plan; developing a rural transportation planning program for the seven-county area;
and designing and administering a septage handling and disposal feasibility study in response to
a State mandate.
The Richmond Regional poe reported its greatest regional effort to be its work in
solid waste activities. In order to address waste management issues, the PDC created the
Central Virginia Waste Management Authority In December, 1991. In conjunction with the Crater
PDC, the Richmond Regional PDC also developed a solid waste management plan for the
localities which belong to these two PDCs. Other regional efforts cited by the Richmond
Regional PDC include; preparing a water resources plan for their area in conjunction With the
Regional Water Resources Task Force; developing environmental policies for their region;
preparing a Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) transportation improvement plan; and
developing and operating a GIS program.
Cited as its greatest regional effort by the RAoeO poe is their development of a
public/private partnership for economic development, known as the Greater Fredericksburg
Regional Partnership. Obtaining private and public input into economic development objectives
is the primary tunction of the partnership. The PDC provides staff to the partnership and directs
its processes. Other regional efforts reported by the PDC include; developing a transportation
planning program and activities to support the program; creating and operating a telecommuting
center as a federal pilot program under the U.S. General Services Administration; sponsoring
and assisting with the creation of a welcome center in King George County; and RADCO's
availability in bringing together localities to discuss and resolve multi-jurisdictional issues.
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The Northern Neck POC cited its greatest regional effort to be the development ot a
waste
plan. The
involved all tour member counties and the six towns in these
counties. Under the plan terms, the PDC is responsible for surveying, evaluating, and reporting
the total waste generated and the amount recycled during the years 1991, 1993, and 1995.
Other regional efforts reported by the POC include: developing and revising a software package
known as a Landuse Tracking Program (LUTS), which is used to track permit data for locality
land use studies and plans; designing and operating a GIS program; prOViding information to
their four member counties on the development of a regional animal facility; and exploring the
feasibility of a lire shredding facility, which involved developing a project proposal.
Cited as its greatest regional effort conducted since 1989, the Middle Peninsula
POC operates a GIS program to assist the region in complying with regulations involving the
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act. The GIS program was developed in cooperation with all nine
member localities, the Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department, the Coastal Resources
Management Program, and the Virginia Environmental Endowment. Other regional efforts
reported by the PDC include: organizing the Virginia Peninsula PUblic Service Authority to
provide solid waste management planning; developing a comprehensive water quality
management plan; providing technical assistance to localities on land use planning and
development issues through the Middle Peninsula Coastal Resources Management Program;
and operating fhe Middle Peninsula Ride Share Program, which provides transportation
management services to commuters and local governments.
The Crater POC reported its establishment of a comprehensive economic
development marketing and service program as its greatest regional effort. As part of this effort
the PDC acquired designation as an economic development district from the Economic
Development Administration. The PDC also operates three other economic development
operations in-house: the Appomattox Basin Industrial Development Corporation, the Crater
Development Company, and the Procurement Assistance Center. Other regional efforts cited by
the POC include: forming the Central Virginia Waste Management Authority; the James
River/Appomattox River Monitoring and Modeling Effort; efforts to remove Fort Lee trom the list
ot base closings in 1993; and a regional airport system study for Eastern Virginia, which involves
identitying the long-term aviation needs ot the area and potential recommendations to meet
those needs.
The Accomack-Northampton PDC housing and community development program
was cited as its greatest regional effort. The POC prepares grant applications for State and
federal funds, in conjunction with the Accomack-Northampton Housing and Redevelopment
Corporation and the Accomack-Northampton Regional Housing Authority. The POC reported
that "since 1989, over $13.6 million has been secured through [the POC's] assistance, including
funding for improvements to 482 homes." Other regional efforts reported by the PDC include:
achieving community certification through the Virginia Community Certification Program;
developing a Ground Water Supply Protection Plan tor the eastern shore ot Virginia; providing
assistance to 14 towns on comprehensive planning activities required as a result ot the
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act; and facilitating the development ot two regional sewer
planning projects.
The greatest regional effort reported by the Hampton Roads PDC involves the 1990
merger ot the Southeastern Virginia PDC and the Peninsula POCo Driven by the requests ot
member localities, the Hampton Roads PDC reported that "the merger combined the eight
southeastern localities and the six Peninsula localities into one 'quasi' political unit thereby
strengthening the Hampton Roads region." Other regional efforts cited by the Hampton Roads
POC include: maintaining and developing an annual transportation improvement program in
conjunction with its designation as a Metropolitan Planning Organization; assisting with the
development of a regional economic development plan; administering a cooperative ground
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water program, which includes producing studies and reports; and acting as the organization for
regional decision making, which involves the PDC associating with numerous commillees and
iocal staffs to address a variety of area wide problems,
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Appendix E

Agency Responses
As part of an extensive data validation process, State agencies involved in a JLARC
assessment effort are given the opportunity to comment on an exposure draft of the report.
Appropriate technical corrections resulting from the written comments have been made in this
final version of the report. Page references in the agency responses relate to an earlier
exposure draft and may not correspond to page numbers in this version.
This appendix contains the responses of the Department of Housing and Community Development and the Department of Planning and BUdget. Comments received from the
Planning District Commissions may be viewed at the JLARC offices upon request.
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
George Allen
Governor

DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

October 21, 1994

Robert T Skunda
Secretary of
Commerce and Trade
David L Caprara
Drrector

ML Philip A. Leone, Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission
Suite 1100, General Assembly Building
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Dear ML Leone:
Thank you for providing me a copy of your draft report Review of Regional
Planning District Commissions in Virginia. I want to compliment the JLARC staff tor
the in depth research and thorough analysis of PDC activities to produce the report.
Following are my comments on the report.
As you have pointed out in the report, "PDC's as a whole are providing useful
services to the state and particularly to local governments". And just like with any group
of organizations, some are performing at a higher level than others. Given the constraints
that PDC's operate under such as limited resources and the appropriate voluntary
participation of local governments who can withdraw membership and funding for nonperformance, I believe the PDC's have made notable gains in addressing regional issues,
serving local government needs and assisting state agencies on a variety of projects.
PDC efforts to support and implement a statewide Geographic Information System
(GIS) network is an example of their willingness and ability to provide leadership in
gathering, interpreting and using information. In our agency's joint collaborative efforts
to date with the Department of Economic Development, Director Wayne Sterling has
strongly underscored the value of PDCs in performing important local and regional
groundwork for economic projects. Director Sterling also commented on the positive
information gathering role PDCs can play in the Commonwealth's efforts to gather local
and regional information for industrial prospects considering locations in Virginia.
Much of the information gathered by PDCs is required for localities to apply for
various state and federal grant programs to address problems in our communities. For
example, the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission has used this information to
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prepare grant requests and receive federal and state funding to address the issues of military
downsizing and base closings in the Tidewater area.
The LENOWISCO Planning District Commission played a major role in
coordinating the three state application for a federal Empowerment Zone designation for
Lee County, Virginia, Harland County, Tennessee, and Bell County, Kentucky. If approved,
this would provide over $40 million in new federal funding to this area of Appalachia. The
Southside Planning District Commission has played a major role in industrial recruitment
by applying for and receiving federal funds to create the Lake Country Development
Corporation to provide infrastructure and business financing for companies to locate in this
area of Virginia. Many more examples could be cited but you have already done this in
the report.
The Department of Housing and Community Development works closely with
PDC's in providing grant assistance and planning support to their localities and in assisting
them in accessing various tederal grant programs. This Department does not believe the
state funding and coordination activities with PDCs should be moved to the Commission
on Local Government in view of the current programming coordination that would be
diminished by such a move.
If PDC oversight and support remains in the Commerce and Trade Secretariat, it will
provide a better opportunity to coordinate economic development activities and initiatives
with localities and other agencies. This will also enha11ee PDC networking capabilities
with the Governor's Regional Economic Development Councils that were formed around
regions of similar economic interest.
Following are specific recommendations of this Department to further enhance the
role of PDCs in local planning initiatives:
I)
The report points out that state funding to PDC's is passed through the Department
of Housing and Community Development budget without oversight responsibility for the
funding. At one time, DHCD provided some minimum staff support to PDC's to assist
them in preparing and printing a newsletter to help in sharing information between PDC's
and to assist in arrangements for meetings and eonferenees. I have spoken with the
Virginia Assoeiation of PDCs about renewing a minimum logistieal support role to the
VAPDC, with the belief that the state's only "trade assoeiation" for PDCs should playa
pivotal leadership role in defining a more dynamic role for the entities.
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At a minimum. PDCs should be required to submit a work plan at the onset of the
fiseal year whieh would include perfOlmance benchmarks, and a closeout fiscal and
program report which should be made available to this agency, the Department of Planning
and Budget, the Department of Economic Development, the Commission on Local
Government, the Department of Transportation, and the Department of Environmental
Quality. DHCD is prepared to oversee this renewed level of oversight with no
additional General Assembly administrative resources. However. any more substantial
authority would require additional resource support.
I would like to add that we do not favor new unfunded state mandates for PDCs or
any other entities of local government
2. It is obvious lrom fbe JLARC analysis and our Department's experience that there are
well perfonning PDCs and PDCs that are not performing optimally. I have discussed with
fbe Virginia Association of Planning District Commissions the need for PDC's to be held
accountable lor the services provided in relation to the state funding provided. It is prudent
fbat a new system of incentives be established which would reward high performing PDCs
and provide sanctions or funding tennination for non-perlormers. JLARC s suggestion of
consolidating jurisdictions by incorporating several of the lesser perfonning PDCs into
larger, better performing areas is one option, with concurrence of the local jurisdictions.
3. I believe PDC's can playa valuable support role in the Administration's present enorts
to develop a statewide strategic plan. They have the ability to gather and compile
information on a regional basis and they can bring local governments, private organizations
and citizens together in a lorum to discuss issues of importance to the state and their
particular region.
Leadership and coordination of this intra-departmental coordination effort should be
retained in the Department of Planning and Budget I have discussed this collaborative
partnership with DPB in preparing these comments, and intend to strengthen this working
partnership with PDCs.
4. A number of PDCs are providing important staffing support for the Governor's Regional
Economic Development Councils. Under the leadership of the Secretary of Commerce and
Trade, PDCs should continue to be encouraged to playa supportive role to the Regional
Economic Development Councils. I have observed first hand the vital role that RADCO
has played in helping the Fredericksburg Council in lorging a new economic identity and
regional partnership.
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5. As noted above and in the JLARC report, PDCs can play an invaluable role in the
development of a statewide GIS system. State support should be considered in the area of
getting compatible software programs and information dissemination networks established
across Virginia, which could be accessed by private enterprises, local and state agencies,
and the citizenry.
6. PDC's should be encouraged to continue their efforts with localities in addressing and
solving issues of regional and statewide significance, on a strictly voluntary. cooperative
basis. This enhanced voluntary regional collaboration is entirely preferable to creation of
new layers of government at the state or regional level.
In conclusion, Planning District Commissions as a whole have served the
Commonwealth well. Many of our smaller communities would not be able to access various
state and federal grant programs without their assistance. They have been leaders in
bringing together local governments and the private sector in urban areas to address such
issues as military downsizing, water quality management, transportation planning and a host
of other issues.
We look forward to working with you, the legislature, other state agencies and
PDC's in this effort.

Sincerely,
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David L. Caprara

cc: Secretary Robert Skunda
Secretary Paul Timmreck
Robert Lauterberg, DPB
Wayne Sterling, DED
Hon. Robert Dix, President, VAPDC

COMMONvVEALTH of VIRGINIA
Robert W, Lauterberg
Director

Department of Planning and Budget

P.O. Box 1422
Richmond, VA 23211

October 13, 1994

PhHip A. Leone, Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission
Suite 1100 General Assembly Building
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Dear Phil:
Thank you for sharing a copy of JLARC' s draft of the Review ofRegional Planning
District Commissions in Virginia. The document is well-researched and well-written and we are
in general agreement with its contents. I would, however, like to submit the following
comments:
•

Placement of oversight responsibility for the Planning District Commissions with the
Department of Housing and Community Development or the Commission on Local
Government would appear to be logical.

•

The first paragraph on page 93 should be deleted.

•

The second and third sentences contained in Recommendation (3) on page 93 should be
deleted.

•

Consideration should be given to linking future Planning District funding (perhaps
above a certain base) to specific results such as participation in Geographic Infonnation
System efforts.
Sincerely,

Robert W. Lauterberg
c:\vld\hhh\leone.doc
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